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—

The Cemetery of Zafer Papoura : with a Comparative Note ox a

Chamber-Tomb at Milatos.

§ 1 . The Types of Sepulkire.

About 600 metres due nortli of the preliistoric Palace of Knossos begins the rise

of a flat-topped hill, here traversed hy a long line of Roman walling, from wliich

the neighbouring hamlet, sole survivor of the ancient city, gains its name of

Makryteichos. The hill itself is known as Zafer Papoura (ToG Zacfiep t) Tranovpa)

and on its lower slope there had already been brought to light remains of houses

belonging to the • extensive Minoan towai, the " Wide Knossos " of Homeric

tradition, which seems to have extended on every side of the Palace.

That this hill might contain a Minoan cemetery was rendered the more

probable by Mr. Hogarth's discovery in 1900 of eight isolated tombs along a low

cliff-edge on its further side." Seven of these tombs contained Geometric inter-

ments, but their chamber shape and rock-cat entrance passage or dromos showed

that they had originally belonged to an earlier period. Some scattered relics of

their original contents were in fact found, such as bronze knife-blades'" and a

"^ Annual of the British School at Athens, No. vi. p. 82, seqq.

" Fi'Din Tomb 4.

a



2 Tlie Prehistiirir Tovibi^ of Knossos.

bronze tripod,^ of a form identical witli one found at Enkonii in Cyprus, in a

Late Mycencean connexion. The remaining tomb,'' a vaulted chamber 8 feet

square, approached by a dromos 16 feet long, contained disturbed remains of its

original Minoan contents, without anj Geometrical admixture. Parts of a male
skeleton were scattered on the floor just within the tomb. Fragments of five

painted M3'cena?an vases, including a large squat aryhaUos in greenish ware with

black spiraliform ornament, were found in the tomb, and parts of two bronze

depilatory tweezers. Hardly covered by the earth, just outside the entrance to

the dromos, lay another skeleton accompanied by a bronze mirror and a small

object in blue paste with rosettes in relief.

Mr. Hogarth searched in vain for more Minoan tombs along the cliff face

to the south," and these indications of early interments remained isolated till in

1904 the renewed explorations, made under my direction in quest of a burial place

in connexion with the prehistoric town, led to the discovery of an extensive

cemetery on the eastern slope of the hill. The credit of finding the first tombs

here was due to my mender Joannes Papadakis, and the successful tracing out of

the ramifications of the necropolis was mainly owing to the extraordinary flxir of

the foreman Antonios Gregoriou, who had also worked here for Mr. Hogarth, and

whose life-long application to this congenial pursuit on early Cypriote sites has

made him probably the most expert tomb-hunter of the Levant.

I was fortunate both here and on the site of the Royal Tomb subsequently

explored in having the expert assistance of Dr. Duncan Mackenzie in directing

the works, and have also had at my disposal his daybooks of the excavations.

The objects illustrated below were for the most part drawn by the Danish artist

Mr. Halvor Bagge.

The eastern slope of the hill along which the cemetery extends is composed

of soft rock, a kind of rotten limestone, locally known as kouslcoiiras, in most

places covered with a very shallow deposit of surface soil. Wherever there had

been an ancient shaft or the cutting of a tomb-passage this deposit was naturally

deeper, and it was thus possible in many cases to locate the graves from the

occurrence of certain herbs with exceptionally long roots.

In all a hundred tombs were opened. Of these a small proi)ortiou may be

" From Tomb 3.

'' Op. cit. p. 82, No. 1. Tlie tomi) Imd bocn originally closed by a door of dry walling.

° Mr. Hogarth contdudes (op. cit. p. 85) :
" The native diggers seem never to have found graves

earlier than Geometric
; and after a two months' search I fear I leave the solution of the Kuossian,

cemetery problem but little advanced."
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brouglit within the limits of the period when the great neighbouring Palace still

existed as a royal abode and was exercising a dominant influence. But the bulk of

the tombs unquestionably belong to the age immediately succeeding this, when the

Palace itself was in ruins or was at most ])artially inhabited. In the main there-

fore the remains here brovight to light illustrate what I have elsewhei'C found it

convenient to define as the Third Late-Minoan Period, though, as will be pointed

out below, they do not seem to reach its lower limit.

The tombs, which in this cemeteiy all contained skeleton interments, were of

three main classes: {a) Ghamhpr-Tombs excavated in the soft rock with a passage or

dromos leading down to them; (b) Shaft-Graves, each w^ith a lesser cavity below,

roofed over with stone slabs and containing the extended skeleton ; and (c) Fit-

caves or oblong pits giving access to a walled cavity in one of their larger sides

below, within which was the interment. From the character of their contents it

appears that all these three forms of sepulture were in use contemporaneously.

((/) The ('h<niiber-Tumhs.

Eock-cut tombs of this class, approached by a itromos, are sufficiently well

known both in Crete and in Mainland Greece. In contrast to some previously

known Cretan tombs of this type that exhibit a round,'* horse-shoe,"^ or oval

ground plan, the shape of these generally showed below an approach to a square

outline, the upper part forming a low cupola or arch. This square form, which

was prevalent in the contemporary cemeteries of Mainland Greece,'' is also well

authenticated on other Cretan sites.

It is found in the case of built tombs at Praesos,'' and at least one example

of a square rock-cut chamber occurred at Phaestos.^ In 1890 I alread}^ had the

opportunity of exploring a chamber-tomb of rectangular outline at Milatos in

* E.g. the chamher-tomb of Aiioja Messaritika described by Oi-si (Mon. Ant. i. (1890), 6).

>> At Pinnies, A. Taramelli, Ji^iVcrc/ic archeologirhe Crefcd : Moii. Ant. ix. (1899), 49; Palaikastro,

Bosanquet, B. S. A. viii. 304; Milatos, Orsi, op. cit. 10; Praesos, Bosanquet, B. S. A. viii. 251, 252.

= Those, for instance, of the Lower Town at Mycenae, cf. Tsountas, 'E^. 'Ap^. 1889, p. 121 seqq.

o( ddXafioi elvai els ru TrXeiarov rerpdywroi (p. 128). Cf. 'E0. 'Ap^. 1891, p. 2 seqq. The round form is,

however, also found. See Tsountas and Manatt, Mycenxan Age, 135.

" Bosanquet, B. S. A. viii. 245, 246.

" Savignoni, Necropoli di Phaesfo.'^, 31, fig. 17. This tomb was, however, of an exceptional

character, since it included a second chamber of pentagonal form.

a 2



4 The Prehistoric Tombs of Knossos.

Crete, the plan and arrangement of which is given below for purposes of com-

parison."

It is true that in many cases the corners of the chambers are rounded, and

in some of the smaller tombs a more circular outline is observable.'' That the

round or elliptical form of chamber-tomb is typologically the earlier must be

reo-arded as certain. It is the natural form of the artificial cave dwellings of a

far more primitive age, of which these sepulchral abodes are simply the survival.

Large, built tholi of this class, constructed of rough stones, were, as we now know,

used as ossuaries in Crete at a much earlier period.''

In the case of the built tombs or tholi of Mycentean Greece, the rounded

form is still generally adhered to. In Crete, however, the square outline is found,

as at Praesos, also in the built sepulchral chambers, and a still more striking

example from the neighbourhood of Knossos will be described below.

The chambers of the tombs of Zafer Papoura were in each case entered b}'

a doorway, generally blocked by a double or threefold walling of rough stones.

This door was approached by a rock-hewn dromos or passage somewhat wider

than the doorway, and sloping down to it with steps at intervals. (See figs. 1 a, b, c,

Grave No. 92.) The dromos was continued below in many cases as a tunnel, and

its walls sloped inwards so as to form a section like the galleries in the walls of

Tiryns. The sides of the doors were also slightly battered in the same way.

Fig. 2 gives a view of the entrance passage of Tomb 92, the open door of

which was immediately approached by steps. These lie beyond the end of the

slope visible in the illustration.

The entrance to the dromos was in almost all cases from the east, but this

orientation Avas practically necessitated by the fact that the slope of the hill was

here throughout in an easterly direction. The tombs found on the other side

of the hill opened, as naturally, on the west. Neither can it be said that there

was any fixed arrangement as to the interments within the chambers. The

* See helow, figs. 104a and 104/-.

" See below, fig. 84.

"^ One of these was excavated by Professor Halblicrr at Hagia Triada in 1904. See Memorie dfll

r. huitihito Lombardo, 1905. Others have now been brought to light by the Cretan Ephor of

Antiquities, Dr. Stephanos Xanthoudidcs, at Kumasa. The objects contained in these primitive

tholi belong to what I have elsewhere defined as the Second and Third Early-Minoan Periods,

which precede the great age of the Cretan Palaces. There can be no doubt that the Hagios

Onouphrios deposit {Cretan Fictoijraphs, etc., Quariteli, London, 1905, p. 105 seqq.) represents the

contents of an ossuary tholos of this early class.
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skeletons found on the fl(wi-s, in a more or less extended position, sometimes had

JV-S Section of cJifunb^r.

ihomnJ^ il*jcke<C t^orrreyr-

Fig. 1. Chamber-Tomb (No. 92). Plan («),
section E.-W. ami N.-S. (A), ami facade (c).

their heads near the inmost wall, sometimes to-n-ards the door, while at times they

lay at right angles to the entrance.
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From one to three skeletons lay on the floors of these chamber-tombs. In

other cases, according to the well-known Cretan practice, the bones were con-

Fig. 2. Entrance passage of Tomb 92.

tained in tci-ra-cotta chests, known as larnalces." Fig. da shows one of these in

••» These sepulchral chests were first described by Paolo Orsi (from materials supjilied by

Fcderico Halbherr) in his Urne Funebri Cretesi {Mon. Ant. i. 1890).
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position, through a broken doorway of Tomb VS. A fuller view of this larnax

is given in fig. 36.

I'ig. 3«. Liiniax or clay sarcophagus seen in position through the hroken iloorway of Tumb 93.

At times, again, the two usages of the simple deposition of the body on the

floor of the tomb and of its enclosure in a clay chest had been practised side by
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side. In one instance (the large tomb No. 1 l<) tlie bones had i)een placed in a

shallow pit dug in the floor of the chamber.

The larnaJces of these Late-Miuoan graves, like the alternative clay baths

"

Fig. 3i. Cliiy sarcophagus or la//ii:.r I'roni TdiiiIi 'X\.

Orsi, Vrne Funehri Gretesi, Tav. ii. and [i. 11.
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ov store jars," also used as receptacles for the corpse, rei)n)iliic(' tlie ordinar}'

chests of household furniture,'' and were not, as has been suggested, miniature

copies of primitive houses/ The}' are in fact, as I have elsewhere pointed out,''

little more than translations into painted clay of the wooden chests tliai played an

important part in the furniture of contemporary Egyptian houses, and which also

iig. i. KuiiKiius of cTOMelieil skeleton in luriiux Irom Tomb Mi.

at times served a funereal purpose. Tlie painted designs of the Cretan sarco[)hagi

very frequently stand themselves in a filial I'elation to those seen on Egyptian

chests, ceilings, or wall paintings. Thus we find on the painted larna.v of Grave

Xo. loo the conventionalised papyrus tufts and linked spirals alternating with

" Mariani, Antichitil Crete.si (3/o». Aiif. vi. 203). Cf. too America)i Jonnml of Archn'nhnjy, v.

(1901), 304.

*" S. XanthouJide.s, 'V.<p. 'A/jx- 190-t, p. 12 M'qq, lias riglitlj- insisted on tliis t':ict. Tliat soiiu'

were made specially for sepulchral purposes is, however, shown by the holrs lielow for drainage.

° Tsonntas, 'E^. 'Ap^. 1891, p. 7 seqq. ; Perrot, Grece Primitive, p. (578 stqq.

^ The Palace of Knossos in its Egijpfinn Priafious (Arch. Report of Egypt Expl. Fund, 11)01), 3.

h
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flowers according to the Egy^^tiau fasliiou. On a clay sarcophagus from Ligortino"

vre recognise the typical Nilotic motive of waterfowl chasing butterflies among

marsh plants ; and the sacred griffin, also seen on Egyptian chests, reappears on

the larnax of Palaikastro,^ with a derivative Nile plant rising in front of him.

The narrow capacity of these clay chests has given rise to the idea that

they were simple ossuaries, and that the bones had been placed in them after the

decomposition of the flesh. Where, as is sometimes the case, more than one

skull occurs inside the chest, there may be some warrant to this idea, but evidence

like that afforded by the larnax found in Grave No. 80 below, shows that the

body of the deceased was actually stowed away in the clay receptacle.

Fig. 4, which reproduces a photograph of the interior of this chest imme-

diately after its extraction from the sepulchral vault, shows that the body had

been originally laid on its liack, with the knees drawn n]i.

Fig. 5. Section ^ti lunuiiv from Artsa, showing iiosition of skeleton.

This is still more clearly demonstrated by a larnax found by Dr. Xanthoudides

at Artsa," a Cretan village about two hours distant from the site of Knossos. In

this exceptionally well-preserved burial the skeleton was found lying on its back

as in the above instance, and with the knees still resting against the end wall of

the clay chest, as shown in fig. 5.

' The Palnre of Knossos in its Egyptian Eelations (Arch. Report of Kgypt Expl. Fund, 1901), 3.

" Bcsanquet, B. S. A. viii. 297 scqq. and pi. xviii. The introduction of these Egj-ptian element.s

does not, however, detract from the religious .significance of the indigenous features, such us the

sacral horns and double axes, of this sarcophagus. Minoan religious art was accretive, and in

Crete, as in contemporary Syria, such hieratic forms, taken over from the land of fixed and

immemorial i-eligious tradition, became part of its common stock.

^ 'F.^. 'AfiX- V- ^ seqq. and tig. 1 (reproduced in fig. 5 above).
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(h) The Shaft-Graves.

Tliis type of tomi), of wliicli twenty-eight examples were found, recalls in its

general plan the shaft-graves of the Akropolis enclosure at Mycenae. In both

cases the access is by means of a shaft or pit leading down to the slabbed covering

of the actual sepulchral cell. The cell hero, however, is a simple cavity in the rock

made somewhat narrower than the shaft above so as to leave a ledge for the

support of the covering slabs. In the royal shaft-graves of Mycenae this ledge

CvX\v;-\\^>\\\'

Fig. C. Plan of Grave No. "27, showing covering

slabs and ledge at side.

Fig. Plan of Grave No. 26, .showing covering
slabs and ledge at end.

was supplied by means of an artificial walling, and the slabs themselves rested

on substantial beams. In its simplest form, a pit leading to a grave covered

with rough stones, this type is already found in the early Copper Age cemeteries

of Cyprus.

The depth of the shaft proper, in the gTaves of Zafer Papoura, when the

surface was not denuded, ranged from about 2 metres to 3^ metres. The sepulchral

cells went down about a metre below this depth, and were made just large enough

to contain the extended body. In many cases a ledge was cut in the side or end

of. the shaft to aid in the descent below. The covering blocks varied in character.

(See figs. 6 and 8b). Sometimes they were quite rough stones ; in other cases they

b2
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were carefully liewu and squared. The best executed slabs were found in Grave

1-25 m.m
''M
////

V

/.

/

///////

Lcrlfjr nf S. cud.

Fig. 8«. Seition of Sbiift-Grave (No. ;i3)

No. 44, which contained two fine swords. There were four of these slabs in this
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/'

tomb, identical in size ami tliickness to a few centimetres." Tlie plan and section

of a typical shaft-grave, the Carpenter's Grave, No. 83, is given in fig. 8a, h.

Blocks had been occasionally

taken for this pui'pose from older

constructions. This appears from

a slal) found in Grave No. 25, con-

taining a late stirrup-vase, upon

the np])er surface of which were

the deeply cut signs shown in fig. 9.

These signs might easily be taken

by those not intimately acquainted

with the history ^

I

N

/,///

/ ''
'.

// //

////

%Z.

CO

^,
'//

//// /

75 cm;

|-25lix:

hz
/// //

Fig. 9. Incised signs on
slab of (irave Xo. 2.").

of such marks in

Crete as charac-

ters of theMinoan

script, giving the

name of the per-

son here interred.

As a matter of fact the two signs

in question belong to the regular

series of marks on blocks from the

earlier Palace at Knossos,'' and to a

period thei-efore long anterior to

that of the grave Avhich the block

had helped to cover.

At times the pit above the slab

was found partly filled with large

stones, but nothing resembling a

gravestone was discovered above.

It is, however, highly probable that had such existed they would, from their

superficial position, have been removed or broken up.

///

///yy'yy/.
///////// ////////// /y ///////////r

S
Fig. 8//. I'lan of Shaft-tirave (No. 33).

" The dimensions of the.se were: No. 1, 1-.36 long by -hi wide by 27 thick: Xo. 2, 1-20 long by
•55 wide by 27 thick; No. 3, 1-27 long by '56 wide by 27 thick; No. -I, 119 long by -50 wide by

.33 thick.

'' They belong to a class of signs which in the later Palace are seen only on re-used blocks,

They are also found at Phaestos. (L. Pernier, Scavi della Missioue Ifaliana a Phaestos, 1900-1901.

p. 90, Nos. 9 and 15). No. 1 also occurs in the pictographic script.
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Tlif exceptionally rich Shaft-Grave No. 36 presented the peculiarity of having

pai-t of the funeral fuiniture above the slabs. The remains of the skeleton,

/

Fij;. 10. Section of Shaft-Grave (No. 36)
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5

with personal oniaments and two swords, one of them gold-mounted, lay in the

sepulchral cell below, while above the roof-slabs had been placed three bronze

vessels, a mirror, and two spear-heads. The reason of this exceptional arrange-

ment was probably the impossibility of fitting all these belongings into the

receptacle below. A section of this tomb is given in fig. 1 0.

Another abnormal variety of this class of interment is supplied by Xo. 34.

In this case there was the usual pit with the slabs below covering the sepulchral

cell, but immediately below them was a plain clay larnax, which formed the actual

receptacle of the bones.

(c) The Pit-Cares.

The graves of this class consist of a pit provided with ledges to facilitate

descent, at the bottom of which is a low walled-up arch giving access to the

sepulchral cell. This inner cave-like receptacle was generally secured by a double

walling of rough blocks, and was just long enough to contain an extended skeleton.

Although thus approached on a different principle, the inner cell in ground plan

resembles that of the shaft-graves.

A typical example of a pit-cave will be seen in figs. 11'?, llh, and 11'-,

representing the ground plan and sections of Grave Xo. 66.

The depth of the pit leading down to the walled cavity varied from about

2^ metres to nearly 4J metres. Owing to the greater difficulty of access to the

sepulchral cell, as compared with the simple shaft-grave, the system of ledges

along the jjit sides was much more developed in this class of toml). A shallower

form of the same class (Xo. 7) is shown in figs. 12a and I2h.

Although built tholos tombs approached by a circular pit or well, of very late

Minoan date, are seen in the cemetery of Courtes,* the present type of pit-cave is

altogether new among contemporary sepultures either in Crete or in Mycenaean

Greece.

There is, however, sufficient evidence of its high antiquity in the Mediter-

ranean area. Under a more primitive aspect sepulchral cavities approached by a

pit are seen in the early cemeteries of Cyprus,'' such as Hagia Paraskeve, and

" A Taramt'lli, Xales on the Necrojioh's of Cniirtes (American .Journal of Airlia'ology, v. (1901),

294 seqq. and 297, 298 (figs. 1 and 2).

> These early Cypriote pit-eaves were first described by Dihiiinler, Mitth. d. d. arch. Inst, in

Athen, 1880, p. 210 seqq. For numerous examples see Ohnefalsch-Richter, Kypros, etc. pi. clxvii -

clxxv.
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thej recur on the Syrian mainland. Tombs of this class, described as Punic, are

Jjorrer

y/ '^^ / 5-40 cm

/ ^,

-r J*iAj 4-35 ni. ciee/o-

W'4'''- o
Upper Zed^e.

// y/Z/, /,/y Z// ////////// ////'^Z//y, //////////// / 'y /////// ' /

FiL'. 11«. Plan of Pit-Cave fNo. 661.

x>/x;-;r'.
V ^^//.

'/,

'//
v;^'^

//

'//z'-'/y

—y/z,//^

..,/////zyy
//yz/ ////
ZZ/ / / / ^"

Fig. 11«. Plan of Pit-Cave (No. 66).

also found in Tunisia." An allied type is well represented in south-western

Sicily'' and in the neighbourhood of Palermo."'" In this case the pit is circular

•'
I have seen tomb.s of this class near Boja (^'ac^•a). The pits were scjuaro, the side cavities

had in several cases been enlarged for later uses. Some of these tombs were excavated by Captain

Vincent (Bulletin de VAcddemie d'Hippone, xvii.).

" See especially L. Mauceri, Annali, etc. 1880, 1 seqq. (Districts of Licata and Canicatti). For

the identity of the early ceramic types of south-western Sicily with those of the south-east, see

Dl-si, Bull, di Paletnnlugia, 1895, p. 80 seqq. and cf. 1897, p. 1 seqq.

" Salinas, Nolizie degli iSVori, 1880, p. 3."}7, and tav. x. These tombs were on the extensive

plain of Ciachia, and as Colini (Bull, di Paletn. 1904, p. 176) points ont, the well form of access was

here conditioned by the flat cliaracter of the surface.
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iind there are at times two or even three side cavities. The ceramic contents of

these tombs belong to Orsi's First Sikel Period. Well-caves of this kind also

frequently occur in the disti'ict of Syracuse during the succeeding Second Sikel

^fefe

Fig. 11/y. Longitudinal section of Pit-Cave (No. 6()).

Period,* contemporary with the Late Minoan, and reappear in Apidia among what

may well have been a population of the same Sikel stock.''

* Colini, loo. cit.

° See G. Patroni, Un vilaggio siculo a Matera nell 'antica Apulia (Moii. Ant. 1898, p. 417 seqq.

;

cf. tigs. 24, 25).

r
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In localities presenting natural cliffs or steep slopes the simpler kind of

artificial cave with an entrance passage more or less on the same level was the

natural type for the dwellings of primitive troglodytes, as later for the abodes of
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Kij;. 1 \c. Transverse section of Pit-Cave (No. 60).

death. It is this type that we have represented in the chamber-tombs described

above. But on more level sites a similar result was attained by the more laborious

pi'ocess of first digging a pit and then excavating a small chamber in its side.
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The present class of tomb originates therefore in the same troglodytic instinct that

produced the chamber tombs and fholoi, and the pit here is the equivalent of the

dromos. The cavity itself, being less easily accessible, would tend from tlie first

215
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graves that we see here represent fixed and thoroughly developed types that

must have had a long independent history, and are not merely slight modifications

of a single prevalent foriu, due to local convenience. As a matter of fact the

character of the ground at Zafer Papoura does not vary suificiently to explain

the divergence in the tjqjes of graves. It is true that the tombs of the diiferent

classes are to a certain extent distributed in groups, the south-east part of the

area being for instance exclusively occupied by chamber-tombs, while some

410
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Fig. 12 J. Longitudinal section of Pit-Cave (No. 7).

clusters of shaft-graves and pit-caves occur togethei- in the northern section. (See

plan, fig. 108.) In this latter area, however, chamber-tombs are also found, and

in one case a shaft-grave has been dug above and partly into a slightly earlier

chamber-tomb, while chamber-tombs of somewhat later date have in two instances

invaded pit-caves.

There was then no inherent reason for this divergence of type to Jiave

produced itself on the present site. AVe must rather sujipose that we have here

to deal with three principal groups of families or clans who in the course of their

past history had liad to deal with different topographical conditions. Some, it
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appears, must liave come from ;i fliitter country. Whether their different ante-

cedents ultimately iiu]»]y in one or the other case an immigration from over sea is

a question impossible to answer with our present data. It is certain, as will be

shown in detail below, that all three types of interment were practised at Zafer

Papoura contemporaneouslj% and that the culture presented l)y the contents of

graves of the different kinds is of an uniform and purely Minoan stamp.

Unfortunately the character of the soil has left little material for craniological

observations. The bones were mostly in a very decayed state, and it was often

with the greatest difficulty that sufficient data could be made out even to deter-

mine the sex of the skeletons." Even in cases where the bones had been jilaced

in clay sarcophagi these had been generally so broken and choked by tlie falling

of the rotten hntdvuras rock that very little remained in a sufficient state of

preservation for comparative purposes.''

§ 2. The Graves of Zafer Papotira and their contents.

No. 1.— This grave was of abnormal form, and seems to have been a double

shaft-grave. It is situated on a steep bank, and much of the original deposit

above it had probably disappeared. There are two compartments, divided by a

dry walling. The bottom of that to the west was 60 centimetres higher than the

other, but owing to the slope it lay at about the same distance, 1"65 meters l)elow

the surface. This compartment (A in plan, fig. 13) was found completely empty.

B, however, had its original covering of rough slabs, sloping up west towards the

companion grave. Beneath these lay the much-decayed remains of an extended

skeleton, with its head to tlie south. By the head were the two vases a (see

fig. 118, Irt) and h, and near the left forearm and hand two bronze knives and a

stone hone.

Iff. Plain ewer : lieight 25 centimetres. (See fig. 118, la.)

* Some of the legs for instance may have been more bent than is shown in the rough indications

of skeletons in the plans of tombs given below. These indications, it should be obsci-ved, are only

intended to have a diagrammatic value, the skeletons being in almost all cases reduced to too pul-

verised a condition to admit of any exact delineation.

^ Mr. C. H. Hawes, who has been carrying out extensive craniological obscrvaticms in Crete on

behalf of the British Association, has kindly consented to examine the skulls from this cemetery and

from the Royal Tomb.
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Fig. 13. Plan of double Shaft-Grave (No. 1).

Fig. 14. Painted stirrup-vase from Grave
No. 1.

lb. Stiri'up-vase : heiglit 19 centi-

metres ; brown decoration on pale butY

(Fig. 14.)

Ic. Bi'onze knife : length 12 centi

metres. (As 51/, fig. 113.)'

If?. Bronze knife : length 11"8 centi-

metres, with undulating edge. (Fig. 15.)

Ifi. Flat oblong hone of gray stone.

No. 2. Small Shaft-Grave, with

covering slabs.— Scanty remains of

bones ; bead, cast. About the middle,

near the position of the right hand,

was a small gold ring, glass and cla}^

beads, and small serpentine pendant.

Fig. Vk
Bronze knife
from Grave

No. 1.
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2a. Gold ring, the bezel broken.

26. Bead of yellow translucent glass, with rounded section and large central perforation.

2c. Globular ribbed bead of blue paste (kyanos).

2d. Plain globular beads of clay.

2e. Green serpentine pendant of globular form, with perforated stem.

No. 3. Shaft-Grave.—Rectangular pit, 1'25 metres wide and about 1'90 metres

long, in which at a depth of about 2* 15 metres is the actual grave, with a roofing

of rough limestone slabs.

The grave (1'60 metres long, 60 centimetres wide, and 65 centimetres deep)

contained remains of a skeleton with the head to the south. At the feet were a

bronze knife and a razor.

3a. Bronze knife (29'5 centimetres long). For type see fig. 113, 64c.

Sb. Bronze razor (19 centimetres long, .5".5 centimetres broad at end).

y/////////^//////^yy///////A////y////////,

1-84 m. ^-^/^yy 'y / /^^'^ ^^-^'yy -^

Fig. K;. I'lmi of Shnft-Giave (No. 4),

No. 4. /Sf/m/it-Crrare.— Mean depth from the surface of the shaft to the bottom

of the grave 3 "70 metres. The depth of the actual grave beneath the covering slab

was 45 centimetres. The edges of the covering slabs were carefully squared.

The grave (length 1-84 metres, width 60 centimetres) contained remains of

a much decomposed skeleton, with the head to the east. By the left side of the

body were two razors of different types and a knife. (See plan, fig. 16

)

4a. Bronze razor : 20 centimetres long, 5-3 centimetres broad at end. (Cf. fig. 33.)

46. Bronze knife: 36 centimetres long. (Cf. fig. 113, 46.)

4c. Leaf-shaped razor of bronze. (Cf. fig. 113, 64c.)
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No. 5. Shaft-Grave.—Depth from surface 3-40 centimetres. Tlie grave (1-40

metres long, 55 centimetres broad), covered with roughly -liewn slabs, contained

remains of a skeleton with its head to the east. By the head was a small painted

vase ('/), and near the right hand a plain cornelian bead.

5a. Small two-liaudled beaked jug (9-5 centimetres liigh), with painted decoration dark-

brown on buff. (See fig. 117, 5rt.)

5b. Plain cornelian bead of sub-cylindrical form.

No. 6. Pit-Cave.—The tomb had been disturbed and the bones were much

pulverised, but their remains seemed to indicate that the head had been south.

lo. vrr-gg ^^f>»%fi-

—v,^

_ _ ^x:_.i::S|,i

I • 80 m.

Y/^//

Fig. 17. Plan of I'it-Cave (So. fi).

The depth of the pit from the surface was 2-50 metres, and a ledge to facilitate

descent had been made on its east side.

It seems as if any weapons or implements of bronze that may have been

placed in the tomb had been carried off by those who broke into it. The arrange-

ment of tlie existing contents of the grave is shown in fig. 17.

6«. Three handled vase with painted designs. Height aliout 28 centimetres. Upper

part broken, (^'ig. 117, 6a.)

66. Small beaked vase with one handle, 7'5 centimetres high. (Fig- 117, 66.)

6c. Plain clay bowl.

Cd. Two-handled bowl.
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60. Plain clay cup.

6/. Small bronze mirror with two holes for fixing handles (diameter 12'3 centimetres)

.

6^. Large bronze mirror as the last (diameter 17 centimetres), luucli broken.

6h. Bronze pins.

6j. Two stone spindle-whorls.

6^. Much abraded lentoid bead of steatite, with traces of intaglio representing an animal.

Fig. 18. Man of sepulchral cell of Tit-Cave (No. 7).

No. 7. Pit-Gave (for plan, see figs. 12a, 12('y).—Skeleton, much decayed, head

to west. About the neck was a necklace of embossed gold beads (f). Near the

middle was found a gold-plated ring (d), the device of which was a Sphinx. Near

the right arm was a bronze knife (a), and by the left shoulder a bronze mirror (//).

T\s. 19. Bronze knife with solid hamlle, from Tit-Cave (No. 7).

Lower down the left arm was an ivory boat (e) and a three-handled vase, and two

pedestalled cups were ranged along the south margin of the grave near the head

U, 9, h).

7a. Bronze knife with solid handle, length 19 centimetres. (Fig. 19.)

d
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Fig. 20. Gold beads of a necklace fi-ora Pit-Cave
(No. 7). (|.)

76. Bronze mirror (diameter 13 centimetres) witli two perforations for attaching handle.

7c. Gold necklace of forty beads with triple perforation, showing double argonaut design

in repousse work (fig. 20, and fig. 119, 7c). Another similar necklace was fouad in

Grave 36. Similar gold necklaces were found

iu the chamber-tombs near Phaestos (Savignoni,

Necropoli di Phaestos, p. 99, fig. 58), and others

were obtained at Mycenae from the tombs of

the lower town (Tsountas, 'E0. 'Ap;^. 1888, pi.

ix. 4), in some cases showing eight tentacles

instead of six (Karo in Darembcrg et Saglio,

Dictlonnaire des Antiquite's, art. Monile, fig. 5125,

and Savignoni loc. cit.). Another from a contemporary tomb at Argos is published by

Vollgraff {Bull. de. Corr. hell. 1904, p. 383, fig. 15). A mould for a similar bead, said

to have been found in Asia Minor, is iu the Berlin Museum (Furtw. u. Loeschke,

Myh. Vasen, p. 34, fig. 22). The design has frequently been misunderstood by those who

have described it.^ As stated above, it is essentially a duplicated argonaut {argo

argonauta), though it has been crossed by the octopus idea, and in some varieties the

number of the tentacles is, in consequence of this, raised from six to eight. The argonaut

by itself, representing the half of the present design, with three tentacles, occurs on gold

plates and glass paste beads from Mycenae (J. H. S. xxiv. 324, fig. la; and 'E^. 'Ap)(^.

1887, pi. xiii. 2, 3), and also on the mould found by Schliemann {Mycenae, p. 107, fig. 1C2).

The argonaut, which at Knossos is a favourite motive of the

beautiful faience fabric of the close of the Third Middle-Minoan

Period, was taken over, probably from this source, together with

similar rockwork on to the painted ware of the succeeding Palace

Style. It also appears on wall-paintings, e.g. in those of the room

by the Megaron at Mycenae.

7(/. Gold-plated ring with bronze core. On the bezel is a

repousse design of a winged Sphinx to left (fig. 21, and fig. 119, Id).

Diameter of hoop of ring 22 millimetres.

le. Ivory boat : original length about 25 centimetres (fig. 22).

The upturned end recalls the Minoan boat on a seal- impression

from the Temple Repository of the Palace at Knossos {Report, p. 58,

fig. 36). The two holes at either end of the hollow part of the boat

possibly served for a lid, and the flat surface of the raised rim cor-

roborates this view. In this case we have here a casket similar to

the well-known duck-shaped boxes of Egypt.

7/. Pedestalled cup with two handles. Height 16"5 centimetres,

diameter of cup 15 centimetres (see fig. 118, If). It is of plain clay originally covered

with a kind of black varnish which seems, however, to have been imperfectly fixed.

Fig. 21. Gold-plated ring
showing Sphinx, from Pit-Cave
(No. 7).

' Vollgraff, however, loc. cit. has recognised its true signification.
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7g. Pedestalled cup with one handle, of plain clay. Height 12 centimetres, diameter

of cup 11 '8 centimetres.

Fig. 22. iTory boat, perhaps a casket, from I'it-Cave (No. 7).

7A. Painted "amphora" with three handles, brown design on pale buff. Height 29 centi-

metres. (Fig. 23.) For the upper band com-

pare the amphora from Argos {Bull, do Corr.

hell. 1904, pi. xiv.).

No. 8. Chamher-Tomh, approached to

east by a dromos with steps and a sloping

descent. The door had been broken in,

and the remains of a larnax and a Roman

pot were found in the dromos^ an indication

that the tomb had been robbed in Roman
times. The chamber contained the remains

of four plain larnaJces, all robbed, two of

them on tlie floor and the others arranged

crosswise above. From the position of

the two lower chests it is evident that the

larnax that had been taken out had

originally been laid beside them as shown

in dotted lines on the plan, fig. 24.

LarnaJces were found arranged in a

similar way in double tiers in chamber-

tombs at Ligortino and Phaestos.

^2
Fig. 2.S. Pitinted "anipliora " frjin I'it Cave (No. 7).
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No. 9. Chamber-Tomb, with stepped dramas about 5 metres long, slightly

increasing in width, from 80 centimetres to 1 metre, as it approaches the door.
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Fig. 24. Plan of Chamber-Tomb (No. 8), with section of entrance passage.

(See plan and sections, figs. 25a, 256, 25c.) The walling of the entrance had

been broken open and parts of a larnax, a charcoal holder (of. fig. 46), and a plain-

handled vase were fonnd outside.

Inside the chamber to the left was another larnax, which, however, had been
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Fig. 25n. I'hin of Chamljcr-Tonib (No. it).

broken into, the lid being smashed, and near the right wall of the chamber was a

small painted stirrup vase (a) (see fig. 114, 9ft) 9 centimetres high and 12 centi-

metres in diameter, and a plain spouted bowl (i) (fig. 118, 96), witli a round flat

knob on either side. Some stone spindle-whorls were also found.
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The lania.r (fig. 26a) exhibited the peculiarity of being divided into panels, that

at one end provided with cross pieces, clearly indicative of a woodwork model and

recalling the sides of the gypsum throue found in the Palace of Kmossos. On
carefully cleaning the chest faint traces of painted designs appeared on the two

principal faces and at one end. At the end are simple waved lines, but on either

face are traces of more elaborate designs in red. On one side nothing can be made

•out but the four-spoked wheel and part of the frame of a chariot, going left, in

JLoyiqiZu^yiaZ scctioJv of CJuxynber B — B
( Ujypey jicvrt of wcvtlin^ restOTe^ )

Fig. 25/;. Chamber-Tomb (No. 9).

W/y9//////y//y'/////y/y,-/y/y///y'//////yy//yyy///^

TTunsreyse section' of CJuxryJber /\—^

Fig 25c Chamber-Tomb (No. 9).

the panel nearest to the left end of this face. The left panel of the other side

shows traces of a beardless man throwing a lasso which twists round the curved

horns of a Cretan wild goat. His other hand seems to seize the goat's hind

quarters, and in front of the animal is another man, the upper part much effaced,

who apparently grasps its neck. The horns of another " agrimi " are visible

behind the first. On the partition between this and the next panel are palm

trees. The subject of the panel to the right is quite obliterated. Below, along

the whole length of the larnax, runs a series of egg patterns, perhaps conventional

indications of rocks. The drawing is altogether of the rudest kind.
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No. 10. Pit-Gave ("The Hunters' Grave").—The shaft of this had been

subsequently cut into by a chamber-tomb (No. 10, h). This later tomb, which was

approached^ on the east by a dromos 3 metres long, had been broken into. The

Fig. 26«. Painted larmix or clay sarcophagus from Chamber-Tomb (No. 9).

walling of its entrance had been removed and parts of a larnax lay outside in the

dromos. Inside the chamber to the left lay another ])lain larnax witli a broken
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cover containing a fairly preserved skeleton, the skull of which was at its Avesteru

end. To the right was a fragmentary stirrup-vase with a pattern reseml)liug that

of fig. 117, 21a, and a plain spouted

bowl.

The walling of the sepulchral recess

belonging to the pit-cave, into the shaft

of which this chamber had cut, was fountl

intact. A much decayed skeleton lay

within with its head north. The skull

was exceptionally thick, and seemed to be

that of a man. A bronze razor (a) and

knife {h), of the ordinary types, had been

placed near the feet, and a small spouted

vase (c) by the head. On the inner

margin of the grave, bej^ond the leg

bones, but at a higher level (40 to 60

centimetres above the floor), were fifteen

small bronze arrow-heads of two types, (<?)

and {e) (see fig. 28). These arrow-heads

are from 4' 5 to 4' 7 centimetres long, and

are identical with those more recently

found in a magazine west of the Palace."

From their small size they may most

probably be regarded as arrows of the

chase. We have here a hunter's grave.

(See fig. 27.)

lOo. Bronze razor with remains of its

wooden handle ; blade 20 centimetres long

(cf . fig. 63)

.

106. Bronze knife, 23 centimetres long

(of. fig. 113,51c).

10c. Small painted vase with high beak, Kig. L'O//. Eud of a painted /rd-waj- from lliambei--

Tomb (No. !0.

* Knossos: Report, 190-1. D. S. A. x. 61. Eisrht .similar arrow-heads, varying in length from

3"8 centimetres to 18 centimetre, were found in a tomb at Phaestos (Savignoni, NecropoU di

Phaestos, 41, fig. 21). In a tomb of the Lower Town at Myeenae, f)i-. Ttountas found twenty similar

arrow-heads in two bundles of ten each {Mycemvan Age, 206).
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about 8 centimetres high. (For shape see fig. 117, Gh.) It presents a wave-like decoration

round the upper part of its body.

10(1, p, f. Bronze arrow-heads. (Fig. 28.)

Fig. 27. Plan of the Hunter's Grave (No. 10).

No. 11. Small Chamber-Tomb.—The door of this tomb was found intact,

approached by a short descending dromos. The chamber, however, seems to have

been phmdered by means of a hole thi^ongh its vault,

since no small objects were found inside. The arrange-

ment within was, however, interesting. To the right of

the entrance was a j^lain larnax with a gabled cover a

good deal broken, but containing remains of a skeleton

with the legs drawn up and the shin bones being

in a nearly upright position. Other examples of this

crouched attitude will be described below. The liead was at the eastern

end of the clay sarcophagus. To the left of the larnax was a heap of bones

simply laid on the floor of the tomb. They were mucli decayed, but part of

a skull, apparently a woman's, was preserved. We have here therefore a com-

bination of the simpler form of burial with that within a sarcophagus. (See

plan, fig. 29.)

No. 12. Chamber-Timb.—The entrance to this tomb, approached l)y a

dromos 4J metres long, was found with its original double walling intact. The
doorway was 1-33 metre in height, in width below 52 centimetres, gradually

Fig. 28. Bronze .irrow-lie;ids from
the Hunter's Grave (No. 10).
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narrowing towards the top. The chamber itself was undisturljed. Upon the

floor were the remains of two skeletons witli their feet pointing east, towards the

doorway. Between the heads of the two skeletons lay a painted vase (a), a

W

Kig. 29. Plan of Chamber- romb (No. 11)

52 crxxi -

Dromos-
lYzdth beZary I m.. above
40 cm.

E
Fig. 30. i'lan of Chamber-Tomb (No. 12.)

small bronze knife (b), and a whorl (c), and by the left shoulder of the skeleton ou

the left was a bronze pin {d). (See plan, fig. 30.)

12rt. Three-handled " araphoi-a," height 20 centimetres (tig. 117, 12(;). Tlie rayed band

round the upper part of its body seems to be a degeneration of the fine foliate decoration

of 68fe (fig. 83).

126. Small bronze knife, 12'3 centimetres long. For type see 51c (fig. 71).

12d. Steatite whorl.

12t'. Bronze pin : broken.

e
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Xo. 13. Chamber-Tomb.—This toinb, approached on the east by a dromos

iucompletely excavated, had been plundered, and a good deal ruined bj- the

falling in of the rock above. Its interior arrangement resembled that of No. 11.

On the north side of the tomb to the left of the entrance was a plain larnax,

1 "20 metre in length, 47 centimetres in breadth, 78 centimetres in height.

It contained remains of bones and a skull at the west end. On the opposite

or southern side was a decayed skeleton with the head west, near the right

shoulder of which were two knives, " and //.

Fig. 31. Bronze knife with ivory handle from Grave No. 13.

13rt. Bronze knife witli ivory handle. (See fig. 31.)

ISh. Small bronze knife, witliout handle, of ordinary type.

No. 14. Chamber-Tomb.—This " Tomb of the Tripod Hearth " was in its size

and in the abundance of bronze vessels that it contained the most important

grave opened in this cemetery. It was approached to the east by a dromos

14i metres (about 48 feet) in length, the width of which very gradually increased

from 1-30 metre at the entrance to 1-55 metre by the chamber door. This passage

descended very rapidly, with steps at intervals, to a depth of 6'8 metres below

the level of its entrance. The greater part of it thus formed a tunnel, about

2 metres high, in the soft limestone rock, the sides of which had, as usual, a

slight inward slope.

The excavation of this considerable tunnel was a slow and diflBcult task,

owing to the constant need of propping up the roof with wooden supports. It

was therefore with a sense of great disappointment when, after over a fortnight's

work, we reached the doorway of the actual tomb to find it open. It was not

here, moreover, a case of an original walling broken into by later plunderers. No

trace of any blocking could be found, the usual dfJ^ris of such being altogether

wanting. The door-o])ening itself, on the other hand, was made with more

elaboration than that of any other chamber-tomb of this cemetery. On either

side of it a groove, 2';") centimetres deep iiiid lU centimetres broad, had been cut
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out of the rock facade, suggesting the original insertion of some other material.

The elevation is shown in fig. 32.

On clearing out the entrance it was found that large masses of rock had

fallen within, and the whole chamber was choked with rubbish. As it was unsafe

to clear it out from witliin, it became ne:?ossarv to die down a large shaft from the

Jj

f
V/////////,

Fig. 32. Doorway of the Tomb of the Tripod Hearth (No. 14).

surface of the ground above, at this point 7"50 metres above the floor of the

chamber. The chamber when cleared proved to be of oblong form, 2'80 metres

from east to west by ovO from north to south.

The area of the tomb immediately opposite the entrance was devoid of

e2
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objects. A little to the left, however, stood a tripod stand of j^laster," forming a

moveable hearth, the hollow upper surface of which contained a heap of charcoal.

(See fig. 33, Plate LXXXIX.) The dead within were cold, and live coals taken, we

may believe, from the house fire had been placed here for their comfort. The

same usage was exemplified in the royal tomb at Isopata,*" and in several of the

smaller graves of the present cemetery *= clay chafing pans filled with charcoal had

been placed as a substitute for the actual hearth.

Beyond this the whole south-west area of the tomb was covered with a

magnificent group of fourteen bronze vessels, including a large three-legged

cauldron, forerunner of the later tripod lehes, bowls and basons of new types,

cups and ewers, and a lamp with a moveable attachment for its trimmer. The

group is reproduced in fig. 33 (Plate LXXXIX.), showing the position occupied

by each object when uncovered. Several of the larger vessels had been a good

deal distorted by the superincumbent debris, and in these cases their original

contours are restored in the drawing.

In the north-west corner of the tomb a rectangular cavity had been excavated

in the floor, 1 metre in length by 40 centimetres in width and 45 centimetres deep.

Much decayed human bones were found in this. From its dimensions, which

correspond with those of the recijjients of the clay sarcophagi, it seems probable

that a dead person had been here interred in a crouching position. There was no

cover to this cavity.

About a metre east of this cist lay a group of objects consisting of a bronze

dirk with an ivory handle, a lance-head, a knife and two triangular razors, a pair

of bronze mirrors, and remains of what appeared to have been two caskets, one

with an ivory-mounted cover, the other of wood with bone inlays, but both of

them much crushed and broken by fallen blocks from the roof of the chamber.

The central area of the tomb, immediately opposite the entrance, was totally

devoid both of bones and relics. This, coupled with the fact that the doorway

itself was found open, suggests more than one problem. It is in itself diflicult to

believe that the small coverless pit in the corner of the chamber contained the

personage for whom this important tomb had been wrought. Rather we should

suppose it to have been made for some slave or attendant, or at any rate for a

" Similar plaster tripods were found in the Palace at Knossos, oiio in the Slnine of the Double

Axes, perhaps used as a stand for offerings of food.

•" See post.

<= Nos. 9, 32, 95, 97. See fig. 46.
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secondary member of the family of the great departed. On the other hand, when

it is borne in mind that other much less elaborate graves of this cemetery con-

tained jewelry and gold-mounted weapons, how are we to account for the fact that
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Fig. 34. Plnii of chamber, Tomb of the Tripod Hearth (No. 14).

in this imposing sepulchral vault not a scrap of anything in the shape of precious

metals was discovered ?
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Such an explanation as that the tomb was plundered after its definite closing

is excluded by the fact that in this case the entrance seems never to have been

walled up. There was, moreover, no trace of such disturbance within the vault as

is usually the result of such violation. The caskets may have been tampered with,

but as far as could be judged the bronze vessels and other objects stood in their

original places. Again, a robber, though he might have singled out the gold and

jewelry for abstraction, would certainly not have taken the body or bodies

which ex hypnthesi should have occupied the middle of the tomb. Even had he

done so, some isolated gold bead or intaglio, some inconspicuous pin or scrap of

gold leaf would surely have been overlooked in the course of any such hurried

removal, carried out in the half-light supplied by lamp or torch.

Are we then to suppose that the central interment was never made ? Such a

theory is again beset by almost insurmountable difficulties. The elaborate service

of bronze vessels, containing, we may suppose, the offerings of food and drink,

woiild most probably have been set in place after the deposition of the body of the

departed. The live coals from the house fire would hardly have been brought into

a tenantless vault. The traditions of sepulchral practice as a whole weigh against

the supposition that the peculium of the dead should have been laid in the tomb

before the dead himself.

The phenomena with which we are confronted may most probably stand in

connection with the specially rotten composition of the soft limestone rock, the

Cretan kouskouras, above and about this tomb. It may be assumed that the

interment actually took place, and the absence of relics such as gold-mounted

swords, engraved gems or jewelry, and other objects in the precious metals tends

to show that these, together with the corpse itself, were included in a sarcophagus

answering in form to the larnakes found in other graves. It may be suspected

that in this case the funeral chest was of a more magnificent character, coated with

bronze plates, perhaps even with a plating of gold or silver." This sarcophagus

would have been placed in line with the major axis of the tomb, facing the

entrance, in the gap between the two groups of objects that were actually found.

If we now imagine that shortly after the deposition of the sarcophagus and

before the projected walling in of the doorway a fall of rock from the roof

threatened the destruction of the whole, nothing is more reasonable than to

believe that the coffin itself, with its precious contents, was hastily extracted

from the lUhris to be eventually placed in a securer resting-place. At the same

' Compare the silver chest of Vetulonia (Fiilchi, Vefulonia, Tav. xii.)-
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time the increasing clanger From tlio falling va\ilt, coupled with tlie iiiinoi' value of

the lironzes and other objects, may liave resulted in their being left in their original

positions. The great chamber closed itself, and the collapse of the entrance would

no doubt have followed had not this and the dromos been refilled with earth. The

doorway of the tomb, when opened out again, at once threatened ruin, and liad to

be shored up with a substantial wooden framework.

14«. Tripod hearth of plaster, diameter 45 centimetres, with charcotal above. (See

Plate LXXXIX.)

146. Shallow one-handled bason of bronze (diameter 35 centimetres). The border and

handle (attached by three rivet.s) are decorated with a raised reticulated pattern, recalling

turner's work, which is shown in more detail on the lamp (/). (See Plate LXXXIX.) Except

for its shallower form this vessel recalls those found in the building west of the Palace

at Kuossos, and another, of which the rim only was preserved, from the cemetery at

Phaestos." The decoration in the present case, however, is of a more mechanical character.

14c. Two-handled bronze pan with upward curving sides (12 centimetres high). (See

Fig. 35«. Bronze lamp (H/'), with chain for trimmer, from the

Tomb of the Plaster Hearth (No. 14).

Fig. ,S5^. Ornament of rim
of bronze lamp.

fig. 33.) Its greatest diameter is about 22 centimetres. The knobbed upright projection

on each of the horizontal handles recurs in 14d. This is a common feature of Minoan bronze

bowls, the knobbed projection being perhaps found useful for winding stuff round when

lifting the heated vessel. This is probably a cooking pot.

14f?. Two-handled bronze pan, diameter c. 25 centimetres. The handles, each attached

by four rivets, are of the same type with upright projections. (See Plate LXXXIX.)

14(?. Small bronze pan (diameter 10 centimetn?s) with solid handle (11 centimetres long)

sloping upwards, having a knob at the top. The knob served doubtless the same purpose

as that described under 14c A similar vessel was found in Tomb 36 below, another in the

necropolis of Phaestos,'' and a third in a tomb of the Lower Town of Mycenae.'' These

must be regarded as small frying pans.

* Savigunni, op. cit. 50, fig. 30.

* Savignoni, op. cit. 47, fig. 29.

"= Tsountas, 'E<^. 'Apx- 1888, pi. ix. 24, and p. VM . From Tomb 2.
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14f. Bronze lamp, inner diameter of bowl 19 centimebres. (Fig. 35a.) Its border shows a

hatched decoration (see fig. Sob) like that of the bason (lib). It is provided with a long

handle with a tapering end convenient for insertion into the chinks of walls. Its most

remarkable feature, however, is a chain attached to a knob at the base of the handle,

consisting of three long links ending in a loop, from which doubtless hung some kind of

trimmer for the wick. The lamp is quite unique.

Fig. 36. Large bronze jug (14^) from the Tomb o£ the Tripod Hearth (No. 14).

14(/. Large bronze jug, 35 centimetres high and 35 centimetres in diameter, with two

handles, one attached to neck and shoulders, the other to its lowest section. (Fig. 36) It

is a type of which examples have also occurred at Palaikastro," in the Palace of Hagia

• 55 centimetres high, R. M. Dawkins, B. S. A. x. 208.
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Triada," and, of identical height, in a tomb ;it I'liaestos.'' Apart from the iiunith and base

this vase is built up of three separate overlapping sections joined together by means of

small rivets. In its general form it answers to tlie copper jn^rs found in the fourth shaft-

Fig. :!7. Bvdiizp ewer (14?) trora the Tomb of the Tripod Hearth (No. U).

iJTave at Mycenae, but thanks to the greater malleability of the metal the sides of these

latter were made in one piece.

14/(. Bronze handle-less Ijasou, in part decayed, diameter c. 30 centimetres. (See

fisr. 33.)

» Halbherr, Mun. A»t. 1903, 10.

'' Savignoni, Necropoli di Pimentos, 4-i, fig. '25.
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14/. Capacious bronze pot with two upriglit handles, diameter 20 centimetres. (See

Plate LXXXIX.)

14fc. Two-handled bronze cauldron with three short feet and nearly upright sides,

l-'ig. 38. Bronze tripoil cauldron (liji) in m tlie Tomb .'f tlic Tri|iii(l Henrtli (No. 14).

diameter 42 centimetres, height of bowl 15"5 centimetres. The handles are attached

horizontally. (See fig. 33.)
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14/. Bronze spouted ewer of elegant form (fig. 37), lieight 40 centimetres, diameter

35 centimetres. Its high curved handle is attached to the rim hy four rivets. The

decoration round the shoulders somewhat recalls that of the lamp 14/, and bason \4h. Round

the neck is a raised ring, which is

a common feature in Minoan clay
,

vessels. It originates, however, in

metal technique, its function being

to cover the junction of the collar

and shoulder of vases.

1-im. Plain bronze cup with flat

bottom, diameter at rim 14 centi-

metres. (See Plate LXXXIX.)

14-n. Bronze pedestalled cup with

two handles, height 18 centimetres,

diameter at rim 18 centimetres.

(See Plate LXXXIX.) This is in-

teresting as supplying an example

of the metal prototype of a form of Fig- 3'jh. side view of

ivorv mounted (la(;ger-hilt.

cup that was commonly reproduced

in clay during the latest Minoan Period. (Cf. fig. 118, 7/).

14o. Bronze ladle, consisting of a shallow cup with a

high looped handle. (See Plate LXXXIX.) Similar

types of ladle are already found in clay fi-om the Third

Middle-Minoan Period onwards.

14-p. Bronze tripod cauldron with two upright ring

handles. (Fig. 38.) The height of the whole is 47 centi-

metres, and the diameter of the bason is 41 centimetres.

A metal ring to -is'hich the handles are attached is riveted

to the rim of the cauldron. The legs, which spring from

the shoulders, are 33 centimetres in length.

1-iq. Bronze lance-head with flat leaf-shaped blade

(length 25 centimetres, breadth of blade 4-8 centi-

metres). (Fig. 113, 14j), Plate XCI.)

14r. Bronze knife of the ordinary form, the point

wanting. Three perforations for rivets in handle.

14s. Bronze dirk or dagger with finely-preserved

ivory plates and pommel on the hilt (length 42 centi-

metres). From the upper end of the blade project two

horns forming a guard. (Figs. 39« and 3H6, and 109,

14r, Plate XCI.)

blades exceptionally broad at the end, giving the whole a

f2.

Fig. 39«. Uroiizc d:igger [lis) with ivory

hilt from the Tomb of the Tripod He:irth

(No. U).

14/, Bronze razors with
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sub-triangular outline. An instrument of tlio same form was found by Tsountas in a tomb

of tlie Lower Town of Mvceuae.*

Fig. 40. Pciition of :i womlen !x)x with bone inlays, from the Tomb of the Tripoli Hearth (No. H").

14r. Portion of a wooden box with bone inlays, of wliicli it lias been possible to put

together four panels (length of each panel 10 centimetres, breadth 9 centimetres).

(Fig. 40.)

^^-G)
Fig. 41. Ivorv lid of a casket with sbielil-like bossis, from thr Tomli of the Tripod Ilearlh (No. 14).

14u'. Ivory lid of casket of oval form (length 39 centimetres, breadth 14-8 centimetres).

(Fig. 41.) It is set with shield-like bosses fixed by means of small ivory rivets. The

" E^. Wpx- 1888, pi. ix. 17.
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surface of these is pitted witli small holes in groups of three for containing some kind

of inlay. Similar shield-like bosses have been found in tombs at Mycenae.

Several of the bosses had become detached, but it is certain that the larger shields

occupied the middle part of tlie lid.

No further remains of the casket, the framework of which may liavebeeji of wood, could

be discovered.

No. 15. Chamber-Tomb, approached by &dromos running north. The chamber

had been much ruined and

disturbed. In it were found

a small bronze knife (a), a

fragment of some other bronze

object, a plain ivor}' mirror-

handle (//) of oblong form, and

a steatite whorl.

No. 16. Chamber-Tomh,

with dromns to east. The

door had been broken in and

the tomb plundered. A skull

and disturbed remains of bones

lay within on each side of the

door.

No. 17. Chamber -Tomb,

approached on the east by a

stepped dromos. Some Late-

Minoan painted fragments

were found in the dromos, and

the entrance wall Lad been

half demolished. Immediately

inside the door of the chamber

lay remains of two skeletons

with their heads north, and

beyond these, also lying north and south, was a larna.v Avithout its lid. inside

the larnax at the north end was a fairly preserved skull, but the bones as a

whole were much decayed. Xo otluT relics were found in lliis tmnb. (See plan,

fig. 42.)
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Fig. 42. I'lan ot (^liamlnM-Tomb (No. \~i).
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No. 18. Ghamher-Toml), with entrance to the east, approached by a dromos

3*40 metres long and ] metre wide. The door, found closed with a stone walling,

was 85 centimetres high and 60 centimetres wide below. The form of the

chamber was more rounded than usual, diameter l'7'o metres east to west and

1-81 north to south. The

vault had collapsed.

Remains of two skele-

tons hiA' within with the

skulls to west. Between

their two heads lay a pair

of bronze razors of the

usual type (cf. fig. 63),

and near them two hones.

No. 19. Ghamher-

Tomh, with short dromos

to east. Plundered and

much destroyed.

No. 20. Ghd.mher-

Tomh, like the last, with

dromos to east. The door

had been broken into and

the tomb plundered. The

chamber had largely col-

lapsed.

No. 21. Glniiiiber-

Tomb, approached to east

by dmuios 5'80 metres

long, descending by a

double flight of steps to a

depth of about 3 metres

below the surface level.

The walling of the door-

way (r37 metres high)

fallen from the vault of

1M)(» metres. (See plan.
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Plan of Chiimber-Toml) (Xo. 21 ).

was intact, but a good deal of decomposed rock had

the chamber, the original height of which was about

fig. 43.)
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Within were ri'inaiiis of an adult skeleton, much decayed and showing little

of the head, which lay soutli, except tlie teeth. A little to the left, together with

further remains of a skeleton, lay a very small gold ring, which could only have

fitted a child's finger. It is clear, therefore, that a child's body lay by the other,

thougli the decomposed state of the bones and the disturbance caused by the

fallen I'ock had obscured the evidence of age. The razors {h, c) at the foot of

the adult skeleton seem to indicate that it was that of a man. A small painted

bowl and a whorl completed the contents of this poor but un-r(d)bed tomb.

2l((. Painted bowl with lumiUe aud spout. (Fig. 117, 2l(i]. The decoration has a late

character.

216. Bronze razor of usual type. (Cf. tig. 63). Length 17-2 centimetres, width uf hlade

at end 5"5 centimetres.

21c. Similar bronze razor. Length 17'2 centimetres, width of blade at end &2 centi-

metres.

2ld. Small gold ring with plain bezel. (Fig. 119, 21(1). The inner diameter of the

ring is only 10 centimetres.

21fl. Steatite whorl of pyramidal shape.

No. 22. Cluunher-Tomh, much ruined. Fragments of larnax in dromos.

No. 23. Shaft-Grave, lying east and west. The covering slabs of the grave

lay at the bottom of an oblong pit and 1-20 metres below the surface. The floor

of the grave itself (
1-68 metres long by 45 centimetres wide) was 90 centimetres

below the roof stones. Nothing Avas found within but some bones, much

decomposed.

No. 24. Shaft-Grave similar to the last. No contents but some decayed

bones.

No. 25. Shaft-Grave of similar character. The covering slabs of the grave

seem to have been taken from an earlier building, one of them presenting incised

signs of a Middle-Minoan character. (See above, fig. 9.)

The grave below contained decayed bones and a stirrup vase (height

13-3 centimetres) with a chevron pattern. (Fig. 114, 25a.)

No. 26. Shaft-Grave of similar type, lying north to south. The grave was

at the bottom of an oblong pit, about 1-20 metres wide, with ledge at tlie south

end (see plan, fig. 7). The larger of the slabs above the actual grave measured

80 centimetres by 45 centimetres and 60 centimetres by 35 centimetres, and were

respectively 16 centimetres and 10 centimetres thick. The grave itself contained

nothing but much decayed bones. Remains of skull to south.
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No. 27. Shaft-Gran;, lying north to soutli. Oblong pit about 2 metres long,

with, ledge on one side (see plan, fig. 6). The flat stones at the bottom of this,

covering the grave, had mostly lost their hold on to the narrow edge along the
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Y'\%. 44. I'laii of Clmiiil.ei-Tomb (No. \V1).

east side of tlie cavity, and had slipped down on tliat side, tliougli retniiiing their

order. The bones within were wholly decayed, and the only relics found were a
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plain two-handled vase (cf. 118, fig. 70h) and a steatite wliorl. These lay near

the centre of the grave on the west side.

No. 28. Shaft-Grave similar to the last. No relics.

No. 29. Ghamher-Tomh, much ruined. Remains of plain larnax.

No. 30. Shaft-Grave resembling No. 27. Disturbed and devoid of remains.

No. 31. Shaft-Grave, lying north to south. Also disturbed and the covering

stones removed. Such bones as were found were much perished. The skull

seems to have been at the north end. At the south end lay a leaf-shaped bronze

razor, 17 centimetres long. (Cf. Plate XCI. fig. 113, 64c.)

No. 32. Chamber-Tomb, entrance east, approached by short dromos. Although

the entrance walling was intact the tomb seems to have been plundered from

above. In the dromos was found a plain pedestalled cup with one handle (cf. 66/i,

fig. 118) and fragments of Late-Minoan (III.) painted pottery. In the chamber

were two plain larnalces much broken, and the bones scattered by fallen rock.

There were also remains belonging to four other sarcophagi, two of which must

have rested on the lower group. For the manner in which these latter seem

to have been arranged compare the plan of No. 8, fig. 24. The gable ridges of

the covers of the best-preserved chest (A, fig. 44) terminated at either end in a

Fig. 45. Horned eovei- of larnax A, from
Chamber-Tomb (No. 32). Fig. 46. Clay chafing pan with charcoal, from Cluiml)cr-Tomb (No. 32).

pair of horns (fig. 45), an interesting feature suggestive of the horns at the end

of the ridge beams of the hut-urns of ancient Latium. Remembering the constant

employment of sacral horns of plaster, clay, and stone, in Minoan cult, it is

possible that a religious value may have been attached to the horned termination

of the sarcophagus. The only objects found in the tomb were a decomposed

bronze needle and paste bead found in larnax A, and a clay charcoal holder or

9
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chafing pan (fig. 46 and fig. 118, 32, height 15 centimetres) containing some of

tlie coals. It was placed behind the inmost sarcophagus.

No. 33. Shaft-Grace, " The Carpenter's Tomb."—Oblong pit, lying north to

south, with ledge at south end. The grave itself, 2 metres below the surface

level, was covered with well-cut slabs. (For plan and section see figs. 8^, 8h).

The grave (1-65 metres long and 60 centimetres broad and 90 centimetres deep)

contained remains of a skeleton with the head to the south. About the middle^

together with a leaf-shaped razor, lay the tools of the deceased, evidently an

artisan, namely an adze or chisel, and a saw. (See plan, fig. 47.)

Fig. 47. Plan of the Ciirpenter's Tomb (No. 3,'!).

33«. Bronze saw. Length 48 centimetres, greatest breadth .5'3 centimetres. Larger

saws, perhaps in some cases for sawing out gypsum slabs, have been found at Hagia

Triada and Gournia. (Fig. 48.)

336. Bronze adze or chisel 24'4 centimetres long, width at edge 4-1 centimetres. (Fig. 49.)

83c. Bronze leaf-shaped razor. (Fig. 50.)

No. 34. Shaft-Grave.—Oblong pit lying east to west. The covering slabs,

which occupied the middle of the bottom of the pit with a space of about 30 centi-

metres round, proved to have been partly broken in. On removing them the grave

was found to be occupied by a larnax, which, however, had evidently been rifled.

Nothing was found within but distiirbed remains of bones, some sherds of I'ough

pottery, and a small piece of bronze wire, perhaps part of a pin. The larnax itself

was plain, but under one of the gable ends of its cover was cut the sign A.

The combination of a shaft-grave with a clay sarcophagus is unique in this

cemetery.
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No. 35. Chamber-Tomb.—Approached on tlie east by a dromos with a steep

descent. Tlie dromos is about 4^ metres in k-ngth, and its width increases from

85 centimetres at the entrance to 1-05 metre immediately outside the door of the

chamber. It descends, by a double flight of steps and an incline, to a depth of

3'35 metres below the surface level. The rock-cut

side Avails of this passage slope in, leaving a space

of only 35 centimetres open at top.

The doorway (1-40 metre high, 70 centimetres

wide at bottom and 65 centimetres at top) was

found blocked by a triple walling. Within the

chamber were remains of three skeletons with their

heads west. The relics found, including a small

bronze jug and two stone bowls, lay near the north

and south walls of the chamber. (See plan,

fig. 51.)

'WA

^m

Sou. Small bronze jug, with handle (cf. fig. 100, /*,;')

356. Grey serpentine vase in shape of a calyx or

flower (" blossom vase "), cf. fig. 100, e (diameter

17 centimetres^ height 10"5 centimetres).

35c. Similar vase (diameter 17 centimetres, height

9'5 centimetres).

35d. Steatite whorls.

35e. Four-sided oblong bead of steatite, with rows of

plain circles with central dot.

3.5/. A natural quartz crystal.

m

W H

mNo. 3G. Shaft-Grave, lying east to west. " The

Chieftain's Grave." This exceptionally rich inter-

ment has been already referred to as presenting the

peculiarity of having part of its funeral furniture

above the covering stones of the actual grave.

Here were found arranged, as shown in fig. 52, a

bronze ewer, saucepan, and two-handled bowl,

together with a mirror, a frequent concomitant of

male interments, and two spear-heads. The vessels had been a good deal crushed

by the weight of the superincumbent earth.

Fifis. 4S. 49, 50. Bronze iibjects from

the Carpenter's Tomb (No. 33).
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lu the sepulchral cell below the slabs were the remains of a skeleton with its

head to the east. The beads of a gold necklace were found, partly resting on the

much-flattened skull ; and on the left wrist, showing the manner in which they

were worn, lay three lentoid gems with intaglio designs. By the right side was
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Fig. ">1. Plan of ChambLT-Tomb (No. H.5).

a long sword with ivory pommel and gold-plated studs ; and near the position of

the right hand lay a short sword or dirk with a beautiful onyx pommel and gold-

plated hilt, exhibiting engraved designs of lioii.s hunting wild goats, in a fine, free

style. These are the most magnificent arms as yet found in a Minoan grave, and,
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Fig. 52. Faneral offerings above the covering slabs of the Chieftain's Grave (No. 36).

4
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Fig. 53. Plan of the Chieftain's Grave (No. 30).
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coupled with the gold collar, they may be thought to warrant the title of the

" Chieftain's Grave." A plan of this grave is given in fig. 53. For a section of

it, see fig. 10 above.

Objects found above the Covering Slab of the Chieftain's Grave. (See Fig. 52.)

36a. Bronze ewer. Height 50 centimetres, diameter 37 centimetres. (See fig. 52.) The

collar and body of this are formed of three plates riveted together. The vessel itself, with

its upright handle attached to the rim, and its horizontal handle below, resembles the

bronze jug already described under No. lig. The present vase, however, is distinguished

by a decorative adjunct of great delicacy. Two coclcle-shells or small scallops in relief

are attached to the two extremities of the upright handle, the upper of these being much
smaller than the other. (See fig. 54.) Cockles in relief, as an adornment of clay and

porcelain vases, occur already in the Middle-Minoan Period. The vase had been consider-

ably distorted by the pressure of the superincumbent earth.

366. Bronze spouted pan, the two handles of which are provided with knobbed upright

projections, like the vessels described under No. 14c, etc. This pan was a good deal

crushed, but is reproduced in its original outlines in fig. 52 A bronze pan of similar type

occurred in Tomb 8 at Phaestos." Two swords were found in the same tomb.

Fig. 54. Upper pait of bronze ewer from the Chieftain's
Grave (No. 3(i).

Fig. ")."). Bronze frying-pan, iind spiral ornament on
rim, from the Chieftain's Grave (No. 86).

36c. Small bronze "frying-pan." Diameter 15 centimetres, height of sides 3'8 centi-

metres, of handle 9 centimetres. (Fig. 55.) The upper edge of the pan has been somewhat

beaten out, and a flat circular plate welded on to this, which is adorned with spiral reliefs.

(See fig. 55.) A plain "frying-pan" of similar type has been already described uuder

No. 14c, and another was found at Phaestos, also in Tomb 8."*

* Savignoni, op. cit. 28, and 47, fig. 48.

" Savignoni, op. cit. 28, and 47, fig. 29.
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3Qd. Bronze mirror of usual type. Diameter 15'5 centimetres.

36p. Bronze lance-head with round prominent rib. Length 34'4 centimetres, diameter

of base of socket 2 centimetres. There are two holes in the socket for rivets, and signs

of a joint are visible along one side. (Fig- 56, and fig. 113, 36e.)

/^ (I

i

i~^ I

Fig. 57. Bronze lance-head from
the Chieftain's Grave

(No. 36).

Fig. 56. Bronze lance-head from the

Chieftain's (Jrave (No. 36).

36/ Bronze lance-head (length 26 centimetres) of similar fabric, but with broader rib

than preceding. (Fig. 57, and fig. 113, 36/.)

Objects found in the Chieftain's Grave below Slabs.

Z6h. Bronze sword of pointed form, for thrusting, with ivory pommel ; length without

pommel 94-5 centimetres, with pommel 95-5 centimetres. The ivory pommel, of which

a small part was decayed, is fixed by a cross rivet of bronze, and round its base is a gold
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collar. The wooden mounting of the hilt was secured on each side by five large gold-

plated studs. A minute but very fine decoration, consisting of double rows of connected

Fig. 58. Upper part and fide view of a bronze sword from the Cliielt;un's Grave (No. .36).
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sjjirals in i-rlief, runs iiloiig the sides of tlie hilt and the central rili of tiie hhide.

(Fig. 58, and tig. 109 36/i..) The entire sword is shown in fig. 1126, below.

3(j/. Short bronze sword, also for thrusting, with agate pommel. Length with jioniinel

CI centimetres. The pommel, which is of beautifully banded tran.slueent agate, is -!••
I- centi-

Fig. 59. Upiicr part and side view of a gold-plated sword trom the t'hirftain's Grave (No. 86).

metres in diameter, and is perforated in order to be fixed to the hilt with a bronze

rivet. Its l)ase is surrounded by a gold collar. The hilt on both sides is covered with

gold plates attached by five gold-plated rivets. These plates seem to have originally had

h
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a thin wooden backing, and minute rivet holes for attaclimeut to these are seen along the

bordei's of the oval opening near the lowerend of each plate.

The plates are divided by a curved moulding into an upper and lower field, each

engraved with very spirited designs of lions and wild goats. (Fig. .59.) The lower iield

shows a lion and a Cretan wild goat or (igyhni, looking back at each other, the agrimi in

the act of springing, the lion as if starting in pursuit. On the borders above and below

are indications of rocks. In the upper field we see the sequel to the other. The lion has

gripped the hind-quarters of the he-goat with one paw, arresting its flight, while, with the

other raised, he prepares to bring it finally to the ground. "W'e have here the same rocky

landscape, the rocks above repi-esented in a downward position in accordance with the

conventional method of perspective constantly employed by the Miuoan artists. From the

ground below the lion rises a bell-shaped flowei-, apparently a tulip, such as still grows

wild in the Cretan valleys. The design itself, in spite of the cramped conditions under

which it was composed, is of singular force and naturalism, and the unavoidable effacement

of part of the outlines by the discs of the rivet holes has been dealt with in such a way as

to preserve the more important features.

The sides of the hilt and the central ril) of the blade are covered as in the case of the

preceding sword with double rows of spirals of microscopic fineness in relief. Remains of

linen tissue, probably belonging to the shroud, are seen attached to parts of the blade.

(See figs. 59 and 110?).)

3G^-. Gold necklace, consisting of 18 beads of thin gold plate, repeating an embossed

design derived from a double argonaut (rovyo argonanta). (Fig. 60 and fig. 119, 36A-.) The

Fig. 60. Gold beads of necklace from the Chieftain's
Grave (No. ;i6;. (J )

l"iy. 111. Agate leiitoid head with
intaglio, from the Chieftain's

Grave (No. 36). (f.)

design resembles that presented by the gold necklace found in Grave No. 7, but in the

present case the relief is finer. As noticed above, under No. 7, necklaces with gold

beads, showing a similar pattern, were fo\ind in tombs at Phaostos and elsewhere. One

such occurred in the dromon of a tomb (No. 8) of the Lower Town at Mycenae," containing

a fibula of the early fiddle-liow type.

T.sountas, 'Ii0. Apx- 1888, -plate ix. 4, p. 18it.
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36/. Af^ate lentoid Ix-iul witli intn^-lio in a line bold stylo showing a horned sheep,

perhaps a iiiouflon, attached by a cord to a column witli a spiral shaft. In front of it

is a spray (fig. 61). The spiral column is shown on another contemporary intaglio,

standing on a base with two lion supporters. Tt seems probable that the present device

has a religions signification, and tliat the aniinsil here must be regarded as sacred to a

divinity.

3G»). Onyx lentoid bead with intaglio of careless execution representing a lion with an

arrow sticking into his shoulder.

36». Cornelian hv:\d of amygdaloid type, with roughly cut intaglio showing an octopus

and three sprays.

No. :37. Fit-C>ire, lying iiortli to south. It Imd a very small sepulcliral

cavity (1 metre by 70 centimetres) as compared with the sliaft (i-05 metre i)y

90 centimetres). Much decayed human l)oiies together with a bead and whorl

formed the whole contents.

No. 38. Chamber-Tomb, entrance to the cast. The entrance, approached

by a short steep dromos, was found closed. Outside it, in the dromos, was a plain

clay bowl. The chamber, about 2 metres east to west and north to south, was of

somewhat I'ounded outline. The bones were completely decayed, but near the

west border of the tomb was a bronze razor of the usual type (cf. tig. 43),

12'2 centimetres long, and two hones, one square the other oblong.

No. 39. Chamher-Tnmb.—The whole roof of this had been denuded, and what

remained of the interior disturbed. The entrance, to the east, was open. Near

the north wall was an empty larnax which presented the exceptional feature of

having a flat cover.

No. 40. Ruined Ghaiuher-Tomh, with dromos to east and remains of double

walling in the entrance. No finds.

No. 41. Pit-Cave, lying north to south. The pit descended to a depth of

3-10 metres. The walling of the sepulchral cavity, wdiich lay on the west side

of the shaft, was found intact, but its vault had fallen in. The grave Avas

2-60 metres long by 84 centimetres broad. It contained only a small fragment

of bone, and near the middle fourteen plain globidar beads of blue paste, a globular

gold bead formed of tAvo hemispheres of thin plate joined together, and a crystal

lentoid bead.

No. 42. Shaft-Grave, lying north to west. The shaft (1-90 metre long by

1-10 metres broad) had a ledge at the east end. The covering slabs of the grave,

which were rougli or very little worked, lay at a depth of 2-10 metres below the

surface level, the total depth to the bottom of the grave being S'lO metres. The

h2
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grave (see plan, fig. 62) contaiued remains of a skeleton witli the skull east. On

the right side of the skeleton lay a sword with gold-plated studs, two razors, and

a hone.

42((. Bronze sword, 58-5 centimetres long. There were no remains of the pommel

except the gold colLir that surrounded its base. It was evidently of some perishable
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Fig. 62. Plan of Shnft-Gnive (No. 42).

material, probably ivory, like that of Grave No. :iti. The studs tliat originally attached to

plates of the hilt were plated with gold. As in the other cases double lines of minute

connected spirals ran along the sides of the hilt and the rib of the blade. (See below,

fig. 109, 42«).

42/>, h. A pair of bronze razors each 23 centimetres long. They are somewhat more

curved than usual. (Fig. 63.)

42c. Oblong hone.

No. 43. P?f-Caye.- Pit lying

north to south (1'85 metres long,

'.•0 centimetres wide, and 3 metres

deep). Along the eastern side of

the pit runs a ledge 45 centi-

metres wide and 1 metre below

the surface level. The entrance

to the sepulchral cavity, which was on the west side of the pit, was 1 metre wide

on the floor level, and was closed by a doid)le walling. The roof of the cavity

was found to have collapsed, causing a good deal of disturbance, and the bones

were (piite decayed.

Near the middle of the grave Avas found a .short sword, a razor, and at a

higher level a knife. From the position of the sword the head of the skeleton

seems to liavc Ijeen at the southern end.

Kig. U:!. I!ii]nz(! razor from Shaft-Grave (No. 42).
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Tlie st'pulcliral cavity was in tliis case over twice as long as tlie width of its

y/y/y

Fig. (U. Plan of Pit-Cave (No. 43).

entrance: 2" 18 metres, namely, as compared with 1 metre. This pecnliarity gave

it somewhat the appearance of a trnncated chamber-tomb. (See plan, fig ()4.)
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Fig. 0.7. Plan of Shiift-Gnive (.No. 44j.
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43a. Short brolize sword. Length 50 centimetres. (Fig. 109, 43a.) In type it closely

resembles that of the sword found in Grave No. 42, but there is no trace of spiral decora-

tion. The central rib of the blade shows minute flutings.

13b. Bronze razor of usual fonii, length 10 centi-

metres.

43c. Bronze knife of the usual type. The point is

wanting, but the original length seems to have been

"^ 32 centimetres.

No. 44. Shaft-Grace, lying east to west. The

grave itself was covered by four exceptionally well-

wronglit slabs, the vipper faces of which lay about

2 metres from the surface. The sepulchral cell

beneath them was 1*30 metres deep, its bottom

beinof 3-55 metres beneath the surface of the

ground. Near the head of the skeleton, which lay

to the east, was a painted stirrup-vase, and by the

I'ight side a long and short sword. (See plan,

fig. 05.)

44«. Bi'ouze sword, 91'o centimetres long, with double

lines of minute spirals in relief on the sides of the hilt

and the rib of the blade and traces of a revolving

ornament on the studs. In type this sword closely re-

sembles o6h, fig. 58. The upper part of the sword is

shown in fig. 66. The fuller outline of it is given in

fig. 110a below, and in Plate XCl. fig. 109. (The

upper terminations of the shoulders were omitted in the

photograph from which this latter figure is taken.)

446. Bronze short sword, 53 centimetres long, fig. 60,

and fig. 109, 446. Unlike the preceding types the hilt

of this sword terminates in a pointed tang in the middle

of which there is a rivet to fix the pommel. Some

fragments of an original ivorj' plating were found

attaching to the hilt.

44c. Painted stirrup-vase (fig. 67). The foliate band,

in a somewhat decadent style, that runs round the

shoulder of the vase, resembles that of 51rt (fig. lltj.

])art (if bionze swonl, anil

rivet-', from Shaft-Grave
No. 45. Pit-Cave, Ivins; caf^t to west. The
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sepulchral cavity lay on the .south .side of the pit. Nothing was found within but

remains of a .skeleton with the head west.

Nos. 46, 47. It'iiiiied Chamber-Tombs.—No i-elics.

No. 48. Pit-Gave, lying noi'tli to south. The sepulchi-al cavity contained

nothing but a few fragments of hone and a steatite whorl.

Fig. (17. Tainted stirrup-vase from Shaft-Grarc
(No. 41).

n

/////

Fig. 08. Plan of rliaiiil.iT-Toiiib (No. 410.

No. 40. Chamhr'r-Tomh.—The entrance was to the east, approached In' a short

dromos. The double walling of the entrance was found intact, but the vault of

the chamber itself had fallen in. Remains of three skeletons Avere found within,

two of them in an extended position, but the bones of the third lay in a confused

heap against the north wall. It looked as if they had been displaced to make

room for later occui)ants. The relics found were an ivoi-y inii'i-(U' handle and a

steatite cup. (See jilan, tig. 68.)

49cr. Ivory mirror handle, presenting on one side a sphinx in relief, and wiih two ])ci--

t'orations for rivets. No traces of the mirror itself were fonnd. (Fig. (59.)
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49h. Cup of grey steatite witli ronud npriglit handle. Diameter 4'0 centimetres, height

2'5 centimetres.

^fT

lr>_

^

No. 50. Ruined Chaml)er-Tomh.—Entrance

to east bi-oken open. Inside the chamber were

remains of two broken larnalces to right and

left of the entrance. That to the right contained

bones and remains of two skulls, apparently

indicating that a second sepulture had taken

jilace in it, when the body originally deposited

within was reduced to a skeleton. A plain clay

eu|) was also found in it. In the larnax to the

left there were some bones and remains of a

skull.

Xo. 51. Pit-Gave, lying north to south.
'''"''^' J;?^y]™;'''"''i'«f'"'"Chumber-Tomb Tj^^ ^jj. tiesccudcd 270 metres with a ledge

at south end about 1 metre from bottom.

It presented the peculiarity of having been cut into on its east side by a later

tJiolos, No. 52. The sepulchral cavity on the west side of the pit was blocked by

a double walling 1-80 metres high in centre and ]"70 metres Avide. The grave

inside contained remains of a skeleton with its head north. By the head was a

stirrup-vase, and a smaller one, together with three knives and a leaf-shaped

razor, lay near the middle of the body. (See plan, fig. 70.)

51a. Stirrup-vase, 2(5 centimetres high. (Fig. 114, Slrf). Spiral and other decoration

above and foliated band round the body. It much resembles 55(/.

51&. Small stirrup-vase (fragmentarj'). It has a scale pattern above.

51c. Bronze knife, ordinary type, 22*8 centimetres long. (Fig. 71.)

bid. Similar bronze knife broken.

51e. Bronze leaf-shaped razor with three rivet holes for handle, 17'5 centimetres long.

It resembles fig. 78.

51/. Smaller bronze knife, 16-3 centimetres long. (Fig. 71.)

No. 52. Chamher-Tomh.—The chamber of this tomb was entered from the pit

of the preceding grave into which the u})j)er part of the vault had sliglitly cut.

The entrance was on the east side and the wallino: seemed to be intact. Notliino-,

however, was found within beyond remains of a skeleton with the head east.

No. 5^3. Small dhauiber-Tomh, with closed cutrnnce to east hut witlinut
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relics. Remains of a skeleton were found, lying' iliugonally, with the head in the

south-west corner and the feet to the north-east.

No. 54. ('hamber-Tomb.—This was much ruined and had been entered from

above. The entrance was to the east, and on the north side of the chamber was a

plain larnax without lid or contents and a small unpainted vase beside it. On the

south side lay a heap of bones, which had apparently been thrown out of the

y.

Fig. 70. Plan of Pit-Cave (No. 51).

sarcophagus, together with a perfect stirrup-vase (a) and small two-handled

vessel (i).

54a. Stirrup-vase. Height 1.3 centimetres, diameter 16 centimetres. It is decorated

above with painted sprays in a decadent style. (Fig. 114, 54a.)

54fo. Small two-handled pot, 6"5 centimetres high, with painted spiral pattern.

(Fig. 117, 54i.)

54c. Small one-handled vase, with spout 6 centimetres high, covered with plain buff

slip. (Fig. 117, 54c.)
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No. 55. Pit-Cave, lying north to south. The wall of the sepulchral cavity,

approached by a pit 4*20 metres deep, was found intact except

where slightly disturbed at top by the falling in of part of

the vault. The" original height seems to have been about

1'50 metres. A decayed skeleton lay within with the head

north. A sword, spear-head, and knife lay on the right side,

and at the feet was a large stirrup-vase and perforated

boar's teeth, apparently belonging to a leather helmet. (See

plan, fig. 72.)

55a. Bronze sword, 63 centimetres long. Its hilt shows remains of

ivory mounting. The blade is strengthened by a broad central stem,

and showed traces of engraved lines running parallel to the edges.

(Plate XCI. fig. 109, 55a.)

556. Bronze knife of usual type.

55c. Bronze spear-head, 24"4 centimetres long. Diameter of

socket 2'5 centimetres. It has an exceptionally flat blade. (Plate
"-^

XCI. fig. 113, 55p.)
Fig. 71. Bronze knife
from Pit-Cave (No. 51).

////////////////////////////// //y//^//'^y///////^//'^////////
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I'ig. 72. I'iaii of I'it-Cave (No. h»).
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55d. Painted stirrup-vase, 34 centiiiietroh: hv^h. It shows spiral sprays above, and

round the shoulder a slightly decadent foliate baud. (Fig. 73 and fig. 114, 55(Z.)

55e. A quantity of boars' tusks cut and perforated for attachment to some object.

These recall those found by Dr. Schliemann in the fourth slj^ft-grave at Mycenae. From

the ivory head found by Tsountas in a tomb of the Lower Town at Mycenae" there can

bo little doubt that these objects formed the mountings of a leather helmet.

Fig. 73. Painted stirrnp-vase from I'it-Cave (No. '>5) ami outline ut toiitoui of same.

No. 56 Chamber-Tomh, found open and with the entrance (on the east) much

ruined. Within, on the right side, stood a larnax, partly broken, containing bones.

At the west end of this, by the remains of the skull, stood a small stirrup vase (a),

and on the opposite or south side of the chamber a small fragment of a clay

sealing showing part of an animal was discovered. A large number of such

'E<p 'Apx- 1888, pi. viii. 12, and cf. Reichel, Homerische Waffen, p. 120 seqq.

i 2
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sealings were found in tlie royal tomb at Isopata to be described below, and it

is probable that here as there they were used for securing a casket containing

valuables.

No. 57. Shaft-Grave.—The slabs of this were apparently undisturbed, but

nothing was found in it.

Nos. 58, 59. Disturbed Shaft-Graves, without relics. The head in No. 59 to

the north.

No. 60. Exceptionally small Chamber- Tomb.—Only just large enough to

contain a larnax. It was approached on the south by a short dromos with three

steps. The tomb had been plundered and the lid of the larnax broken.

No. 61. Shaft-Grave.—Disturbed. In the pit was found a fragment of a

painted vessel showing a foliated band, in a somewhat decadent style.

7///^//y/////// ////////////. E ////////////////////-///////A

Fig. 7-1. rian nt Slmlt-Uiave (No. (12).

No. 62. Shaft-Grave, lying north to south. The shaft had a ledge at its

north end. The grave was covered by five slabs and its floor lay 2'25 metres

beneath the surface. AVithin was a skeleton with its head south. By the head

was a three-handled amphora, and a painted jug, a dagger, and a knife had been

placed at the feet. (See plan, fig. 74.)

62tt. Three-hancllod " amphora" of type resembling tig. 117, \2(i, but much broken.

Q21). One-handled painted jug, with raised ring round the attachment of the neck.

(Fig. 75 and fig. 117, 02&.) The pattern round tli(> shoulder approaches that on 55d.

62c. Bronze dagger, 19'2 centimetres long and .5 centimetres broad at the hilt, which

has three rivet holes. (Fig. 76.)

62d. Bronze knife of the usual type, 22'3 centimetres long.
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No. 63. Shaft-Grave.—No relics.

No. 64 Pit-Gave, lying noitli to soutli. The access to tlie grave was by a

shaft 2'50 metres by r.50 metre at its opening, stepping down in ledges to a

depth of abont 4 metres. The entrance arch of the sepulchral cavity had some-

what collapsed at the top, but its original height was over 2 metres, and the

walling had not been broken into. Within were remains of a skeleton with the

I'ainteil vase from Shaft-Grave (No. 62). Fig. 76. Bronze dagger from Shaft-Grave
(No. 62).

head south. Two knives and a leaf-shaped razor had been placed l)y the right

side, and two clay vases lay at the feet. (See plan, fig. 77.)

64a. Painted clay vase with a single handle and a slightly raised ring at the spring of

the neck. The striation round the shoulders seems to be a decadent derivative of a band

of foliage. Height 29 centimetres. (Fig. 117, 64a.)

G4-b. Stirrup-vase, much broken, with sprays of late character. (Fig. 114, 64^.)

64c. Exceptionally elongated bronze knife with a slight flange to the hilt and three

rivets. Length 34 centimetre??. (Plate XCI. tig. 113, 64c.)

64d. Bronze knife of usual type, 20-7 centimetres long.
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t}4e. Leaf-shaped bronze razor, 19 centimetres long, greatest width of blade 5 centi-

metres. (Fig. 78.)

No. 65. Pit-Cave, lying north to south. The pit was 2 metres north to

south bv ]'10 metre east to west. It liad a ledge 30 centimetres wide on its

eastern side, lying I'SO metre from the surface. The floor of the pit was 2'50

Fig. Plan of I'it-Cave (No. G4).

metres down, and the cave opening, with wall intact, was IvO metre long and

1"35 metre high. Though the bones within liad entirely decayed, the head was

probably to the north. About the middle of tlie sepulchral cell (1'70 metre by

8o centimetres) lay a bronze knife of the usual type (IG centimetres long) and a

small spouted vase, in shape similar to 6b and 66]).
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figs. 11(1,

No. 66. Pit-Cave.—The general plan and section of this tomb are given above,

11?', lie. The sepulcliral cavity contained remains of a skeleton with its

head south. A necklace of gold beads lay abont the neck and

breast, and remains of two other chains of beads of glass and

glazed paste respectively on either side of the legs. Near the

position of the right hand was a small gold ring, and lower

down a cylinder of Egyptian porcelain. A row of small clay

vessels ran along the left border of the grave, and on the right

side was a small glass bottle unfortunately much decayed. By

y///y/////////////////////////////y//////////.^^^^^^^
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Fig. 78. Bronze leaf-sliapcil

razor from Pit-Cave
(No. B4).

Fig. 79.

TUj 4-35 Ttv.

E
Plan of sepulchral cell, Pit-Cave (No. 66).

Fig. 80. Golil beails of necklace, from

Pit-Cave (No. C.C) (|.)

Fig. Sla. IJla/.ed paste bead from
Pit-Cave (No. 66). (i.)

j

the left liand was a bronze mirroi

fig. 79.)

66«. Necklace of 46 gold

beads with rosette oi-na-

ment and double perfora-

tion for tlireads (fig. 80

and fig. 119, 66a). Similar

gold beads were found in

a tomb at Phaestos (Savig-

noni, op. cit. p. 103, fig.

62).

666. Small gold ring

with plait-work ornament.

(Fig. 119, 666.)

(See plan,

Fig. SI//. Faience cylinder from
Pit-Cave (No. 66).
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QQc. Chain of beads (thread decayed) of glazed paste with ribbed decoration. (Fig. 81a.)

66fi. Cylinder of faience or Egyptian porcelain (2-4 centimetres high, diameter I'l

centimetre). It is of a yellovFish hue and is incised with rude representations of standing

figures, spear-like objects, and a stag. (Fig. 816.) Cylinders of analogous type are

found in Lower Egypt, some of them showing ibexes with their heads looking back-

wards, in a very similar style. The stag, however, is not an Egyptian animal, and faience

cylinders of a similar type are also found in Palestine. One of these from Lachish" shows

what appear to be three stags in a similar position, and it seems probable that we must

look to that region for the source of the present cylinder.

6Ge. Globular bottle of amber-coloured glass, unfortunately much decayed. About G-5

centimetres high.

66/. Globular glass beads of ambery hue, also much decayed.

66(7. Bronze mirror.

66/1. Pedestalled clay cup with one handle, height lO'S centimetres (fig. 118, 66/1). It

bears traces over its pale buff slip of a coating of a kind of black, imperfectly fixed, varnish.

66y. Cup, 5-5 centimetres high (fig. 118, 66j). It bears traces of a wash of red and blue

colour over its buff slip, not apparently of a permanent nature.

66A-. Two-handled bowl, diameter 14'6 centimetres (fig. 118, 66fc). Tliis bears traces

uf having been painted over with crimson, red, and azure blue in the same way as the

preceding. These brilliant hues, superadded to the original plain wash of the vessel, and

imperfectly fixed, may have served the purposes of funereal show.

66Z. Plain bowl, much broken.

66?». Two-handled bowl resembling k, and coloured in a similar way.

66n.. Pedestalled clay cup, like h, but broken.

660. Fragmentary bowl, as I.

60/5. Small spouted vase (height 5-60 centimetres), with glazed painted decoration,

brown on buff of the usual Mycenaean character. It presents a chevron band with sprays.

(Fig. 117, mp.)

No. &?. Pit-Gave.—The shaft of this grave, with a ledge on its west side (see

plan, fig. 82), had been cut in the soft rock vi^ith exceptional neatness. The cave

opening, with the wall intact (1"70 metres high), was on the east side of the pit.

Within were scanty remains of a skeleton, the head north, with four clay vessels

on its right side, and on the left a bronze mirror and two paste beads. The mirror

lay considerably above the floor level. The beads and vases corresponded in

character to specimens found in the preceding Pit-Cave, No. Q(S.

67a. Two-handled clay bowl, diameter 18 centimetres. It bore traces over its pale

ochreous wash of a coating of black varnish, like 66//. Tlie form of this bowl corre-

sponds with 66A; and in.

" Bliss, Mound of Many Cities, 79, figs. 126, 127.
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676. Pedestalled clay cup, witli a single handle. Height 13 centimetres. This cup

exactly resembles GG/i, and, like it, had been coated with a black varnish.

G7c. Pedestalled clay cup, as h.

ry
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Fig. 82. Plan of Pit-Cave (Xo. 67).

67d. Small plain cup, as GGJ.

67e. Two paste beads, with ribbed decoration, as 66c.

67/". Bronze mirror of the usual type.
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No. 68. Shaft-Grave, lying east to west. The area about this spot had

been evidently somewhat denuded, and the covering slabs of the tomb lay almost

on the surface level. The bottom of the grave was 85 centimetres beneath the

surface. It was found to overlie the entrance and part of the vault of a chamber-

tomb (No. 69 below), the floor of which was 1"70 metre under that of the shaft-

grave. This leads to the inference that the shaft-grave here, though containing a

stirrup-vase (c) of a very good period, was later than the chamber-tomb.

The bones in this grave had been absolutely reduced to dust, so that the

position of the skeleton remains uncertain. The vases b and f and bone stud c

were found near the east end of the

(^Y grave a little on the north side.

The mirror lay near the centre of

the grave on the south side, and

't^M^^^KJS^tS^i^ the other bronzes near the west

end.

68a. A leaf-shaped razor of bronze,

as fig. 78, length 15"5 centimetres.

68b. Painted stirrup-vase, 35 centi-

metres high. (Fig. 8-3 and fig. 114,

G8h.) This vase is remarkable from

its fine style of decoration. On the

upper surface is a raised decoration

like a Mycenaean shield, and rosettes

recalling those in a similar position

on the large stirrup-vase from the

Royal Villa." The beautiful folia-

tion round the shoulders, with its

many times reduplicated edging, is a

ceramic adaptation from the foliated

chasing of bronze vessels, such as the

bowl from the North-West Building

at Kuos.sos.'' The same reduplication
Fig. 83. Painted stirrup-vase Jrum Shaft-Grave (No. 68). . ,i x v i. i i i* ' accompanies the toliate band round

the shoulders of a magnificent amphora of the Palace Style, from the Eoyal Tomb

» Knossos, Jieport, 190:5, p. 137, fig. 87a.

" Ibid. p. 124, 125, figs. 77, 78. The paralkl, however, is much closer tliiin can be made out

from these figures.
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described below. The trefoils of the lower jiart of the vase are also frequently found

on vases of the Palace Style. These comparisons may be taken to show that the fabric

of the fine vase with which we are dealing must bo referred to the latest Palace Period

of Knossos. The style belongs to Late Minoan 11.

f)8r. Hone stud with hemispherical knob.

68d. Bronze tweezers with broad end.

68e. Exceptionally thin bronze mirror, diameter 16"5 centimetres.

68/. Small spouted vase with one handle, 10 centimetres high. It is quite plain and

resembles the type 6/).

No. 69. Chamber-Tovib, with entrance to the east. The shaft-grave (No. G8)

lay above the entrance and part of the vault of this. As the floor of the chamber

was only 2 '55 metres below the surface, it i§ fairly evident that the shaft-grave

was of later construction, and must in fact have pierced its vault. The dromos

was about a metre wide and was traced east for a distance of 5"75 metres from

the entrance of the tomb. The walling qi the door, 70 centimeu'ss wide, was

found in a ruinous condition. The chamber itself was roughly square, 2"43 metres

north to south, 2-20 metres east to west, and contained decayed traces of a

skeleton with its head south. About the middle of the body were four bronze

rings, remains of a bone comb, some beads, and fragment of a two-handled bowl.

No. 70. Pit-Cave, lying north to south, with exceptionally small sepulchral

cell, closed by a single large stone. This may haA'e been a child's grave, but no

bones were preserved. Three vases were found within.

70a. Two-handled clay jug, with traces of painted decoration round shoulder. Height

14' 5 centimetres (broken).

706. Clay jug of similar form but plain. Height 12'8 centimetres. (Fig. 118, 70&.)

70c. Spouted vessel with handle above, showing painted decoration (scale pattern) round

the shoulder. Height 14'4 centimetres. (Fig- 117, 70c.)

No. 71. Pit-Gave, lying nortb to south. The pit was 1"81 metres long by

90 centimetres wide, and went down 1"40 metres. The walling of the small

sepulchral cavity, 1'24 metres by 60 centimetres, was intact, but within there

were only traces of decayed bones and a plain jug abotit the middle of the grave.

71a. Plain one-handled clay jug, 28 centimetres high, with slight ring round neck. It

exactly resembles fig. 118, I. a.

No. 72. Chamber- To7nb, entrance to east. The doors had been broken in, but

lc2
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within the chamber the loAver parts of two larncilces, A and B., remained in position.

(See plan, fig. 84.) Both contained decayed bones, the skull in each case being

at the west end of the sarco-

phagus. In A was a bronze

finger-inug (</) and two decayed

paste beads {h). Between the

two chests was found a bronze

needle (c), and hj the south

wall a steatite cup of the calyx

shape {cl), similar to Plate XO.

fig. 100 (e).

Nos. 73, 74. Disturbed

Shaft-Graves. No relics.

No. 75. Shaft-Grave. The

covering slabs were very near

the surface, which must here

have been denuded. The floor

of the grave lay 1".50 metres

beneath the slabs. The bones

were much decayed, but the

place of the head (to the south)

was marked by a gold necklace,

and that of the right hand by

a small gold ring, while by the

right side lay a spear-head,

knife, and razor.

A'y////////

<--40cmT

Dromos.

i

E

y//////////

Fig. 84. rian of Chamber-Tomb (No. 72).

7.5a. Necklace of 18 gold bcad.«, perhaps representing shells. (Fig. 85 and fig. 119, 75a.)

Gold beads of similar tyjie have been

found in a grave of the contemporary-

cemetery at Phaestos,'> and at Mycenae

and Argos.'' A mould for similar beads

was found by Bchliemaun.'=

75b. Small gold ring, plain.
Fig. 85. Goldbeadsof necklace from Shaft-Grave (No. 75). (.?.)

' Savignoni, Necropoli di Fhaestos, 100-102.

" Vollgi-aff, Ball, de Corr. Ml. 1904, p. 383 seqq, fig. 1.5.

<= Mycenae, 107, fig. 162.
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75c. Bronze razor of the usual type.

75(1. Bronze knife of exceptional length ; 27 centimetres. It has three rivets to the

handle. (Fig. 113, 7M.)

75e. Bronze spear-head (length 2(J"5 centimetres, greatest breadth of blade 3'4 centi-

metres). The plate of the socket is folded over and is secured by a collar. The type is

unusual, the edge of the blade descending almost to the opening of the socket. The stem

of the blade, corresponding to the continuation of the socket within, is ribbed. (Fig. 75e.)

No. 76. Pit-Gave. In digging tlie pit for this grave a larger and a smaller

block of gypsum, such as occur sporadically in the rock, had been encountered and

z/y//z/Z/Z//z///yzz/zz////s zyy///yyz/Z//y/, zy/zzz/zy

rig. 86. Plan o£ Pit-Cave (No. 70).

were made use of for the foundations of the wall of the cave. The walling for

this reason was exceptionally thick, in one place nearly a metre, and projected

below into the middle of the pit. The pit lay east to west with the opening of the

sepulchral cavity to the south of it. The vault of this had collapsed, but the

interment was otherwise intact. The skeleton lay with the head to the east.

A group of vases had been placed on the right side, on the left were a bronze

chisel and knife, two whorls near the left hand, and a mirror and bi'onze pin

near the feet. (See plan, fig. 86.)
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76a. Bronze chisel (length, 7'4 centimetres) ; the upper part square in section, very

slightly widening to an edge.

766. Bronze knife; the point slightly broken; original length about 21 centimetres.

76c. Two whorls, one of bone the other of paste.

76d. Painted stirrup-vase, height 26 centimetres. (Fig. 114, 76(/.) It has a diamond

pattern round the sides and a wave-and-dot border round the base. The top of the false

opening is decorated with a trefoil design.

76e. Two-handled painted flask. (Fig. 117, 76c.) Round the neck is a slight raised

ring. The faces of the flask show concentric circles, and on either side is a vertical line

of triangles, the base of one resting on the apex of another. These clay flasks are rare

in Crete, but are of frequent occurrence in Cypro-Mycensean interments, e.g. Enkomi,

Tomb 45 ; Kurion, etc." Faience flasks of similar shape were made in Egypt (an example

was found in the Enkomi tomb referred to above).

Fig. 87. Plan of Chamlicr-Tomb (No. 80).

The decoration of concentric circles recurs on the Cypriote specimens, and as the super-

posed triangles are also a Cj'priote detail, it seems probable that the present flask was

imported from Cyprus.

76/. Small painted one-handled jug with projecting spout (height 6 centimetres).

Round the shoulders is a band of curving lines derived from foliage. (Fig. 117, 76/.)

76(7- Small painted jug with a single handle and slightly raised spout (height, 6'5 centi-

metres). Round its shoulders runs a band of chevrons. (Fig. 117, 76<7.)

76/i. Bronze mirror, diameter 13 centimetres.

No. 77. Disturbed Pit-Gave, lying iiortli to south.

No. 78. Shaft-Grave, lying north to south. The total depth from the

surface was 2 metres, the floor of the grave itself lying 1 metre beneatli llie

* Myres, Catalogue of the Cyprus Museum, 970.
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covering slabs. The shaft was 2-40 metres by 1-30 metre, the sepulchral cell

1-90 metre by 75 centimetres. The head seems to have been at the south

end. Near the middle of the grave on

the west side was a fragmentary bronze

razor.

No. 79. Shaft-Gh-ave, lying north to

south. It contained only traces of bones

of a person of small stature, probably a

child ; the head north. By the upper

part of the body was found a lozenge-

shaped cornelian bead.

No. 80. Chamber-Tomb. The en-

trance on the east. It was approached

by a short dromos with three steps. The

walling of the doorway was found intact,

and the small chamber within contained

a single Jnrnrtx on its north side. (See

plan, iig. 87.)

The larnaa' (see fig. 4e above) had

an incised A at the east end of the hd,

repeated in the lower part immediately

below. It was absolutely intact, and

when opened showed a skeleton in a

crouched position with the knees drawn

up ; the left hand resting on the thigh.

At the feet were two knives with their

original handles and a pointed instru-

ment. The inner dimensions of the clay

receptacle were 96 centimetres in length,

35 centimetres in breadth, and 45 centi-

metres in depth. The height of the

larnax with the cover on was 87 centi-

metres. Fig. 4 above gives an inner

view of the sarcophagus from a photo-

graph taken immediately after its ex-

traction from the tomb. Fig. 88, from Fig. 88. View of interior of In max from Tomb No. 87,

with skeleton in contracted position.
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a sketch taken by Mr. Halvor Bagge when the larnax was still in situ, gives

some of the details more clearly.

80a. Bronze knife witli broad curving blade attached by seven rivets to its original

wooden handle. The handle, which seems to be of wild olive wood, is 10 centimetres long,

and is wonderfully well preserved. The length of the blade is 32 centimetres.

806. Bronze knife of the usual type with remains of its wooden handle. The length of

the whole is 20'4 centimetres.

80c. Pointed instrument with stem presenting a square section, length 21 centimetres.

It has the appearance of a javelin head, but seems to be too slender for such an use.

No. 81. Chamber-Tomb. The entrance (70 centimetres wide, 1-30 metres

high), with its wall untouched, lay to the east. It was approached by a dromos

1 metre wide, descending 2'70 metres beneath the surface. The chamber itself

contained three plain larnalces lying east and west, each of which contained remains

of a skeleton with its head at the west end. No relics were found, beyond a small

knife, beads, and whorls in the north larnax about the middle. The chamber,

nearly square in plan, was 1'60 metres north to south, 1"40 east to west, and

1-30 in heisrht.^o

81a. Bronze knife of usual type, 15 centimetres long.

81b. Paste bead.

81c. Amethyst bead-seal of circular form, like a lentoid with flattened edges. It bears

a very simple engraving consisting of a cross with hatchings between the limbs.

81cZ. Alabaster whorl.

81 e. Steatite whorl.

No. 82. Small Chamber-Tomh, the dromos of which (to the east) was little

more than a stepped pit, 1'70 metres long. It had been plundered, and fragments

of a stirrup-vase was found outside the entrance. The chamber itself was very

small, a mere recess, 60 centimetres wide and 40 centimetres deep. Two small

crystal beads and one of paste were found within. The sides of the low doorway

were much battered.

Nos. 83, 84.—We have here an example of a double tomb. (See plan, fig. 89.)

A stepped pit led directly to an arched recess containing remains of a larnax,

while to the left of this cavity a short dromos led to a chamber with the entrance

walling pi-eserved, containing three larnakes. One of these (c) had evidently

been superposed on the two others, but had been much ruined by the collapse

of the roof. The remains of a bone comb probably belonged to this or the clay
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chests A anil i; below. Between a and r, were foniiil some fragmentary remains of

a small stirrup-vase (e). b was much broken u[), but the lower part of a was

fairly preserved ; it presented the interesting peculiarity of containing remains

of two skeletons witli thoiv heads at opposite ends of the reci])ient. About

"/

the middle of the chest was a plain

silver ring (a) still encircling a

finger-bone, and the following

small relics :

846. Amygdaloidbearlof cornelian,

with rude linear engraving.

84c. Lentoid bead of amethyst.

84r?. Rude steatite seal, with short

perforated stem and tive dots en-

graved on its face. Fig. 89. I'laii of ilouMe tcml. (Xos. 8.S, M).

Entrance to east. Plundered, no relics found.No. 85. Ghamher-Tomh.

No. 86. Ghamher-Tomh. Plundered and much ruined, the bones in disorder,

no measurements possible. To the northern half lay a l)ronze dagger with its point

east. Three whorls were also found.

I
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86a. Bronze dagger, 23 centimetres long. The blade is grooved and the htindle has

curving flanges and a rivet at base. (Fig. 90.)

No. 87. Shaft-Grave, lying nortli to south. Remains of a skeleton were found

witli tlie Lead uoi'tli, l:)ut no relics.

No. 88. Shaft-Grave, lying east to west. No remains.

Fig. 90. Uronze dagger
from Cbamber-Tomb
(Xo. 80).

Fig. 91. I'lan c,r Chanil.er-Tomli (No. 9:i).

No. 89. Chamher-Tomh, with entrance on tlie east. The dimensions of the

chamber were small, east to west 1-28 metres, north to south MU metres. On
the south side lay a skeleton with the head west, and near it a small bronze knife

of the usual form. The door of the chamber, 60 centimetres wide, 70 centimetres
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high, had l)een broken in and the tomb plundered. The dromos was 80 centi-

metres wide, and descended 1'40 metres beneath tlie surface leveh

No. 90. Small Ghamher-Tomh, with entrance to east. Contained a broken

larnax, lying north to south, which shows traces of colouring. In the larnax were

remains of a skeleton with head north, and one whorl.

No. 91. Shaft-Grave, lying nortli to south. Within was a much-decayed

skeleton, the head south, and by the neck some small paste beads.

No. 92. Chamber-Tomb. Entrance east. The doorway was exceptionally

rounded at top. (See fig. Ic). The walling was intact and within were remains of

a skeleton with the head west. Near the place of the left hand were a plain gold

ring (c) and two whorls {d and e), and by the left shoulder a larger and smaller

bronze knife (a and b) and a plain bowl. The plan and section of the tomb are

shown in fig. la, b.

No. 93. Chamber-Tomb. Entrance east. The door was broken open. (See

fig. 3f/.) In the north part of the chamber was a plain larnax with the lid on,

length T-j metres, outer width 40 centimetres, height 1 metre. (Fig. Sb.) The

bones had been left intact and showed that the body had been buried with the

legs doubled up. The skull (much decayed) was at the east end of the chest.

No relics were found inside, but, beside the larnax, probably thrown out by

plunderers, were three steatite whorls and decayed

remains of a glass bead (xxx and x on plan, fig. 91).

No. 94. Chamber-Tomb. Entrance east. The

chamber, about 2'oO metres square, was much ruined,

and had evidently been entered from above. Near the

south-west corner were some decayed bones, apparently

of a child, and in the south-east corner a plain clay

bowl with solid projecting handle. The walling of the

entrance was intact and the doorway was well cut. (See

elevation, fig 92.)

No. 95. Chamher-Tomb. Entrance east. The

walling of the doorway (1"30 metres high) was found

intact. In the chamber were the much-decayed remains Fig. 92. Domway of chanii)€r-Tomb

of two skeletons with the heads west. At the feet of
'^"' "

either skeleton lay a mirror and near the entrance was a stirrup-vase. (See plan,

fig. 93.)

A short sword or dagger apparently belonging to the second interment lay

near the centre of the tomb. On the other side of the same skeleton together

12
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with other I'elics was a claj chafing-pan for containing embers. The falling in of

tliL' vault of the tomb had much damaged some of the relics.
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Fig. 93. Plan of Chiuuber-Torab (No. 95).

Fig. 94. Bronze sliort sword from
Chaniber-Tumlj (No. I'o).

95fl. Small stirrup-vase, 8 centimetres liigli, with a single foliate baud round the

shoulder, resembling the double one of 51a. (Fig. 114, 95a.)

956. Two whorls of black steatite.

95c. Bronze mirror, diameter 13"3 centimetres.

9.5(Z. Two-liandled clay cup of champagne glass type (height 1"2 centimetres), with

handles set horizontally. (Cf. fig. 114, 7/.)

9.5p. Bronze dagger or short sword, length .37 centimetres, greatest breadth ot blade

6"2 centimetres. (Fig. 94.) The hilt, in which are fixed three rivets, is bordered by a
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raised flange. The typo is identical with that of a dagger found witli a small hoard of

other bronze weapons and implements on the Acropolis at Athens."

95/. Clay chating-pan, resembling fig. 82 (broken).

!'.")(/. Bronze mirror, diameter 18 centimetres.

Xo. 96. Chamher-Tomb. Entrance to east. This tomb bad been broken into

and plundered. There were remains of two skeletons with their heads east, and

in the north-west corner a small hollow containing two skulls and bones ; these

also a good deal decayed. Near the north skeleton were two whorls, and by that

on the south l)order of the chamber the following relics

:

IKjre. Plain bracelet of bronze %vire, diameter 7'8 centimetres.

966. Fragmentary remains of small spouted clay vase.

n6r. Plain clay bowl with two handles rising from rim, diameter 15"5 centimetres.

(Fig. 114, 96c.)

No. 97. Ghamber-Tomh. Entrance east. Approached by a dromos 1 metre

wide and 3'oO metres long. The door, 60 centimetres wide and 1"10 centimetres

high, had been broken in, and the roof of the chamber, which was 1"84 metres

square, has collapsed. Remains of a skeleton were found with the head west,

and near the north wall were found two crystal pendants, a bead, and a steatite

figure apparently used as an amulet.

Fig. 9.">. Steatite pendant in form
of a female tis'ire, from

Chamber-Tomb (No. !)7). (}.)

Fig. 96. Droji-sbaped [^endaiits and bead of crystal,

from Chamber-Tomb (No. 97). (j.)

97a. Female figure of black steatite perforated through the shoulders for suspension.

It has the usual Late Minoan (Mycena3an) flounces, and cross grooves on the upper

part of the body. (Fig. 95.) This figure seems to be of the nature of an amulet, and may

be taken to represent the great Goddess of Minoan Crete, later known as Rhea. Other

small steatite figures of the same kind, perforated for suspension, have been found in

Crete.* Another similar amulet of dark steatite, now in the Ashmolean Museum, is said

to have been found in the Lebanon.

" ilonteliu.", Elf ftjnd frin Athens akropolis, 4, fig, 3

* One is in the Ashmolean Museum.
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971). Two drop-shaped pendants of rock crystal. (Fig. 96.)

97c. Crystal bead (fig. 96) apparently belonging to the same necklace as the crystal

pendants.

No. 98. Ghamher-Tomh. Entrance east. The upper part of the door had

been broken in. The chamber presented the pecuharity of having a raised ledge

Fig. 97. Plan of Chunilicr-Toml) (No. 08).

along its south wall, about 4-5 centimetres above the original floor of the toml).

It contained two interments, one belonging to a time when the floor had been

slightly raised (about 16 centimetres). This latter Avas represented by a larnax
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which showed faint traces of colours. The lower part of this was intact, but the

lid had been broken and part of the bones that the clay chest originallj'^ contained

lay on the floor beside it. Remains of the skull were found at the east end of the

larnax, but there were no associated relics either inside or outside of it. It is

evident that the later deposit had been plundered, but the accumulation of soil

had apparently concealed the earlier interment which lay along the south side of

the tomb. This consisted of a skeleton with the head east. By the head was a

charcoal holder and stone vase, and at the feet, partly resting against the comer
of the tomb, so that its point was turned upwards, a bronze sword. By this was

also a bronze razor. (See plan, fig. 97.)

98a. Bronze sword, length 61 centimetres. (Plate XCI. fig. 109, 97a). The midrib of

the blade is flattish and slightly rounded. The hilt showed some of the wooden handle

adhering and has two rivets. In its general type the sword answers to 42a, 43a, 5.5a, and

36i, but there seems to have been no tang at the extremity of the hilt.

986 Stone vase showing a terra-cotta ground mottled with grey. Height lO'S

centimetres, diameter 16 centimetres. It has ledge handles and the body is somewhat

globular.

98c. Clay chafing-panorcharcoal holder

found broken, but with remains of char-

coal in the lower part of the holder. It

has a solid projecting handle. Height

13'.3 centimetres, width of rim 22 centi-

metres. (Fig. 114, 98c). It much re-

sembles the charcoal holder of Grave 32-

9Sd. Bronze razor. (Fig. 98.)

Fig. 9S. Bronze razor from Chamber-Tomb (No. 98).

No. 99. Chamher-Tomh. Entrance east. The vault of the chamber had col-

lapsed but the walling of the doorway was intact. The ground plan of the chamber

itself (fig. 99) formed an almost perfect square, 2-20 metres in each direction.

In the south section of this were remains of two skeletons with their heads west,

one of a child, several very small clay vases lying between the two heads. By the

left hand of the adult skeleton was a spiral gold ring (c), and to the right of

its head a blossom vase of steatite (e). The north section of the tomb contains

another adult skeleton, also with the head west, and accompanied by a richer

peculium than the other. On the breast were remains of a necklace consisting

of a scarab, engraved gems, and various beads ; by the left hand two gold rings

like the others ; a very elegant stone vase lay near the head, and towards the feet

a bowl, goblet, and mirror of bronze. The bones were much decayed, but from the
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fact that tlie gold rings of the more important l:)urial were of greater diameter

than the other, it looks as if in the one case we had to deal with a man and in the

other with a woman.

A group of objects from this tomb is shown in fig. 100, Plate XC. The

'wsm^'
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Fig. 99. I'lan of Chamber-Tomb (No. 99).

absence of arms or implements is noteworthy. Assuming that the burial on

the north side was that of a man and those opposite his wife or child, we may
perhaps infer that the latter were buried later, and that the arms which must

surely have been originally placed with the rich interment were on that occasion

abstracted. The theft was perhaps masked by the placing on that side of some
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99''

rig. 101. Objects belonging to a necklace and goUl rings from Chamber-Tomb (No. 99).

Fig. 100. Group of objects from Chamber-Tomb (No. 99).

ANTIQUITIES FROM THE CEMETERY OF ZAFER PAPOURA.

I'ublished by the Society of Antiquaries of Ix>ndon, 1905.
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of the miniature vessels more uatui'iilly iiitended for tlie cliild. Ft is |)rol)ablo

that many such abstractions had taken place in this cemetery.

99a. Objects belonging to a necklace. (Fig. lOl, Platte XC.)

1. Egyptian scarab of white steatite. The sacred hawk, ncfi-r, and winged urmus

signs on this scarab seem to have an amuletic intention. The character of

this group of signs, and the one-winged ^irwus, answer to scarab types in vogue

about the close of the Eighteenth Dynasty. A close parallel is afforded by a

scarab from Tell-el-Ainarna. (Petrie, pi. xv. 14.5.)

2. Lentoid cornelian bead seal, engraved with design of a lion seizing a bull.

3. Pai-t of an amygdaloid cornelian bead seal, showing the lower part of what

appears to have been a roughly executed design of a lion.

4. 5. Two crystal pendants of a type perhaps derived from arrow-heads. Miniature

arrow-heads of red cornelian, perforated in a similar manner, are still worn as

charms by the Arabs and Turks.

6. Bronze spiral bead.

7. Bead of gold plate.

8. Tabloid bead of ivory, the surface much corroded.

9. Crystal bead forming flattened sphere.

10. Globular bead of crystal.

11. Crystal bead which in section is of trefoil outline.

12. Three-sided bead of crystal.

13. 14. Cornelian beads.

15. Whoi-1 of white stone variegated with black.

16, 17. Brown steatite whorl.

9%. Gold finger ring of spiral wire. Inner diameter 2 centimetres.

99c. Gold finger ring as 996, but smaller. Inner diameter 1"8 centimetre.

99d. Grey stone bason with round handles, evidently in imitation of a metal prototype

like the bronze bason lib Diameter 19 centimetres, height of bowl 7'4 centimetres, of

handle 9'8 centimetres. (For this and the following see fig. 100, Plate XC.)

99e. Blossom vase of steatite. Vases of this type wore also found in Tomb No. 72.

Diameter 21 centimetres, height 13 centimetres.

99*7. Two-handled bronze bowl, with horizontal handles provided with knobbed vertical

offshoots. A good deal broken. The type of vessel closely approaches I4c.

99h. Globular bronze vase of bronze with a single handle attached by two rivets above

to the rim and below to the body. Height 9*5 centimeti-es, diameter 11 centimetres. A
similar vessel was found in a tomb at Phaestos. Savignoni" compares it with an Egyjitian

* Necrnpoli di PJiaestos, 47, tig'. 26.

m
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bronze vessel," but the upper part of the handle of the latter with its engraved lotus has

a different shape. The ring at the junction of the collar and body of these Cretan bronze

vessels is also a non-Egj'ptian feature.

99k. Bronze mirror, 12' 7 centimetres in diameter.

90/. Small plain stirrup-vase (height 6'3 centimetres), covered with a kind of black

varnish. Cf. above, the vases in Graves 66, 67.

99m. Similar stirrup-vase, with varnish. Height 6 centimetres.

99n. Small painted stirrup-vase, with conventionalised sprays. Height 6 centimetres.

99o. Small painted stirrup-vase, height 6-2 centimetres, with conventionalised sprays.

99p. Painted one-handled cup, with brown bands on a buff ground. Diameter

11 centimetres.

99^. Plain red-faced vessel, with spout and two upright horizontal handles. Height

5'4 centimetres, diameter of rim 9'.5 centimetres.

99r. Plain clay pot, height 5*8 centimetres, with knobs in place of handles.

99s. Small paste beads.

99t. Miniature vessel of plain clay with handle and raised spout. Height 2'7 centi-

metres.

99m. Small plain stirrup-vase. Height 6".5 centimetres.

99r. Low painted jar with three upright horizontal handles. A lid found near apparently

belongs to it. It has a band with a pattern resembling the architectural egg ornament.

Height 7"8 centimetres.

No. 100. Chainher-Tomh.—Entrance to east. Most of the vault and the upper

part of the doorway had fallen in. The chamber, which was exceptionally wide

in proportion to its depth, contained remains of three larnaJces {a, b, and c in plan,

fig. 108). Tlie upper parts of these were much broken, especially m tlie ca.se of

h and r, though decayed remains of skeletons were found in all, tlie heads in

}) and c being west, in <i east. The lid of k was wanting, but tlie receptacle was

well preserved and proved to be painted with various decorative motives. (See

figs. 102'( and h.) One of the two faces shows a design of linked spirals enclosing

small flowers of froin three to six petals. This linked spiraliform pattern is akin

to similar designs on painted funereal chests and the walls of tombs of Eighteenth

and Nineteenth Dynasty date. The work was executed with a free hand without

any aid from a template or skeleton squares, and considering the elaborate character

of the pattern displays considerable skill. The other face shows a decorative class

of papyrus sjirays, and another of tliese appears at one of the small ends of the

chest. The other end is decorated with a kind of scale pattern.

" ilaspci-o. Manual of Egyptian Archeology, 306, figs. 27(>. 277.
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Fig. Ifl2«. Tainted liinia.r 00 from Chamlicr-Tonili (No. lUU)

Fig. 102//. I'liiiiteil hirnax (ii) from Cbamlifr-Tomli (No. 100),
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This larnax contained, besides the bones, a bronze ring and bi'acelet and

three paste beads, and a steatite whorl and clay cnp were found on tlie floor of the

chamber. The tomb contained no other relics.

'///////

///
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Fig. 10:f. i'laii ul Lhaiuber-Tomb (No. lUO).

100c/. Jiroiize riug, plain lioop.

lOOe. Brouze bracelet, plain hoop.

100/. Beads: (1) amethyst, globular; (2) cornelian, flnttcncd sphere; (3) paste, globular.

100c/. Steatite whorl.

100/(. Plain clay cuj) or ladle with rai.'(d knp handle. Height with handle 8 centi-

metres.
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§ 3. Cdiiijiaraiive Knfc an a Chaiiihry-Tuvih nl Milnlos.

Interesting comparisons witli the chamber-tombs of Zafer Papoura are

supplied by that of Mihitos, already referred to as having been explored by me

in 1899. The objects found m this tomb sliow that it belongs to a somewhat later

date than the latest interments of the Knossian Cemetery, and as neither the tomb

itself nor its contents, with the exception of a painted ossuary, have as yet been

published, a summary account of this discovery will be found useful in the present

connexion.

The modern village of Milatos lies on the north coast of Crete, about 25 miles

east of Candia and of the site of Knossos. It derives special interest from the fact

that it still preserves, under its Doric form, the name of the Cretan Miletos, the

mother city of the more famous civic foundation on what was later the Ionian

Coast.' That it had itself some importance at a very early date may also be

gathered from its mention in the Homeric Catalogue.''

A little south-west of the village rises what was probably the Acropolis hill of

ancient Milatos, still crowned by the renuiins of a Venetian stronghold known as

Kasteli. An earlier discovery of a chamber-toml) had been made on the east side

of this hill, containing the painted clay sarcophagus in the form of a bath described

by Orsi in 1890." The western face of the hill-top where the present find was

made was formed by a low cliff running above the upper margin of a vine-clad

terrace, and it was while working here in his vineyard that the peasant owner

broke a small hole into the side of a vault. Finding that it was a tomb, the

proprietor of the vineyard obbgingly sent word to me of the discovery, and mean-

while closed the opening.

On my arrival this aperture was reopened, and I descended into the sepulchral

chamber, the interior of which showed an absolutely intact arrangement. The

infiltrations of the soil had been slight, and only covered the lower parts of some

of the vases, which stood in groups on the floor, while the two clay chests

containing the bones stood against the walls regularly disposed in their original

positions like parts of the furniture of a room.

* Stiabo xii. 8 (5), and xiv. 1 (6), who cites Ephorus. Sarpedon was said to have led the Cretan

colonists.

» Iliad, ii. 647.

e Urnefunebri Gretesi (Mon. Ant. 1890), 10, 11, and Tav. ii. 1 and 2.
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The vault itself was entered on the west by a doorway about 0'75 metre wide

and 1"20 metre high, blocked by a dry walling and leading to a short dromos. This

entrance, however, did not open into the middle of the chamber, a circumstance

explained by a fact, which a further examination of the interior made evident.

'M/M'/''/////y/^

V^lC^ LARNAX 1

Skuu

VASE GROUP 2

^'^////m^TTT^mw^y

Ulml I I 1 I I L
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Fig. 104« rian of Chambcr-Tonib at Milatos.

that the original tomb had been enlarged by a subsequent extension to the left of

the entrance. This is clearly shown by the annexed ground plan. (Fig. 104a.)

The ossuary chests stood one in each half of the chamber, the length and

breadth of which was about 2'68 metres by 1'80 metre, while its height was about

1 "40 metre, the roof being nearly fiat. (See section, fig. 104/>.)
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The vases were disposed in two principal groups (1 and 2). Group 1

(fig. 1 05) lay in what has been described as the original part of the vault, imme-

diately in front of the doorway, and was arranged in front of the painted chest

which occupied the inner side of the rock-wall. Besides the perfect vases there

were here some fragments, probably due to the disturbance caused by the subse-

quent enlargement of the chamber. Group 2 (fig. 106) lay in what may be called

the annexe, near the western end of the second chest. Further back in this

'////jjjMJy ' ^^ ^'''^'^^^^ <^"/Oy ^^v
'
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liMejRe.

rig. 104//. Section of Chamlier-Tomli at Milatos.

chamber, along the outer side of the chest, were some other fragments of vases,

the presence of which seemed to connect itself with an earlier interment which

had taken place at this spot ; for, partly beneath these fragments, partly under the

feet of the Chest No. II. itself, were remains of a third clay ossuary or larnax that

had at some time or other been destroyed, and one side of which helped to serve

as a kind of base for the chest that had here replaced it. On the floor, near the

middle of the chamber, was found a broken bead of blue glass with a double

perforation, and exhibiting a rosette ornament in relief.

Vase-Oi'otip 1 (fig. 105) :

A. Large two-liandlcJ amphora, luigbt 41-5 centimetres, diameter 40 centimetres.
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standing on open-work base (b) and containing the small cup (c). The amphora bears a

conventionalised octopus design, dark brown on warm buff, with supplementary coils. A
somewhat smaller vase of the same form and decoration has been found at Tsarkou, iu

the Cretan district of Malevisi.

The practice of setting large vases in tombs on open-work bases is illustrated from the

contents of a tholoa tomb at Lig^ortino.

H B F
Fig- '"•T- Gniup 1 of vases foiiiul in a Chamber-Tomb at Milatos.

ij. Two-handled pedestallcd cup of champagne-glass type, with dark brown ;nid red

decoration on pale bull ground. The lyre-like motive in the decoration recurs mi the

base (li). Height to rim IG".') centimetres, diameter of bowl 17'8 centimetres.

E. Elegant spouted bowl, with orange red decoration on buff ground. Height S centi-

metres, width of bowl 17 centimetres.

F. Stirrup-vase (Biigelkannc) with geometrical design of lirilliant red and br.nvii on pale

biifT iiiid fine ybi/.e.
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G. Stirrup-vase, somewhat smaller, height about lO'o centimetres, witli similar bright

colouring and glaze.

H. Small high-beaked vase with bright reddish brown ilecuration on a warm Ijull

ground. Height 5 centimetres.

Vase-Group 2 (fig. lOG) :

J. Large two-handled amphora, like a, height 47 centimetres, diameter 38 centi-

metres, with dark brown decoration on pale buff, the principal motive bt'ing a late and

Fiy. lOli. Group 2 of vases foninl iu a Chamber-Tomb at iMilatos.

couventionalised derivative of the triton shell design on vases beloug'ing to the Palace

Style of Knossos.

K. Small high-spouted vase, height 6 centimetres, diameter 4 centimetres. Wreath

ornament, dark brown on warm buff.

L Stirrup-vase of somewhat coarse fabric, surface a good deal decayed, height -30

centimetres, diameter 20 centimetres. Dark brown decoration on buff.

M. Two-handled pedestalled cup like d, base wanting. Dotted disc ornament, pale

red on buff ground. These are perhaps reminiscences of the rosettes on metal vases of

n
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analogous tji^es." The disc with a dotted circle has, however, a very ancient pedigree on

the early polychrome pottery of Crete (Middle Minoan).

N. Two-handled bowl, diameter 14 centimetres, height 10 centimetres. Arched design,

red brown on buff ground.

o. Part of bowl, with geometrical design, vermilion red and brown on a buff ground.

(Found beside Larnax II.)

p. Plain one-handled pedestalled cup, buff surface.

Q. Plain one-handled cup, reddish brown.

K. Two-handled bowl, with curved designs, red-brown on buff, like the half-opened

fronds of a j'oung fern. Height 5'7 centimetres, diameter 7 centimetres.

s. Small stirrup-vase, height G"5 centimetres, diameter 7 centimetres. Scale ornament,

dark brown on buff.

The Glaij Gh'sts {Larnakes) :

Of the two clay chests or larnakes found in the tomb it may be convenient to describe

the smaller and undecorated one (II.) first. Its height to the ridge of its cover was

0"8G metre, its length 0"88 metre, its breadth and the internal depth of the recipient

0'39 metres. The lower part has two handles on each of the sides and one at each end.

The gabled cover has o^\y one such at each end. These handles were doubtless made for

the cords which secured the fastening of the chest to pass through. In this case it seems

as if the cords of the side handles passed over to the top of the gabled roof of the cover.

The whole was coated with a plain white wash.

The floor of the chest was perforated by eighteen holes arranged thus ....•.
for draining off the moisture from the enclosed remains.

Upon it laj' the bones of a single individual, the remains of the skull being near the

western end. The bones were in a much disintegrated condition, but from what remained

seemed to be those of a woman. Thej' show no traces of burning.

The painted larnax (I.) is larger than the other. Its height to the ridge of the cover

is 0'83 metre, its length Vlo metre, its breadth 0'51 metre,'' and internal depth the same.

This chest differs from the others in the arrangement of its handles. The lower part or

receptacle has, like the other two, handles on each of the long sides, but it has none at the

ends. The lid, on the other hand, though imperfect now at one extremity, certainly had

a handle at both ends, like that of the other larnax, but in this case it is also provided

with two on each side, answering to those on the .sides of the recipient. As in the former

case the central ridge of the cover projects like a roof-beam at the end of the gable.

The floor of the larnax is perforated with six holes arranged down the middle

Upon it lay unburnt bones of a single person in the same disintegrated condition as those

' Compare the one-handled gold cup, Schliemann, Mycenae, 234, fig. 249.

'' Length and breadth measurements were taken along the cornice in the case of both larnakes.
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in tlie other cliost, the remains of the skull bones towards the northern end. They seem

to bo those of a man.

The red chxy of this chest is coated with a pale buff wash upon wliich the decorations

are painted in a bi-ight reddish brown. Upon one of the sides is an irregular design of

loops and curves with cross strokes, perhaps of vegetable derivation, in the middle of

which is a large fish with a very small one by its side. Beneath the fish are wfiving lines

presumably indicative of water. The otlier side and one end present variant decorative

designs of the same character, but without the fish.

The representation at the north end

of the larnax, though like the rest of the

decoration of rude execution, is of the

greatest interest. The iipper part of

the field is occupied by an apj^arently

nude male figure, with his right arm

raised open-palmed and holding out with

his left what appears to be a large body

shield " by its upper margin. The figure

is turning to the right according to the

usual Minoan and, it mtiy be added,

Egyptian perspective, with his head,

the profile of which is very rude, and

feet pointing in the side direction, but

his body full-facing.

A remarkable feature of the design

is the appearance on either side of the

head, and as if proceeding from the

neck, of a pair of sinuous projections.

Those to the left have a good deal suffered

from the effects of the removal of the

chest to Candia, its surface l^eing inclined

to peel off. They are, however, seen in fig.

Fip. 11)7. Knil <if imiiiteil liini,i.f (No. 1.1, from ;i Charaber-

Tomli at Milatiis.

107, Avhich is based on a photograph taken by me at the moment of excavation in

" In the illustration of this design given in my Mi/cemvan Tree and Pillar Gtdf, 74, fig. 50,

the edge of the shield is represented with a double curve as in the case of the ordinary MyceiuBan

shield. Further examination of the traces of painting on the larnax has, however, made it clear

that there exists a third curve below. The design is here reproduced (fig. 107) from a corrected

drawing by Mr. C. Prsetoritis.

a 2
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their pristine condition. Beneath the figure and separated from it hj a small

interval is a fish of the same character as that seen on the side of the larna.v.

The shield-bearing figure itself stands on nothing and seems to be in the

air. In my monograph on MycenR'an Tree mid I'lllar (_'ulf, I had ventured to

recognise in it a figure of a divinity. The curious upward curving lines on either

side of the neck were there compared with the rays which are seen rising from

the shoulders of the Babylonian Sun-God Samas." A Minoan parallel was

further sought by me in the subject of a gold ring found on the site of Knossos

in which a male figure, evident!}^ a god, holding out a spear, and with dotted

projections on either side of his neck, is seen descending before his sacred obelisk.

In view of the more recent discovery of certain wall-paintings from the Palace

of Knossos, in which the idea of rapid motion is accentuated by centrifugallj'

flying locks of hair,'' the possibility now suggests itself that in the case of the

liirmi^v, at any rate, we may have to do with locks of haii- rather than a rayed

emanation. The upward curve of the ]iresent excrescences would, according to

this interpretation, simply imply descending motion.

But the original suggestion that the figure on the larnrcr represents a divinity

has now acquired new force from the discovery of distinctly religious subjects on

two other sarcophagi of the same class. On that from Palaikastro "^ we see the

" horns of consecration," the sacred double axe, and attendant griffin. The more

elaborately painted sarcophagus from Hagia Triada '' presents a succession of

scenes of cult and offering in which the sacred double axe again occupies a

prominent position.

If in the present design we may venture to recognise a great body-shield, we

have another frequent concomitant of Minoan divinity.'' The liody-shieid in its

more usual 8-shaped form appears on gems and signets, as well as in other

religious representations, as the anici:)nic embodiment of the God or departed

hero.

Upon the great signet found by Dr. Schliemann a snuill figure holding a

large body-shield is seen in a position which clearly indicates a Sky God. On the

" Mtjcenmun Tree and Pillar Cult, 74.

'' Compare especially the fresco of a fcinale tigiire fiom tlic t^ueeii's Mi'garon. Kuussos

Ueporf, 1902. (B. S. A., viii. 55, fig. 28.)

•^ Bosanquet, B. S. A., viii. 297 seqq. and plates xviii. and xix.

'' Pai-ibeni, Lovori i-seguiti dalla Missiime Archeologica italiana (Rcudicoiili ih-lUi r. Acail. dri

Lincei, 1903, p. 29 seqq.).

" See my Mycewxan Tree and Pillar Cult, 24 and 81 seqq.
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painted slab from Mycenae n similar divinity, covered as in the foi-iiici" case with

his body-shield, seems to descend upon an altar between two votaries. It looks

as if ill all these cases we had to deal with one and the same Minoan (ilod,

wliile tlie recurrence of the great shield recalls the prominent part jjlayed by

shields in the ritnal dance of the Cnretes or Oorybantes, who act as the guardians

of the infant Zens Kretagenes. Doubtless in the more primitive form of the

religion the shield itself was the fetish habitation of the divinity, and an echo of

same idea survived in tlie magic virtues of the Roman anrilia.

The evidence afforded by the contents and arrangement of this late Minoan

thalamos is in some respects contradictory. That we have here a tomb which

had remained undisturbed since late Minoan times is evident enough. The care-

fully walled entrance and the groups of perfect vases still standing in their

places sufficiently show that from the time when the last interment was made

in the vault no plundering could have taken place. On the other hand there is

equally distinct evidence of a certain amount of destruction in the toml) at some

period previous to the final arrangement of its contents. The presence of

some broken vases and stray fragments of others is a sufficient indication of this.

Quite conclusive, moreover, as to a reinterment having taken place at the expense

of a former occupant was the appearance of the remains of another larrui.r in the

annexe to the original chamber, partly acting as a support for that which at the

time of the opening of the tomb was found standing there. Such a reinterment

may either have been the cause or the effect of the destruction which had taken

place.

What is less explicable, considering the generally intact appearance of the

vase groups belonging to the later interments, is the total absence of arms or of

personal ornaments, with the exception of a fragmentary glass bead. Yet there

was no sign of any previous breaking into the sepulchral chamber, and the non-

disturbance of the bulk of the vases showed that any removal of other relics must

have been the work of some one well acquainted with the arrangement within. It

looks as if here as in other cases there had been a sacrilegious abstraction of

valuable objects from the tomb by those responsible for its final closing in ancient

times.

Reasons will be given below for concluding that this Milatos tomb belongs

to a somewhat later period than tliat covered by the Zafer J'apoura cemetery.

It has therefore a peculiar value in the present connection for comparative

purposes. The very late developments of the triton shell and octopus motives as

seen on the large amphoras a and e belong to a ceramic fashion of which there is no
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example in the Knossian cemetery. The decoration of tlie stirrup-vase f is still

more significant. It is reproduced in all its particulars on a vase of the same

form found in a chamber-tomb («) at Muliana in East Crete " with late Mycensean

bronze swords of a type not represented in the Zafer Papoura cemetery, and a

loo
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Pit- caves. a
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Fig. 108. General I'lau of the Cemetevv of Zafer Papoura.

bow fibula of a form characteristic of the transitional period when iron was

coming into use for arms and implements.'' A vase from the contemporary

tomb {h) at Muhana shows a late and florid development of the octopus type,*" and

» S Xanthoudides, 'E0. 'Apx- 1904, p. 22 seqq. and p. 27, fig. 5 (the last vase bait one to the

i-ight). Another stiiTup-vase from the same tomb shows closely allied ornamentation.

•" For the importance of these Muliana tombs in this connection, see my remarks below.

>= Op. cif. pi. 1.
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a larnax from the same grave exhibits a curved ornament, like that -which in the

amphora a, is a decorative extension of the sepia's tentacles. The occurrence of

the blue glass bead with the impressed rosette ornament in the Milatos tomb

may also be regarded as a somewhat late characteristic. None was found in the

cemetery of Zafer Papoura.

§ 4. General Bemarks on the Cemetery of Zafer Pcqjoura.

Analysis of Graves.—A general plan of the cemetery by Mr. Fyfe is given in

fig. 108. It will be seen that the 100 graves investigated in this cemetery were

distributed in the following proportions :

Chamber-tombs.... 49

Shaft-graves .... 33

Pit-caves 18

Apart from the frequent signs of abstractions and disturbances on the occasion

of re-interments in tombs of the chamber class, at least forty per cent, of the total

number had been actually broken into and wholly or partially plundered.

When, however, we examine the proportion of robbed to intact interments iii

the different classes, it appears at once that it is far greater in that of the chamber-

tombs than in the case of the others. Out of forty-nine chamber-tombs no less

than thirty-one, oi" about sixty per cent., had been wholly or partially plundered.

On the other hand, out of thirty-three shaft-graves only eight, or slightly under

twenty-five jjer cent., had been robbed, and out of eighteen pit-caves only a single

one, representing a proportion of under six per cent.

This result is no doubt due in a principal measure to the varying degrees of

secretiveness inherent in these different systems of interment. It is obvious that the

chamber-tombs with their larger area, their vavilts always liable to fall in, and their

entrance passages revealing an earth-filling in a rock cutting, offered exceptional

facilities for discovery. Of the other two classes, the shaft-grave with an inter-

ment at the bottom of a pit, was clearly more liable to be rifled than a pit-cave

where the interment was hidden in a walled recess in the side of the pit.

It is probable that the operation of these natural causes should also be taken
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into account in the nnmerical results of the present researches. The numbers of

shaft-graves and pit-caves actually existing in tlie cemetery may have been more

nearly on a par than seems to be implied by the above tabulated list of the

hundred graves opened. The negative phenomenon of the non-discovery as yet of

contemporary shaft-graves and pit-caves in other parts of Crete also loses much

of its importance.

The actual number of the intact tombs with which we have to deal is thus

reduced to sixty, distributed as follows among the different classes :

Chamber-tombs . . . . 18

Shaft-graves . . . . 25

Pit-caves . . . . . 17

The shaft-graves and pit-caves were constructed for the interment of indi-

viduals, and the evidence supplied by these when intact is of a comparatively

simple kind. Once closed they were intended to remain so. Chamber-tombs, on

the other hand, are in the nature of family vaults. They were reopened at

various times for successive interments, and their earlier deposits were therefore

continually liable to disturbance. There are abundant indications here, as in the

case of the similar tombs of the lower town of Mycenae," that the j^ec'dium of the

former dead was not always respected by those who took part in the later inter-

ments. There can be no doubt that metal objects of all sorts were especially

liable to abstraction on these occasions, so that the absence of arms, metal vases,

or jewelry in an interment of a chamber-tomb does not always mean that such

were not originally placed within it. Sometimes we have the actual evidence of

this. Thus in Tomb 49 an ivory mirror handle was discovered, but there was no

trace whatever of the original metal disc which had accompanied it. The special

phenomena afforded by the large Chamber-tomb No. 14 have been already dealt

witli aljove.

That a certain proportion of those interred in tliis cemetery were extremely

poor may be gathered from the fact that in a series of luidisturbed interments

nothing was found beyond the actual remains of bones. Out of twenty-five intact

shaft-graves eight contained no relics, and two more only a few beads besides the

bones. Three very poor interments occurred among the eighteen pit-cave burials,

and two of the undisturbed chamber-tombs supplied nothing beyond the decayed

See Tsountas and Manatt, Myceiuvan Age, 147.
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skeletons. Simple provision may liave been made for the departed, even in these

cases, in the shape of food and driidv offerings placed in wooden Ijowls or vessels

of some other perishable material. Bnt the evidence tends to show that at lea.st

twenty-five per cent, of those buried in the cemetery were practically paupers.

The number of weapons found in the cemetery was proportionaljly consider-

able. Out of sixty intact interments were obtained as many as nineteen bronze

weapons: five of them from chamber-tombs, nine from shaft-graves, aiul five

from pit-caves." They may l)e classified as follows :

Long swords
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the Mycenae shaft-graves." It may be reo-arded as typical of the Secoud Late-

Minoan Age and the closing period of the Palace at Knossos. The decorative

/"^^ features of tliese swords, niid in ])articidar the micro-

scopically fine reliefs of linked spirals that adorn the

stems of the blade and the edges of the hilts in the

Knogsian examples (see above, fig. Gfi) show that

tt'clniique in metal was still :it an extraordinarily high

level. The wealtli and high artistic merit of the objects

found in the Chieftain's Grave (No. 3()) are certainly

worthy of the period of art that moulded the latest

Palace Style. As a matter of fact a beautiful onyx cameo ''

was found in the Room of the Throne at Knossos, which

belongs to this period, showing a sword, attached to its

l^elt, with horned off-shoots resembling those of these

long swords.

The contemporaneity of this type of horned guard

with the last ])eriod of the Knossian Palace is moreover

borne out by the contents of one of the richest tombs at

Phaestos (No. 8). In it was found, together with a

spouted vessel identical witli 'Sdh from the Chieftain's

Grave at Knossos, a short sword Avith horned shoulders

similar to the above."' Both the shouldei'S and the sides

of the hilt Avere in this case adorned with gold plates

]iresenting an embossed foliate decoration altogether

characteristic of the late Palace Style.''

A short sword of tlie horned ty])e, 01 centimetres

in length, Avas found in Tond) 81 of the LoAver Town

of Mycenae, belonging, however, as some of its contents

shoAv, to the earliest and l)est pei'iod of that necropolis.''

" See the sword fragment reproduced by Soplius Miiller, L'origiiie

tie I'Age de Bronze en Europe, 9, tig. 14 (^[ateriaux, etc. 188G), and

„. „ , , , ,.
tlic dagger l)ladc, op. cit. 11, fig. 17.

Fig. 11 II. Horned long-swonls from ""
' ^ ^

,

GraTcs Nos. 44 (y) ami ;(('> (//).
'' It is iiumtioned in my Report, Knossos, 1900, p. 41.

"^ Savignoni, Necropoli di I'haeslus. 39, figs. 20, 20».

'' The same characteristic foliate ornament is engraved on either side of the stem of a fragment

of a sword blade from one of the Acropolis tombs at ^Myeeiiae. Soplms ^liiller, op. n't. 7, fig. (i.

' T-sountas, '!•>. '.Apx- 1897, pi. 8 (2), pp. 107-8.
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The Knossian horned swords derive a new interest from tlir recent discovery

of a bronze sword of a similar type, but without rivet holes in the hilt, by Mr.

E. A. S. Macalister in a gi'ave of the newly-discovered cemetery of Gezor in

Palestine." We have here a tangible record of Minoan connexion with the eastern-

most Mediterranean shores which eventually attached the Philistine name to a

large part of Canaan ami gave Gaza her Minoan traditions and the cult of the

Cretan Zeus. In' the same cemetery was found |)aiiite(l pottery with designs

characteristic both of the later Palace period,'' and of

the ensuing age of incipient decline. The circum-

stances of its finding seem to show that the liorned

sword of Gezer may have been a somewhat late

example of its type,'' or possibly a colonial outgrowth.

A further development of this hurned type is

seen in the hooked guard observaljle in certain swords

and daggers of the ensuing period. A good example

of this is supplied by the fine ivory hilted dagger

(fig. 109, 14r, and fig. 39^*, above) found in the largest

of all the chamber-tombs at Zafer Papoura (No. 14).

This form of hooked guard absolutely resembles that

of two swords'' contained in the bronze hoard found

in one of the Acropolis houses at Mj^ceuae and

belonging to a later date than the shaft-graves.

The short sword (fig. 109, 446, and fig. ill)

found in company with one of the two long horned

swords referred to above seems to have as close a

connexion with the Western enterprise of Minoan Crete

as the horned type with its expansion Eastwards. In

this type, which stands apart from the rest of the
Fig. 111. Tanged I'ouuilshoulilered

sworii fro ii Grave No. 40.

* For a preliminary accoant of this cemetery, sec Quarterly Statement of the Palestine

Exploration Fund, 190-i, pp. 320 seqq.

^ E.g. the decadent triton shell ornament, in a stage lesombling that seen on the vase from

Milatos. (See above, fig. 106j.)

° A curved bronze sword or scimitar of Egyptian type was found in the same crave (np. cit

.

p. 33.5, tig. 4). Several bronze scimitars of this type are represented on the tomb of Ramcses 11.

(1170 II.c). But the horned sword ty])e can hardly come down so late in (h'ete itself.

* Tsountas, 'E*. 'Apx- 1891, pi. ii. 5, and p. 2.5 ; Perrot et Chipiez, Gr'cce Primitive, 976. fig. ,5.51.

A still more decadent variety of this type is seen in a bronze sword in the British Museum
(acquired in Corfu). Undset, Die (ilteste Schviertfurmen. Z. fiir EtJinoIogie, 1890, p. 13, fig. 20.

2
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series, the shoulders of the blade are voinided off witli a rivet on either side, and

terminate above in a tang- for another rivet (tig. 111). This tnnged i-onnd-

shouldered type is a variant or outgrowth of the conmionest form of sword

found in the .shaft-graves of Mycenae." The exam]ile from Grave 44 was the only

specimen of this type found in the Knossian cemetery, and its complete absence in

all the other Late Minoan or advanced Mycenaean cemeteries tends to show that it

had ceased to be in vogue in the ^Egean world in tlie Third Late-Minoan Period.

This conclusion derives special interest from the reappearance of bronze

swords and daggers of a closely allied ty|)e in certain Sikel tond)s explored by

Dr. Orsi.'' Toml)s of the same class also contained imported Mycenaean or Minoan

pottery of very advanced character" ( [.ate-Minoan 111.), with which, as we have

seen, this tanged type is never associated in the ^Egean area. How then, it may be

asked, can swords of such early association be found in the same Sicilian tombs?

The answer seems to be (piite simple. The swords or daggers of the 8ikel tombs,

though starting from the same ^Egean type, are not absolutely identical in form

either with those from the Mycenas shaft-graves or that of the Knossian tomb,

the uppermost i-ivet for instance coming down below the base of the tang. The

.section of the blade is often a simple rlioml)oid, and the fabric is (juite inferior.

Already Dr. Xaue'' had been led to what seems to be the light conclusion, namely,

' Uiulset, UOrigine tie I'Age d<- Bronze en Europe, Materiaux, etc. 188(5, p. .5, fig. 1, p. 7, figs, (j, 8.

.J. Xaue, Die vorrundschen Schwerfer, pp. 3, 4, Atlas Taf. III. 3. Schlieraann's illustrations of these

swords are useless for scientific purposes.

" Xecropoli sicula di Plemiiiirio (Siraeusa), Bullettino di Faleinologia, 1891, Tav. xi. 4, 8, 16,

pp. 121 feqq. 125, 131. XecropoU sicula jpresso Sirant/'a, Momimenii Antichi, Vol. ii. Tav. ii. 5, 13,

18, p. 2.5, i:eqq. Tliapyox, Moniiiiirnti' Antichi, vol. vi. pp. 121. 122, fig. 31. Nuoii materiali sindi del

tcrritorio di Girgenti (Bull, di Pal. 1897, Tav. ii. 1, 2, p. 10 >'eqq.).

^ See, for instauce, the painted " amphora " from Milocca, Orsi, Bull, di Baletnologia, 1889,

p. 206, neqq. Tav. vii. 5, 9, closely resembling types from lalysos, and of late-Alycenrean graves in

C^-prus. Other late imported vases of the same class were found in the cemetery of Thapsos

(MoriHinenti Antichi, vol. vi. Tav. iv. 8, 12, Tav. v. 7, 18, 24, etc.) A two-handled cup from Cozzo

Pantano (Orsi, Monitmenti Antichi, vol. ii. Tav. i. 2, and pp. 9, 10) shows a design identical with a

part of that on a cup of similar fo7 m, from a very late !^^ycena'an tomb at H:iliki in Attica {Mijc.

F<;.--. Taf. xviii. 122).

"I iJie vorrijmisclien Schicerter, j). 9. '" Wciin die niykenischen Schachtgi'iibei'-Schwcrter eine

hohe VoUendung bczeugen, so fehlt dieselbe den .sikulischen Schwertern. infolgedessen ich nieht

glaubcn kann, dieselben seien in Mykenae angefertigt und von dort nacli Sizilien eingefiihrt worden;

vielmehr bin ich der Ansicht dass die sikulischen Schwerter Nachbildungen jener Mj'kenae-

Schwcrter sind." He notices the parallel fact that some of the indigenous Sikcl vases were imitated

or derived from Mycenaean types.
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tliiit tlie swords of tlic Soutli Sicilian cemeteries are derived indeed from JEgean

prototypes, but are of indigeiions fal)ric. Theii- great interest lies in the fact

that they point back to a period of intimate contact l)etween Sicdy and the

^gean world during the great days of the late Miuoan civilisation, the period of

the shaft-graves of Mycenae, and of the Later Palace of Knossos.

But how was this early influence so intensive? In view of the persistent

Ci'etan traditions which connected the fall of the Minoan Empire witli a great

Sicilian expedition, and even placed the tomb of Minos on Sicilian soil, the

possil)ility of a Cretan colonising movement to the West similar to that which

planted Cretan and other ^gean settlers in Canaan and Cyprus must be always

borne in mind. There are even indications that, as in Cyprus, so also in Sicily

there may have been colonial fabrics in the Minoan style. A painted vase found

by Dr. Orsi in a Sikel tomb at Cozzo Pantano, near Syracuse, and described by

him as of " late Mycenaean " fabric," bears on it a decoration consisting of groups

of reeds or grasses. But this decoration is simply a late derivative from the

very characteristic grass designs seen upon the Palace jiottery of Knossos.''

This decorative motive was specially connnon during the first Late-Minoan

Age,"' and had practically gone out of use by the close of the Palace Period.

As far as our evidence goes no local ^gean school perpetuated it, and its

appearance in a later guise on Sicilian soil is curiously parallel to the survival

under an indigenous guise of types of sword and dagger of the same ^geau
derivation.

Jn view of such a phenomenon and its possible explanation in the existence

of a ]\Iinoan colonial plantation on Sicilian soil, the occurrence of a nearly related

sword type at Knossos in a tondj l)elonging to the later Palace Period has a

peculiar interest. Tt must not be forgotten in this connexion that the Dove

Goddess of Minoan Crete, whose early shrines have been lately brought to light,

seems to be the elder sister of the Goddess of Eryx, alike in symbol and attri-

butes ; '' and that to the last the Sicilian cult preserved the traditions of its

Cretan orig'in.'''o'

" Mon. Anf. vdl. ii. p. 10, Tav. i. 2.

'• See D. Mackenzie, The Pottery of Knossos, 194, 19.1, and tig. 11. (J. H. S. xxiii.)

"^ Similar grass design.s, but white on a dark ground, are already found on Knossian pottery of

tlir Third Middle Minoan period.

'' I have already made this comparison in my Feport on the Excn vat ions at Knossos, 1908, pp. 87,

S9, and 93.

" Diod. V. 77, .5.
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The other type of short sword \Yith wliich a horned long sword is associated,

in the present cemetery is that which among ail the weapons found here is

the best represented. (See Plate XCI. fig. 109, o6i, 42«, 4Sa, 6oa, and 980)."

In place of the horns of the other type we see here the

upper part of the Ijlade terminating in rounded projections,

so that the whole has a somewhat cruciform aspect. (See

fig. 112.)

The fine naturalistic design on the gold plates of the

sword of this type from the Chieftain's Grave (fig. 112; see

above, fig. 59), as well as the microscopically executed spirali-

form reliefs on the blade of this and 42a, identical with those

of the long-swords, may themselves be taken as sufficient

indication that their fabric fell within the limits of the later

Palace Period at Knossos. As a matter of fact, a small frag-

ment of a crystal hilt analogous to the agate hilt from Mycenae,

belonging to the same type of sword, actually came to light in

the Palace. A similar hilt of white faience was, moreover,

found in a chamber-tomb of the Lower Town at Mycenae,

accompanied by magnificent painted vases of the later Palace

Style. The contents of this tomb, excavated by Dr. Tsountas

in 1899,"' have l^een since described by Mr. Bosanquet,'' and

have a special bearing on the relation of ]\Iinoan Crete to the

Mycenjean mainland.

Among the objects found were faience tablets for inlay-

ing, bearing marks that occur on those of the latest plaques

of this material ju'oduced l)y the Palace maniifactoi'v at

Knossos,'' and there can be little doubt that the Avhite

faience of the sword hilt and pommel were produced in the

same royal fabric. The same tomb contained an imported

Egyptian vase of alal)aster of an early Eigliteenth Dynasty

° Wrouf^ly indicated on tlu" figiu'i' as 97((.

" llpaKTiKi'i, 1899, p. 102. .

' Journal of Hellenic Studies, xxiv. (1904), p. .322, seijq. and pi. xiii. xiv.

iJnfe J^L^fcmdfonn " The A for instance. Plaques of similar character occurred ii, the

type from the Chieftains
^^^^^^ ^f j,,g Throne (cf. Knossos, Beport for 1900, p. 42 j. For the Royal

Grave (No. AG). ' j- .

Faience Manufactor\- at Knossos see especially Report, 1903, p. 62 seqq.
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type ill styli' closely reseiiihling one to be described below, IVom the royal tomb

at Isopata.

IMates of another liilt similar to the above mentioned and cut out of single

pieces of agate or onyx, the material closely recalling the pommel of the gold-

mounted sword from the present cemetery, were found, together Avith a horned

short sword, in Grave 81 of the Lower Town of Mycenae." The plates of this had

never actually been tixed, and thougli tlie discs for the rivet heads had been sunk

no perforations had been made for their pins.

The Cretan wild goats engraved on the gold plates of the sword-hilt from the

Chieftain's Grave and the Knossian faience of the similar example from Mycenae

tend to show that during the latest Palace Period swords of this cruciform type

were a characteristic product of the royal armourers. It would also appear that

swords of similar form continued in use during the immediately succeeding period,

here referred to as the Third Late-Minoan. A sword of the same description,

but without the fine spiraliform decoration of the blade and flanges, was found

in Grave 55 of the present cemetery, associated with a painted stirrup-vase

showing foliate decoration of a slightly decadent character. (Fig. 73). A sword

of this tj^pe was found at lalysos,'' and in a kindred form from the same

Rhodian cemetery the tang for the attachment of a pommel is discarded

and the hilt with its flanged border widens out at the upper end." Here and

elsewhere the associations of this latter variety indicate a somewhat late

date. One of them was found in a stratum above the shaft-graves at Mycenae,*"

and the modification of the hilt answers to the form in vogue in the very latest

Mycengean Age.

* This extension of the flange or metal liand of the hilt round its upper

extremity, so as to afford an additional hold for the pommel, itself represents a

further development of the more primitive form of hilt with its simple tang of

metal. It is therefore a noteworthy fact that among the weapons from the

» Tsountas, 'R.^. 'Apx- 1897, pi 8 (.5) and j). 108.

i* FuHw. u. Loeschke, Myk. Vases, Taf. 1). 1:?.

' Op. cit. Taf. D. 11, and p. 8. This sword was found in Grave IV. with painted pottery in

the last stage of Myeena'an degeneration fcf. <ip. cit. Atlas, Taf. iii. 19, 20.) A restoration of the

hilt is shown by Naue, Die vnrrbmischen Schwerter, Atlas, T. v. 'Ui. The sword is also figured in

Undset, Die altesten Schicerfformen, p. 12, tig. It). Another example, from Corinth, is given op. cit.

p. 13, fig. 18.

'' Schliemann, Mycenae, lti4, fig. 2.38.
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present cemeteiy Ave see this later system adopted oi\\j in a single example, the

dagger, Plate XCI. fig. 109, 95e. This specimen belongs to a class of shoi't swords

and daggers extremely characteristic of the very latest Mycenaean culture. In

this class the upper part of the blade is cut square, and the l)lade is exceptionnllv

flat and broad. Swords and daggers of this type have been found in the Id;>3an

Cave, in Carpathos, at Corinth, Athens, Dodona, and elsewhere."

But the most striking evidence of its comparatively late date is supjilied

bv the inventory of a Mycenaean chamber-tomb at Midiana in East Crete,

described by Dr. Xanthoudides." Two -well-developed short swords of this form

and part of a third were here found in association with very late Minoan pottery

(see below), and a pair of bronze bow fibulas with stilted catch, a close fore-

runner of the geometrical types belonging to the Early Iron Age. Short swords

and daggers of this Late Minoan class were the prototypes of a form of sliort

sword or dagger widely distributed throughout Southern and Central Italy,'" and

coming well down into the Iron Age. The type was also perpetuated in Classical

Greece, as may be seen by a sword, unquestionably of the same pedigree, depicted

on a black-figured amphora signed by Amasis.

It will be seen that the swords proper, as distinct from daggers, found in tlu'

Knossian cemetery, divide themselves according to size into two groups, the long

swords ranging in length from about 91 to 95 centimeters, and the short swords

varving between •'')i» and (11 centimetres. These measurements closely corres])oud

with the average proportions of the two classes at Mycenae and elsewhei'e. From

" See Xaue, Die voi-romisclien Schwerfer, p. 10, Taf. v. 3; Undset, Die ciltesten Schwcrffonncii

{Z. f. Ethn. 1S90, p. 14 seqq. fig. 24) ; Tsountas, 'E(^. 'Apx- 1897, pi. 8 (4), p. Ill ; Dr. Naue, loc. cit!',

describes a variant form in Professor Flinders Petrie's possession from Thebes in Egypt.

> 'E0. '^px 1!^04, p. 22 seqq. The swords ai-e reproduced on p. 29, fig. 7. They were from

Tomb A, a part of which had been later occupied by a Geometrical interment. There is. however,

no doubt from their form and position that the fibulas belonged to the earlier sepulture. In llie

blades of the swords from this tomb there is visible a slight tendency to assume the leaf-shaped fcirni

chai-acteristic of the later class intended for cutting rather than thrust.

<^ Montelius, Civilisation primitive en Italie,llme partic, pi. .348 (4), 2.52 (1, 2), 276 (2,") and 27;.

See Dr. Naue's observations, op. cit. pp. 11, 12 (Taf. vi. 1). A good example from Cuma, together

•with its sheath, is in the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford. The type is also found in Sicily. (Oi-si,

Bipostiglio di MniUca; Bull, di Pal. xxvi, 1899, Tav. xii. 1, h, pp. 170, 171). It must be observed

that the shape of these weapons is considerably differentiated from that of their prototypes. The

shoulders of these Italian swords are rounded, and the stem of the hilt widens out at the middle.

The links connecting them with the Late-Minoan type described above must lie sought elsewhere,

presumably in Greece.
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the contents of Grraves Nos. 36 and l-l, it would appear that thoroughly equipped

Avavriors possessed a sword of either size. All the swords found were for thrusting,

and it is a sign of the comparatively early date of the tombs opened that no

example was here discovered of the later class of sword witli the blade adapted for

cutting rather than thrusting.

This later type, with its rounded shoulders, its more numerous rivet-holes,

and the flanges of its hilt curved outwards at the top, is specially interesting from

its wide European diffusion, and from the fact that the earliest Iron Age type of

Greece is simply its translation into that metal. The earliest bronze form of this

class of sword with straight edges is best represented by finds from Central Italy,

bvit it also extends to Hungary, the north-west corner of the Balkan peninsula,

and more sporadically to Greece. It is also known in Crete. In Tomb B at

Muliana, the Cymbal-player's Grave, together with Late-Minoan pottery of the

same date as that of Tomb A referred to above, were found two short swords

of this type. They are, however, somewhat late examples of their class, as the

blade shows a slight tendency to increase in breadth towards the extremity. In

Crete, as in mainland Greece and in Cyprus,'' the iron swords of the succeeding

Geometrical Age are copied from this class. Whether the ultimate source of this

type is to be sought in the Balkan lands '' or in Italy,'' its Southern distrilxition,

which extends to Egypt, must be regarded as due to a wave of influence from

the North-West. The absence of any example of this Continental form in the

Knossian cemetery must therefore be regarded as a negative phenomenon of some

importance.

Among the daggers not answering to any sword type, that from Grave 86

(fig. 90) shows a single rivet at the top of the blade and flanges curving outwards

at the upper extremity of the hilt, in this respect resembling the last-mentioned

swords and those of the succeeding Geometrical class. It is interesting to note

that a bronze dagger of absolutely identical form and with the same groovings of

* For the distribution of this type of sword see especially J. Naue, Die vorriimiKchen Srhwerter.

p. 12 seqq. For the influence of this bronze type on the iron swords of the Geometrical Period in

Cyprus see my remarks in Myceniean Cyprus, etc. {Journal of the Anthropological Institute, xxx. 1900,

p. 218 seqq.).

^ S. Reinach, MVar/e Oriental, Tp. 37 (575), and Tsountas (independently), 'Eip. '.A^^X- 1^^'> !'• li'*'

have shown the fallacy of the theory put forward by Soplius j\liiller (Nord. Alterthuvishuide, p. 244)

and Undset {Z. far Ethn. xxi. 3) that this " Dauubian " type of sword had reached its northern

habitat through Greece fi-om Egypt.

= This is Ur. Naue's conclusion, op. cit. p. 15.

V
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the blade was fuuiul in a Sicilian tomb at Valledolmo, near Caltanisetta." A
closely parallel type with a smooth blade, of which an example occurred in the

Dictajan Cave,'' also came to light in a tomb of the Sikel cemetery at Pantalica,"

where many imported vases of a Late-Minoan character also came to light. The

type recurs not only in Central Italy,'' but in prehistoric hiit remains near Foi*li,°

the terremare of the Modena district,* and in the pile settlement of the Lago di

Guarda.^ The dagger c from Grave 62 of the present cemetery preserves the

tradition of earlier Minoan forms.

Of the spear-heads, what appears to be the most effective weapon, the narrow

form (see Plate XCI. fig. IIB, o6e and 75e), in which the blade merges almost im-

perceptibly with socket, recurs at lalysos.'' The long knives (4h, 64c, and 80a),

varying in length from 20'o to 37 centimetres, are worthy to compare with the senxe

of the Germanic warriors, from which the name of Saxon is said to have been

derived. They were perhaps mainly used in the chase, as seems also to have been

the function of the bronze arrows found in the Hunter's Grave (Xo. 10). It has

been already suggested that the perforated sections of boars' tusk found vrith

a sword and spear in the pit-cave 'No. 55 were plates of a helmet.

The smaller implements found in the Knossian cemetery answer for the most

part to forms alreadj' known, illustrated by the contents of contemporary graves

at Mycenae and elsewhere. Bronze saws of the kind found in the Carpenter's

Grave (No. 33), fig. 48, some of them of larger dimensions, have come to light

on other Cretan sites.' The knife, with its broad rounded blade and fine olive-

wood handle, found in the hirnax of Grave 80, at the foot of the crouching figure

(see above, fig. 88), resembles in outline one found in (irave 4 at lalysos,' with

» Colini, La civilta del hrunzo in Italia, ii. (Bull, di Palctn. xxxi. (190.")), p. 39 iiiul fig. 148,

Colini justly regarded thin dagger as a Mycenasan importation.

» Hogarth, B. S. A. vi. p. 110, fig. 41.

' Orsi, Fanfalica e Cassibile (Mon. Ant. ix. Tav. vii. 17).

* Montelius, Cinlixatiou primitive en Italie, 11"'« Partie, i)l. 131 (25).

• "Fondi di Ca])aniia " of Bertanna, Montelius, op. rit. I., Serie B. |>1. 23 (2) (Kxeavations

of A. Santarelli).

'Montelius, Civilisatidn primitive en Italie, I., Serie B. pi. 22 (!.">) (Terramara di Sant'

Aiiibrogio, Modeua) ; Munro, Lahe Dwelliugf, p. 2.59, fig. 8.') (12) (Montale, Modena).
s Montelius, op. cit. I. Serie B. pi. 7 (16-18); Muuro, Lahe Dwelling'^, p. 22."), fig. 6."> (13, 14).

^ Furtw. and Loesehke, Muh. Vasen, Taf, D. 4. .">.

' E.g. a,t Hagia Ti-iada. ;niil (li)Uiiii;i. .\ niiiiiiiluri' cxaiiiiili' was procured Iiy me among tlie

votive bronzes of the Dicta^an Cave.

1 Furtw. and Loesehke, M;/ti. VoHen, Taf. d. 17, and p. 8.
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painted amphoras of degenerate type" (Late-Minoaii I [I.)- A smaller knife found

in Grave 1:? of tin- present cemetery (fig. -U al)()ve) had also its handle preserved,

in this case of ivory. A knife in Grave 7 (tig. 19) liad a solid handle of

bronze.

Among the articles of the toilette tlie most conspicuous are the bronze

mirrors, whicli here as at Mycenae were as much part of the furniture of the men's

graves as of the -women's. Twelve of these were found'' and the ivory handles of

two others whose metal plates had probably been abstracted in ancient times. In

some cases a pair of these had been placed in a grave, in Xo. (5 apparently with a

single interment. The ivory mirror handle from Grave 49 with its fine relief of a

couchant winged sphinx (see above, fig. (59), fits on very closely in style and

execution to the ivory carvings of sphinxes and griffins from Mycenae, Spata,

and the Acropolis at Athens." It is noteworthy, as a roiigli indication of date,

that among other objects found with the wing of a similar ivory sphinx in the

room of a house at Mycenae was a scarab ^yith the name of Queen Tyi the wife

of Amenhotep III.,'' and probably belonging to the first (juarter of the fourteenth

century b.c.

Mirrors are absent in the shaft-graves at Mycenae," and it looks as if they had

been first introduced about this time from Egypt. A confirmation of this view

may be found in the form of the stem of the ivory handle in the present example

and in those from the contemporary graves of the Lower Tnwn of Mycenae. These

Avill be seen to terminate above in the heads of somewhat conventionalised palm

trees with their leaves curving down. But these palm leaves are simply the

Minoan or Mycent^an adaptation of the recurved petals of the lotus flowers that

crown the handles of the Egyptian mirrors.

Amongst other articles of toilette from the Knossian cemetery may be noticed

remains of a bone comb and sevei'al bronze tweezers probabl}' used for depilatory

purposes. Bronze razors were numerous. Of these the most usual class was pro-

vided with somewhat curved blades with a single edge and in form not inilike the

modern instrument (see above, figs. 63 and 98). This type was also well represented

=» Op. cif. Atlas, Taf. iii. Ul, 20.

*> Their diameters varied from about 13 centimetres to 18 centimetres.

' See Tsonntas, 'E0. 'Apx- 1887, pi. xiii. a and n, and pp. 170-173; 18S8. pi. vii. (i. pi. viii. 14,

pp. 14.5, 147; Perrot et Chipiez, Gr'ece primitive, pp. 832, 833.

^ 'E(p. ':\i>x- 1887, p. 169, and pi. xiii. 21 (wrong way up).

^ See Tsonntas and Manatt, Mycenivan Age, 146.

p 2
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in the tombs of Phaestos," and in those of the Lower Town at Mycenae.'' These

razors, which from their very thin blades needed perpetual sharpening, are often

found in pairs.*" The type is wanting, like the mirrors, in the royal graves of

iMycenae, and its characteristic outline suggests that it is derived from an

Eighteenth Dynasty type of Egyptian razor.

The absence of this type of razor in the early tombs of Mycenae might in itself

be sufficiently accounted for by the fashion of wearing the hair which then pre-

vailed on the mainland of Greece. The gold masks from the shaft-graves show,

indeed, that at Mycenae some of the royal personages wore beards, and bearded

men are seen among others in the siege scene of the silver vase fragment.* At

Mycenae, indeed, the fashion survived to a later period, witness the bearded

warriors of the frescoes of the Palace Megaron,'' the heads of the gold-inlaid silver

bowP from Tomb 24 of the Lower Town, the helmeted head of ivory from

Tomb 27,^ and those again on the Warrior Vase. It will be seen, however, from

the above examples, that in the later Mycen^an Age the moustache was shaved off.

A very early class of stone figurines found in Crete, those namely from

the archaic tholes ossuary of Hagia Triada, give indications of a pointed beard

resembling that seen on what may be legitimately regarded as their Egypto-Libj'an

prototypes.'' But, with this exception, all the early records of Minoan Crete,

including the marble " idols " which the island shares with the Cyclades, show beard-

less faces, and, indeed, the abundance' of obsidian knives must much have facilitated

the practice of shaving in this ^gean region. The male figures of the votive

deposits of the succeeding Middle Minoan Period, like that of Petsofa, betray no

• Savignoni, Necropoli di Fhaestos, 45 and 46, fig. 24.

'' Tsountas, 'E^. 'Apx- 1888, pi. ix. 18. The more triangular form, with the exceptionally broad

blade found in the large chamber-tomb No. 14 also recurs at Mycenae (ib. pi. ix. 17), and an

example wa.s found in a tomb at Artsa in East Crete. Xanthoudides, 'E(p. 'Ap\. 1904, p. 19, fig. 3.

"= The duplex Italian razor of the Late Bronze and Early Iron Age, a form also propagated

throughout North-West Europe, originated in the linking together of such pains of razors.

^ Tsountas, 'r,<p. 'Ap;^. pi. vii. 2, and p. 159 seq. The moustache is shaved off and the beard well

trimmed.

• 'E0. 'Apx- 1887, pi. xi.

' "E^. 'Apx. 1888, pi. vii. 2, and p. 159.

8 '£<!>. 'Apx. 1888, pi. viii. 12.

'' Flinders Fetrie, . Naqada, pi. lix. and compare J. E. Quibell, TJierakonpolis, part i. pi. v.

and pi. vi. 1-5. The striking points of resemblance between the two groups of figurines have been

rightly insisted on by Dr. Halbherr, Scavi eseguiti a H. Triada, etc. {Memorie del r. IiiKtittdo Lombardo,

1906, p. 251, and see Tav. xi. fig. 27.)
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trace of beards. The paintings, reliefs, and intaglios of the great Palace Period

at Knossos, Phaestos, Hagia Ti'iada, and elsewhere tell the same story. It is

moreover a specially significant fact that the head, not improbably of a king,

associated with that of his young son, on a scaling" belonging to the very earliest

period of the Knossian Palace, the pci'iod that immediately precedes that of the

earliest royal tombs of Mycenae, is also shown without a beard.''

In view of this concordant evidence it is reasonable to suppose that, in spite

of the facilities afforded by the knives of volcanic glass, the use of metal razors

began early in Minoan Crete. In addition to the well-known type described

above, and which seems to have been of quite recent Egyptian derivation, I have

ventured to recognise as razors certain leaf-shaped implements with very fine

blades and two cutting edges (see fig. 78), of which six specimens were found

in the Knossian cemetery." That this type goes back to the earliest elements of

the cemetery and comes within the limits of the Palace Period is shown by the

occurrence of a razor of this form with the stirrup-vase of fine early style

(fig. 83) in the shaft-grave No. 68. The type recurs at lalysos,"^ and a

variant form without the tang, but otherwise identical, is published by Sophus

Miiller,^ as having been found by Schliemann at Mycenae. There seems to be

good warrant for recognising in these leaf-shaped blades the earlier form of

Minoan razor, and it is worth noting in this connexion that among the earliest

metal instruments of pre-dynastic Egypt found in the Naqada graves was a

tanged blade of copper with a rounded end and of extremely thin fabric,' which

has every appearance of having been a razor. It is a curious fact that among

the Bronze Age remains of the European area leaf-shaped razor blades with a

tang are only found again, longo intervallo, in the Bi'itish Islands.^

* To be published in my general work on the Palace of Knossos.

^ It is possible that in the very latest Minoan Period of Crete the Continental fashion may have

been imitated. Some late figurines from H. Triada (Halbherr, .Vow. Ant. xiii. 1903, p. 74, figs. .56,

57) seem to show pointed beards.

' In Grave 4 one specimen of each of the two kinds of razor was found.

" Furtw. u. Loeschke, Myk. Vasen, Taf. D, 19, 19.

' L'Origine de VAt/e de Bronze en Europe, p. 13, fig. 23, and p. 1-t. Sophus Miiller describes it as

a knife, but notices its resemblance to some early European razoi's.

' Petrie and Quibell, Naqada and Ballas, pi. Ixv. 4.

B J. Evans, Ancient Bronze Implements of Great Britain, pp. 216, 217, figs. 265, 268. That from

Winterslow had already been recognised by Dr. Thurnam, who ])ublished it in Archaeologia, xlii. ;

Plate XXII. fig. 8, as a razor blade. But these British types are very divergent from the Cretan,

and have no probable connexion with them. It is possible even that like other British types
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None of the brouze vessels found in the graves of Zafer Papoura rises to the

high artistic level of those found together in the west building of the Palace site.*

This in itself is not surprising when it is remembered that in the present case we

have to do not with royal treasure but with tlie household belongings of ordinary

citizens. The purest decorative element is that presented by the bronze ewer

from the Chieftain's Grave, No. 36, with its relief in the shape of cockle shells

at the iipper and lower attachments of the handle,'' such shell reliefs appearing

already on the finest pottery- and faience ware of the close of the Middle Minoan

Period.

The magnificent sword from the same grave, Avith its engraved gold plates,

would alone have been sufficient to show that this interment comes within the

limits of the Palace Period of Knossos. It has already been pointed out that the

two other bronze vessels found in this grave, a spouted pan and a small " frying

pan," answer to two very similar bronze vases found in Grave No. 8 at Phaestos

in company with a gold-plated sword with an embossed foliate decoration

characteristic of the late Palace Style.

The large chamber-tomb No. 14 afforded the most complete group of bronze

household utensils found as yet in any Minoan or, it may be added, MyceuEean

grave.*" Of these the interesting lamp (/) with the chain for its trimmers and

the shallow one-handled bowl (h) evidence their identitv of fabric by a decoration

consisting of a raised reticulated pattern of easy mechanical execution, suggestive

of turner's work, and very different from tlie l)eautiful lily chains and foliage that

adorn the rims of the bronze bowls of the Palace hoard referred to above. The

high-spouted ewer (Z) shows round its shoulders a decoration of a similar mechanical

character.

The general resemblance in the bronze bowl (14?>) with its curled handle to

those from the Palace site (see fig. 116) nevertheless forbids us to bring it down to

a much later date, and types represented by the two-handled pan (d) as well as the

knob-handled "frying pan" (e) recur among the bronzes of the Chieftain's Grave,

and those of a chamber-tomb at Phaestos, the archaeological equations supplied by

(J. Evans, op. cit. 218, 219) they are simply late developments of the duplex Italian form. A tanged

Sieilian type (Colini, Bull, di Paletn. 1905, p. 59, fijr. 159), with a two-edged blade rounded at

the end, preserves traces of a similar origin. It foi'ms a double blade with n sliy-Jit indentation at

the end.

" B. S. A. 1903.

'' See above, fig. 54.

* See above.
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which, as already poiiitt'il out, take us within tlie limits of the Palace Period. The

bronze jug (7) from the same tomb-group, with its upright handle at the neck and

horizontal handle to the Ixxly, has been shown to Ix'long to a widely.distributed

class of vessels of which tlie earliest representatives are the seven copper jugs

found in Schlieiuann's Fourth Grave at Mycenae. Tf this ravkj be regarded as

the prototype of the classical hijdria," the three-legged cauldron, fig. :^8, with its

two upright handles seems to be the true predecessor of the tripod lehes of the

succeeding Geometrical Period,'' though in the latter case the proportions both of

the le^s and handles have increased.

It has already' been noted that the knobbed vei'tical pi'ojection rising from'

the horizontal handles of some of these bronze vessels, paralleled by the single

knobbed handles of certain smaller pans, may have been found useful for winding

stuff round in order to obtain a hold of the vessel when heated. Vessels with this

type of handle, unknown among the vessels from the shaft-graves at Mycenae,

were widely diffused in Crete " in Late-Minoan times. It seems, moreover, as if

a tablet from the Palace referring to a set of metal vessels gives a delineation of a

bowl with two handles of this kind,"* accompanied by another with a rolled handle,

like those found in the Palace hoard.

Bronze vessels occurred in three graves only (Nos. 14, 36, and W) of the

present cemetery. The possession of such denoted a standard of wealth to which

the many could not aspire, and perhaps, where they did exist, the piety of the

surviving relatives may not always have risen to such a pitch as to induce them

to deposit them with their owner. It must also be borne in mind that such metal

objects were specially liable to abstraction in the case of later interments in the

same tomb. But if the actual vases in metal could not usually be spared for the

pecuiium of the dead, there was a natural tendency to supjjly the omission by

imitative forms. The stone bason 99d is a very literal copy of one of the con-

temporary bronze basons with similar handles, like those of the Palace hoard.

More usually, however, imitations were in painted clay. There can lie no doubt

" Cf. Savignoni, oj). cit. 46, 47.

'' The tripod vessel of copper found at Jlyceiiae (Scliliemami, fig. 44Uj with its spout and three

handles, two hoiizontal and one vertical, has no snch claim.

° That from Phaestos has been mentioned above. I obtained another from a Lati'-Miiioan

chamber-tomb at Kavusi in East Crete, now in the Candia Museum.
'' An illustration of what remains of this tablet is given in ni}- Report on tlie cxcaviitioiis at

Knossos in 1903 (B. S. AAx. 1"2.*^, fig. 84), but I had not then notieed tlie signiticancc of this |)ai'tifuhir

item. In its general oiitline the bowl approaches 14c
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that some of the most recurrent decorative elements that occur on the painted

pottery of these Knossian tombs are derived from metal-work originals.

In some cases indeed we have good reason for presupposing prototypes in

H^

I'lg. 111. I'uintccl flay stiriiip-vnscs from graves iit Zafer I'apouro.

iiK'tal of types wliiuli have nut hitlierto come to light. This is pai'ticiilarly true of

the stirrup-vases or false-necked amphoras. The occurrence of early vessels of

this class at Gournia and llagia Triada, as well as fragmentary remains of such
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from tlic earlier stratum of the Palace at Knossos, has now shown that as a

ceramic type the vase with the closed spout above as well as the open one by its

side goes back to the First Late-Minoan Period and even to the close of the

preceding Middle Minoan Period. On the other hand, at Knossos and elsewhere

during the very flourishing Palace Period that succeeds Late-Minoan II., clay

vessels of this form are almost wholly wanting,* tliough the type itself occurs in

the clay inventories of the Knossian Palace. On the other hand, in the following

age of comparative decadence (Late-Minoan III.), such vessels became common.

To what then is this apparent break in continuity owing? It may be

reasonably inferred that it is

due to the fact that during the

flourishing period in question

stirrup-vases, as indeed we

know from their delineations

on clay tablets, existed in the

Palace, but that they were of

metal, and their non-appear-

ance, therefore, is due to the

same causes that have led to

the general absence of metal

objects among the remains

found in the building.

The evidence supplied by

the present cemeter}- must be

taken to substantiate this view.

In the graves of Zafer Papoura,

as generally in contemporary

interments, clay stirrup-vases

are of frequent occurrence.

(See fig. 114.) But the finest of these, the upper part of which is shown in

fig. 115, and of which a profile view is given in fig. 83 above, displays decorative

features of a non-ceramic class and undoiibtedly taken over from metal work.

The beautiful foliate ornament round the shoulders is identical with that of the

repousse border of one of the bronze bowls of the Palace hoard of Knossos. (See

Fig. 115. Upper part of painted stirrup-vase from Shaft-Grave
(No. 68).

" A single example of a painted clay vessel of this kind of Late Palace Style was found in tlie

Royal Villa. B. S. A. 1903.
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tig. IKi.) In that case the borders of the foliate relief that surrounds the upper

part of the rim of the vessel are repeated round the outer border in a triple

layer. It becomes apparent that this exquisite repetition of the outer edge of

the leaves in metal chasing like that of the bi-onze bowl has supplied the starting

point for the painted decoration of the whole upper body of the stirrup-vase

l)efore us with its succession of waved lines. Examples of similar decoration will

V}e seen on the painted jars from the royal tomb at Isopata."

Fig. 1 Hi. Umiize bason from hoard found in the N.W. hnilding of the Palace site at Knossos.

The small 8-shapod shield which is seen in relief on the upper ticld of ihis

.stirrup-vase is also appropriate to metal-work, witness that applied as a rivet-

head to the fragment of the silver vessel with the siege scene from the Fourth

Shaft-Grave at Mycenae." The other decorative elements of this fine vase, such as

the rosettes and trefoils, recur on painted vessels of the Palace Style.

Other stirrup-vases from the Knossian graves, such as the exceptionally

large vessels 55'/ and ola, show a variant form of the same foliate design, in

which two lines of attenuated leaves spring from a central stem. This fuller

" Sec lielow, ti'ji. It'.'. " !•>. -A,)x. 1*^91, pl- "• -• etc.
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form of the design is again well represented on the handle of tlie ))ron'/e bason

from tlie Palace lioanl (tig. llfi), as well as on the gold handle of what seems to

have been a similar vessel from tlie Fifth Shaft-Grrave at Mycenae."

Fig. 117. Painted vessels of v:iricms forms from j^raves of Zafer I'apoura.

Foliate bands in a more decadent stage, but none the less pointing to protei-

" Schlii'maun, Mycenae, 320, fig. 482, 483. Scliliemann's Grave I.

q2
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types in metal work, are found on a series of painted vessels from the Zafer

Papoura graves. (See fig. 117.) In 6a and 12a- we see this motive applied to the

shoulders of the common class of three-handled Minoan amphoras ; in 64a to a

high-beaked one-handled vase ; in 76/ to a small spoutetl jug ; and other examples

J""ig. lis. Clay vessels of various forms from graves of Z;ifer l'apour:i.

might be cited. In the last stage of degeneration these significant foliate bands

are reduced to mere rows of slightly curved lines, the pedigree of which, however,

can still be clearly traced by means of the intermediate forms. Such decadent
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types still preserve the distant echo of the great days of the Palace at Knossos,

when vessels of bronze or of moi-e precious metals were in ordinary use among its

denizens.

The pedestalled cups with one or two handles, like fig. 118, 67h and 7f,

which make their first appearance about this time, must also be regarded as clay

substitutes for metal vessels of the same types. A bronze version of the two-

handled shape has already been seen in I4n, and the silver cup with one handle

anticipating the other variety is described below among the contents of the royal

tomb at Isopata. It seems possible that the curious dark varnish with which 7/,

66h, and other cups of the same class had been coated may have been intended

to produce the illusion of metal work for funereal show. The brilliant blue and

red colouring on some other cups and bowls, which was not of a permanent

nature, also seems to represent a striving after non-ceramic models.

Other designs on the vases from the present cemetery show the tradition of

one or other motive of the Palace Style of cei'amic decoration in a more or less

decadent stage." The vandyking with dotted intervals round the base of 76d is a

debased version of what may be called the wave and star ornament, very

characteristic of the vases and painted stucco of the Later Palace at Knossos.''

The rosettes and tendrils of 5M (fig. 114), 621) (fig. 117), and alrt (fig. 114),

and the other conventionalised sprays, such as 99n, b4a (fig. 114), and G4ft,

find their parallels in the same quarter. It is further observable that though

tlie purely geometric elements so conspicuous on the present ceramic class

are for the most part absent from the fine vases of the later Palace Style

they already play a considerable part in the painted plaster decoration. The

lozenges, zigzags, the scale and basket work motives, and other features visible

in the decoration of the Zafer Papoura vessels, are all anticipated in the Palace

frescoes."

In tbe general character of its decoration the later class of pottery found in

this cemetery miich recalls a good deal of that brought to light by the excavations

" For the influence of the Palace Style of Knossos on the later pottei'y of Crete and the yEgean

area, see especially Mackenzie, The Pottery of Knossos, 199, 200. (I. H. S. xxiii )

*" An example of this round the upper rim of a large painted jar fi-om the Isopata tomh will be

seen below, fig. 1426. For this as a fresco decoration see Theodore Fyfe, " Painted Plaster Decoration

at Kncssos," Journal E. I. B. A. x. 167, figs. 64-67, there described as " tooth oi-nament." It recurs

on the hearth of the Megaron of Mycenae. It is also a favourite conventional way of rendering

feathers on the wings of sphinxes or griffins.

« See Fyfe, o-p. cit. 129, figs. 70-80.
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of the British School at Palaikastro in East Crete." Mr, R. M. Dawkins " has

rightly insisted on "the slightly mechanical scheme of decoration in wliich tlie

field is parcelled out by a rigidly disposed system of lines and thickly covered with

patterns, very commonly with rows of leaves set closely together." He charac-

terises this class of ceramic decoration as the " close style." It betrays indeed

many anticijiations of the succeeding Geometrical class.

It must at the same time be observed that the apparent decadence observable

is this "close style," as compared witli the finer fabrics of the later Palace of

Knossos, does not necessarily imply any great discrepancy of date. The quasi-

Geometrical features here observable were, as has been pointed out, in many cases

anticipated by the painted wall decoi-ation of the Palace itself. The ceramic style

that we have here to deal with in fact represents that of the period immediately

succeeding the fall of Knossian Palace, and the nearest chronological equations at

hand point to the close of the Eighteenth or the early part of the Nineteenth

Dynasty. Thus the conventionalised papyrus sprays" and closely akin scale

pattern '' of some of these vessels, and of the painted larnax (fig. 103), show a

considerable resemblance to those on the ^Egean sherds from the Palace of

Akhanaten at Tell-el-Amarna, dating from the beginning of the early years of the

fourteenth century b.c, and to others from Kahun belonging to the close of the

Eighteenth or beginning of the Nineteenth Dynasty. In the present cemetery

examples of these conventionalised sprays, for which the papyrus of Egyptian art

seems to have supplied the original suggestion, occurred on vessels from Grave

No. 99, which also contained an Egyptian scarab of a class typical of the latest

Eighteenth Dynasty period.

* Some of the parallels are very close. The festoon pattern of It) may be compared witli that

of B. S. A. ix. p. 317, fig. 16 (2). It is itself of Palace origin. The combination of an attenuated

foliate band with one of che\-rons seen in the three-handled amphora 6a, is rejieated in the Palaikastro

jug loc. cit. fig. 16 (1). " S. S. A. ix. 316.

= H.g. 64ft, 70c, and the end of the larnax from Tomb 100. Compare tlie types given by Petrie.

Tell-el-Amarnn, pi. xxvii. 33, pi. xxviii. 63, pi. xxx. 12.5, 126. For the rayed shoots as seen on some

of the Tell-el-Amarna fragments (pi. xxvii. 35, 36, xxviii. 67) compare those on the side of the

larnax. Certain vai-ieties of the Tell-el-Amarna sprays do not occur in x\\v present cemetery. On
the other hand the spray on the stirrup- vase 'Ad is not found on the Egyjitian site: the parallel

here shows a certain contemporaneity, but not identity of fabric. The reserved, light on dark,

sprays of some of the Tell-el-Amania fragments (pi. xxvii. 27-;i4) arc remarkalile examples of-

adherence to an archaic tradition.

"* li.g. ha, 'l\n. This is reallj- a truncated version of the former motive. Compare ha and Tell-

el-Amarna, pi. xxviii. 59, pi. xxix. 73.
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It is to be observed tliat the more or less coiiteiiiporary ^Egean vessels from

these Egyptian sites, though shoAving many pdiiits of correspondence botli in tunii

and in decorative motives witli those of the Knossian cemetery, leave certain

elements practically untouched. Beneath the shadow of the ('retan palaces it was

natural that the wealth in vases of bronze or more precious metals should react on

the ceramic types. But the pottery of the ^Egean traders or workmen in the Xile

Valley would be humbler in its associations, and decorative designs like the foliate

bands derived from metal Avork have left very little trace on tlie fragments found

at Tell-el-Amarna '' or Kahun.

One remarkable negative phenomenon indeed is common to both of these

contemporary groups. At an earlier date, answering to the middle period of the

Later Palace of Knossos, and the epoch of transition between the first and second

Late-Minoan styles, sea creatures, notably the triton shell and the octojius,

formed a very prominent feature in the painted designs of vases. The incm-sion

of architectonic and exotic motives taken from the actual decoration of the royal

halls put these marine subjects somewhat in the background in the days of the

advanced Palace Style. In the next age, as we see in the vases before us, we

still find traces of the Nilotic plant forms and other elements of the Palace

decoration, and, side by side Avith these, imitations of metal shapes and chasings.

But the marine repertory seems to be hardly draAvn on. At any rate, on the vases

of Zafer Papoura Ave seek in vain the trace either of sepia or conch-shell.

That these marine creatures still continued to be reproduced is nevertheless

clear from their reappearance in decorative and decadent shapes at Knossos itself,

as Avell as on other Cretan sites, in the A'ery latest Minoan Age.

Examples of this ultimate evolution may be seen on the vases from the Milatos

Tomb. The argonaut or the conch-shell have degenerated into the corkscrew-like

twists of fig. IOGj. On fig. 1()5a the octopus has become a mere symmetrical

centre to a continuous series of curves. Among the remains of the later squatters

on the Palace site at Knossos octopus patterns of the above class are specially

conspicuous. These remote and often hardly recognisable descendants of the

naturalistic delineations of marine life that mai*k the great Minoan Age are

•characteristic of the most Avidely diifused class of Late Mycentean ware, and

* Only one frngmoiit tig'ured by Petrie in his TeU-el-Aiiiariui, belonging to a globular flask

(pi. xxix. no number), shows the foliate ornament in a very degenerate stage. Compare the flask

from Palaikastro with similar ornament, Uawkins, B. S. .1. ix. 80(; and fig. 1.'), who notes the

resemblance to the Tell-el-Amarna fragment.
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occur outside Crete, not onh" on tlie mainland sites, but in Rhodes, Cyprus, and

among the PhiUstine remains of the Canaanite Uttoral."

At Knossos some of the intermediate stages in the downward progress both

of triton shell and octopus may be observed,'' but if we may judge from the contents

of the Zafer Papoura cemetery, they had become almost a vanishing quantity by

the date of the destruction of the Palace and during the immediately succeeding

period. The same phenomenon seems to meet us at Palaikastro, at Phaestos, and

again, on the Egyptian side, at Tell-el-Amarna and Kahun. It would be

interesting to know to what influence the intensive reappearance of such marine

motives under their developed aspect was due. What seems clear is that during

the very last Minoan Age which immediately precedes the triumph of the

Geometrical style and of the use of iron for arms and implements, these marine

types come once more to the fore, while those derived from metal work sink intO'

the background. In many cases, moreover, as at Milatos," they are associated with

a new form of bell-shaped amphora with two handles, which survives into the

Geometrical Period. In Tomb B at Muliana, in East Crete, occurred a stirrup-

vase with a very late and florid development of the octopus design in company

with bronze swords of the late Continental type, the source of which must be

sought in the Balkan Peninsula or Italy.

The general conclusion, then, to which we are led by a study of the pottery

of the present cemetery is that on the whole it occupies a more or less inter-

mediate position between the latest Palace Style and that of the transitional period

when iron was coming into use. A few exceptional examples like the stirrup-

vase shown in fig. 115 above, with its fine suggestions of chased metal-work, may
well be included within the limits of the Palace Period. But the abundance of the

stirrup-vase or pseuclamphora type must itself be regarded as a late characteristic.

Another negative phenomenon is also noteworthy. No single specimen was

brought to light of a characteristic type of flat vessel with three handles,' imitated

ai)parently from examples in alabaster, such as occurred in the Room of the

" Mr. Curelly infurmij mo that tlie cork.scre\v-likc degeneration of the triton shell occurs on the

painted .^gean vase-fi-agment from Grezer.

> For the triton, see Hogarth, B. S. A. vi. 74, fig. KJ, and ,/. II. S. ix. 334, fig. 16, on a Lat&

Palace fragment, and my Report, Ktwssos, 1903, B. S. A. ix. p. 11."), fig. 71. In the latter case the

shells, perhaps rather argo argonaufa than triton, are worked into a triple figure. Other early

developments of the same shell occurred on vases from house floors at Knossos.

= Xanthoudides, 'E^. 'Apx- 1904, pi. i. pp. 43, 44.

'' Comj)are a vase of this tyj)e from Egypt with marine decoration of the Second Late-Minoau

Period. Perrot et Chipiez, Gi-ece Primitive, 925, fig. 485.
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Throne." Yet vases of tliis squat arjballos type, connected either by their style

of decoration or their associations with Late Palace fabrics, occurred in a small

chamber-tomb neai- the Royal Tomb at Isopata,'' to be described below, and in

another grave explored by Mr. Hogarth. The absence, again, of the finer and

freer class of conventional plant designs on the vases from the Zafer Papoura

graves is also very significant. AVe see them here replaced by derivative patterns

which, when not absolutely decadent, show mechanical repetitions quite devoid of

creative spirit.*^

If we now glance at the jewelry and personal ornaments found in the Zafer

Papoura graves (see fig. 119), we shall detect much the same evidence of a period

of stationary well-being followed by slow decline that meets us in the case of the

bronzes and pottery. Engraved gems or seal-stones are rare; specimens, like

fig. 61 from Grave 36, still show a bold style of engraving, but the other intaglios

found are of more careless or decadent execution, notably that of a couchant lion,

shown in 99tt (3), fig. 101 . The only gold ring with an intaglio design on the

bezel is that from Grave 7, but in this case the engraving was not, as in the finer

class of Minoan and Mycentean signet-rings, in the gold of the bezel, but rather in

the bronze backing, into which a comparatively thin gold plating was afterwards

pressed. This, too, conveys the idea of careless execution.

The general impression produced by the gold necklaces sho-«ai in fig. 119 is

that of a somewhat banal and conventional prettiness when compared with the

greater variety and finer style of the jeweliy of the preceding age, as exemplified

in the shaft-graves of Mycenae or in the fleur-de-lys collar shown in the coloured

relief of a royal personage from the Palace at Knossos.'"

The stellate flowers 66(/, the bivalve shell 75ft, and the ornament on the

necklaces from Graves 7 and 36, all belong to a class of sepulchral jewelry very

widely difiiused in the ^gean world in the latest Minoan and Mycenaean period.

The other relics found with o6k, the relief of which is finer than 7a, imply that

' A. J. Evans, Beport, E7iossos, 1900, p. 41. The prototypes of these may be sought in a baggy

form of Egyptian alabaster vases, characteristic of the Middle Empire, which survives into the

early part of the Eighteenth Dj-nastj-.

'' Two specimens occurred in this grave in a very fragmentary state. They were decorated

with a kind of rockwork design, typical of the Late-iMinoan II. class. Fragments of a small three-

haudled amphora with plant designs of the Palace Style were found in the same tomb.

= B. S. A. vi. 82, described as a large .squat aryballos in uuglazed greenish ware with black

.spiraliform ornament.

* Report, Knossos, 1901, p. 16, fig. 6.

r
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this necklace goes back to within the limits of the Palace Period at Knossos. The

embosed decoration of the beads forming the two latter necklaces has been shown

above to originate in a duplicated version of an argonant {argn arrinvaufa) with its

Fig. lUi. Jewelry lioni tlie graves of Zafer Papoura.

cliaracteristic tentacles, supjjosed to serve the purpose of a sail, a favoui'ite subject

of the earlier phase of Late Minoan Art. But the geometrically balanced pattern
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that wo see liere, witli its suggestions of octopus, cannot compare for beautj^ witli

the free naturalistic rendering of the argonaut itself as seen for instance on the

small gold plates fouiul in ii toiiil) of the Lower Town of M3^cenae which contained

imported Minoan vases of the finest Palace Style."

Tt must nevertheless be concluded from the character of tlie other relics

found in the same grave that the necklace 06/1; comes at least within the limits of

tlie Palace Pei-iod at Knossos. Its embossed work indeed is of finer and bolder

execution than that of 7c, which must belong to a somewhat later date. An

interesting chronological equation, moreover, tending to carry back the date of

necklaces of this period to the borders of the Second and Third Late Minoan

Periods, is supplied by the contents of another tomb (No. 8) of the Lower Town of

Mycenae." Gold beads of a necklace," closely resembling those of 7c, were found

in this tomb in association with a bronze safety-pin'' of the earliest fiddle-bow type.

This earliest fibvda type has not as yet been fovind in a Cretan grave,^ but the

synchronism established by the gold beads shows that it was ali-eadj- in use on the

mainland of Greece at a time roughly corresponding with the conclusion of the

Palace Period at Knossos, which can hardly be brought down later than the close

of the fifteen<-h century B.C. It belongs to the same approximate date as the

painted pottery with motives derived from metal work.

It has already been pointed out that in the very latest IMiuoan Bronze Age

the class of ceramic decoration represented in the Zafer Papoura Cemetery was

to a large extent displaced at Knossos and elsewhere by a reincursiou of tj'pes

derived from marine subjects. The tomb of Milatos, described above, exhibits

this later ceramic style, and it is therefore important to observe that a decorative

motive on a stirrup-vase fi'om this tomb recurs in an identical form among a group

of vessels belonging to the very borders of the Iron Age found at Muliana,'' in

East Crete, in association with a fibula in the form of an arched bow with two

knobs, one above the spring and the other above the stilt of the catch-plate,^

» See Bosanquet, /. H. S. xxiv. (1904), 324, fig. la.

*> Tsountas, 'E^. 'Apx- 1888, pp. 138, 139, and pi. ix. 2, 4, pi. x. 2, 3, 4.

° Op. cit. pi. ix. 4.

<• Op. cit. pi. ix. 2.

<= Small examples of this type have been found in the Dictajan Cave. One is published

by Hogarth, B. S. A. vi. 112, lig. 45. Another obtained by me in 1896 is in the Ashmolean

Museum.
' S. Xanthoudides, 'A(^. 'E,)x. 1904, p. 27, fig. 6 (the last vase but one to the right).

>>' Op. cit. 29, tig. 7. and p. 31. The fibula belonged to the Bronze Age interment of the tumb.

r 2
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representing a later develoi)nient of the fiddle-bow. This type in Crete and else-

where marks the very close of the Minoan and Mycengean Bronze Age," and

survives into the earliest Iron Age.''

There can be little doubt that the safety-pin reached Crete from a mainland

source. The non-occurrence of the fiddle-bow type and other closely allied forms

in the Knossian Cemetery when contrasted with their occasional occurrence in

the contemporary graves of the Lower Town of Mycenae is in itself a negative

phenomenon of some importance. Coupled with the absence of the Northern

form of sword we may find here a distinct indication that during the period

covered by the Zafer Papoura graves there could as yet have been no great

amount of intrusive influence from the mainland side.

The appearance in this cemetery of three distinct types of interment, the

shaft-graves, the chamber-tombs, and the pit-caves, might at first sight seem an

indication of the state of things described in the Homeric lines," and be taken to

imply that Crete was already a land of mingled races and tongues, where Achaeans,

Dorians, and Pelasgians had their seats beside the older inhabitants. The most

recent craniological researches have indeed tended to show that from a very remote

period, as might well be inferred a priori from the geographical position of

the island, Anatolian and South European, perhaps even Libyan, elements had

here blended. The variant forms of sepulture brought to light in the present

cemetery are the natural outcome of different topographical and geological con-

ditions, and it is always possible therefore that they may be ultimately referred

to differences of ethnic extraction. But the uniform character of the great

Minoan civilisation, as traceable throughout the island, had no doubt done much to

weld together such heterogeneous elements as had existed ah antiquo. The

evidence of the prehistoric script, so far as its records extend throughout Central

and Eastern Crete, points to a certain unity of language. Down at least to the

date of the final destruction of the Palace of Knossos there seems to be no room

in Crete for warring elements of recent intrusion from mainland Greece.

* Two fjold fibulas were of the same type, iiccompanied by a very late stirrup-vase in a

tomb at Old Paplios. (Journ. Anthrop. Inst. xxx. 104.) Similar brooches are found in chamber-

tombs of the Late Bronze Age or the transitional inricid when iron was coming into use in Sicily

and Italy. (Coliiii, Bull, d! Fnl. lS)0.i, pp. 45, 40, and ]). .58, fig. 1.55.)

" A fibula much resembling this with the knobs somewhat modified was found by Miss Boyd

in a tomb at Kavousi, belonging to the Latest Bronze Age of Crete. {Amrrican Jonrnnl of

Archjeology, v. (1901), 136. fig. 2.) In a tomb at Assailik, again, in Caria, the type occurred with

Sub-Mycennpan pottery and iron weajjons. /. H. 8. viii. 74, fig. 17.

<^ Od. xix. 172 spqq^.
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That a part of the interments of the Zafer Papoura necropohs came within

the limit of the last period of the Palace at Knossos has been sufficiently

demonstrated. If then it could be made out that the objects which attained to the

Palace level of art were all from one class of graves the other two classes of

sepulture might be regarded as due to the presence of later settlers of extraneous

origin. But such is by no means the case. On the contrary, the whole of the

evidence at our disposal points to the fact that all three classes of interments

co-existed from the earliest days of the cemetery. The same types of objects occur

in fact indifferently in shaft-graves, chamber-tombs, and pit-caves alike. The

finest painted vessel, the stirrup-vase namely, 68h (fig. 83), with decoration

reproducing the purest style of metal decoration of the Later Palace, was found in

a shaft-grave overlying the entrance and drovios of a chamber-tomb which must

therefore have been anterior to it. Good examples of similar vases, obd and 61a,

occurred in graves of the pit-cave class. The great hoard of bronze vessels, some

repeating Palace forms, was brought to light from the largest chamber-tomb

(No. 14), while other bronze vessels of the same class and the gold-plated sword

with its naturalistic engravings of wild goats and lions came from a shaft-grave

(No. 36). The same parallelism runs through the whole series of interments.

In truth, the high interest of the Zafer Papoura cemetery lies in the fact

that throughout its whole duration it attests a striking continuity of local

traditions. To whatever circumstances was due the great overthrow of the later

Palace it did not bring with it any real break in the course of the Late-]\Iinoan

culture. The models supplied by the great Palace Style of wall and vase painting,

of metal work and gem engraving, continued to be followed.

A period of immobility in art is succeeded by one of gradual decadence, but

the course of Minoan civilisation, whether still along the level or on the slight

downward incline, was still uninterrupted in the main.

It must at the same time be remarked that in the case of the tombs explored

the lower limit reached is somewhat clearly defined. It has already been noted

that the ceramic style characteristic of the close of the Late Minoan Period, with

its hardly recognizable degenerations of triton shells and symmetrically arranged

octopus coils, is as yet non-apparent. Both the Continental type of sword, which

gave rise to those so widely diffused in the Early Iron Age, and the Late Mycenaean

class with the flange carried round the top of the hilt, are as yet uni'epresented."

The bow fibula characteristic of the latest Bronze Age in Crete and of the transi-

* The dagger, however, 9oe, exemplifies this typo of hilt.
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tional period wlieu iron was coming into use is also absent, and, as fibulas were

at that time common in the island, its absence proves more than that of the earlier

fiddle-bow tj^pe. Of the beginning of the use of iron itself there is no trace in

the present cemetery : arms and implements are alike of bronze. Glass, it will

be seen, is found in these graves both in the vase form and as the material for

beads, but the non-appearance of impressed glass ornaments such as are current

in the Late Mycenaean graves elsewhere, and were present in the chamber-tomb

at Milatos, must be taken as a sign of a comparatively early date. It will be

remembered that such do not occur in the shaft-graves at Mycenae.

In contradistinction to the chamber-tombs explored by Mr. Hogarth on the

western side of the neighbouring ridge, none of the graves of Zafer Papoura

had been cleared out in order to be used again for sepulchral purposes in the

Geometrical period. Neither have we here, what seems undoubtedly to have been

the case with one of the chamber-tombs at MuUana in East Crete,* any example of

the continued use of a grave going down to the Earliest Iron Age. In Grave A at

Muliana the bronze swords and other relics that accompanied the earlier inter-

ments had not, as would have been natural had they met the eyes of alien

intruders, been plundered or cleared out. They had been simply placed on

one side in order to make room for the funeral furniture of some later scion of

the same family, so that we have here the interesting spectacle of the succession

of corpse burial by cremation and of iron weapons by bronze, apparently without

any break in the indigenous stock. The accompanying vases, moreover, a two-

handled bell-shaped amphora and a kind of jnj.vis, still represent the old tradition

both in form and decoration, except that, side by side with Late-Minoan ornament,

figures of a horseman and of a hunter of Cretan wild goats are introduced in a

Geometrical style, recalling that of the Dipylou. We have here the clearest

evidence yet brought to light of a Sub-Minoan Early Iron Age*" parallel to that of

» 'E^. 'A/Jx- 1904, p. 22 seqq. For the Muliana tombs see above.

'' A close parallel to tliesc transitional tomb-groups is also supplied by tlie contents of a built

tholos tomb found at Erganos, not far from the site of Lyttos, and described by Halbherr (American

Journ. of Archceology, 1901, p. 271 seqq. and pi. vi.). In this case, side by side with the remains of

crouched skeletons and late stirrup-vases closely resembling the exani])les described above, was a

cinerary urn decorated in a style in which Late Minoan elements still prej)onderate, though there is

some infusion of the Geometrical. No metal objects were found in this tomb, but it is safe to say

that the cremated remains belong to the beginning of the Iron Age. For the abundant traces of

the survival of Minoan (Mycenaian) elements even in the developed Geometrical style of Crete see

especially ilariani, American Journal of Arclueology, 1901, p. .305 seqq.; Orsi, op. cit. 1897, p. 252 .wgg.

;
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the Sub-Mycenaean tombs of Salamis, of Assarlik in Caria, and the analogous

phenomena in Cyprus.

Ill the graves explored at Zafer Papoura the lowest limit of the Minoan

Bronze Age is not reached, and we have no trace of any such transition to a

Sub-Minoan Iron Age. But the evidences of sucli a stage elsewhere on the site

of Knossos are fast accumulating.

Wide, Nachlehen inykenischer Ornamente (Mitth. d. k. deutschen arch. Inst. Athens, 1897, p. 234

seqq.). Harriet A. Boyd, Excavations at Karousi in 1900 {American Journal of Archxology, 1901. p.

146 seqq.). At Kuossos itself, as I hope to show on another occasion, thi.s persistence of the older

elements is very well marked.
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II.

—

The Royal Tomb of Isopata.

§ 1. Discovery and Excavation of the Tomb.

The range of hills on the eastern slope of which the cemetery of Zafer

Papoura came to light, and of which the Palace hill itself is a southern spar,

extends northwards for about two miles beyond this point. Its further

promontory in this direction is surmounted by a narrow fiat, locally known as

(TTo. VwTrara, or, in its fuller Romaic form, ei? to. la-coTrara tov 'AyCov NtKoXaou.

On the northernmost edge of this plateau, overlooking the sea aboiit one and

a half mile distant, and the walls of Candia, as the crow flies not much further

away, was a pit from which for the last twenty years the peasant owner of the

soil had been in the habit of quarrying large worked blocks. The existence of

this pit and the possibility that some ruined tomb was to be sought here had been

known to us for some time, l)ut it was only during the campaign of 1904 that we
were able to extend our investigations on that side.

Visiting the spot with Dr. Mackenzie, I found in the lower part of the pit

some well-cut limestone blocks with one face splayed downwards, a characteristic

feature of buildings constructed on the principle of the Cyclopean or horizontal

arch. In view of this suggestive discovery recourse was at once had to

exploratory excavation, which made clear the fact that we had to deal with a

considerable monument of Minoan date. We were prepared to find a circular

tomb of the bee-hive class, but it soon became apparent that the principal part

of the present structure was a large quadrangular chamber.

Unfortunately it was not only ruined, but the greater part of the upper

masonry had been carried off for building purposes. Inquiries among the

peasants elicited the fact that the small church of Hagios Nikolaos on the opposite

hill to the west had been largely built of materials obtained from this convenient

quarry, the blocks being cut smaller for the purpose. The owner, it appeared,

in the course of this clearance work had found a number of skulls and some

painted pots, which he had taken to his house. House and vases alike, however,

had been destroyed during the recent revolution, and though this handy quarry

had helped the owner to rebuild his house the pottery was irrecoverable. It
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:i|i|)c-!if('(l, linwL'vcr. tVoiii liis description tliat oiic at least of the vessels was a

stirnip-vasf. TIk' liiiilding itself was supjjoscd hy the eouiitry jx'ople to have

been a tower [nvpyo^).

Owing to the great masses of fallen blocks that still encnmbered the area, and

tlie considerable size of the monnment, it took sixty men a fortniglit's work to clear

ont the interior of the tomb and its approach. The principal chamber proved to

measnre on the floor level about 8 metres from east to west by 6*50 metres from

nortli to south. The north-west corner of the walls was wanting, Init the cutting

in the soft rock showed the original form. IMie southern section of tlie east or

front wall was the best preseiwed, consisting of nine courses, and rising to a

height of :3-60 metres. (Fig. 120, Plate XCTI. and Plate XCV. a.)

The front and back walls of the chamber rose perpendicularly, but, as will

be seen from the cross section given in Plate XCV. a, the two side walls started

from the floor level with a slight inward slope obtained l)y means of the splayed

face of the flat superposed blocks. In the back wall of the chamber was a square

recess or niche going back l"2o metre to the face of the rock cutting. Only the

lower part of this was preserved, but it no doubt resembled in construction two

other niches of about the same size found in the fore-hall of the tomb. Like

these, moreover, it seems to have been used for sepulchi-al purposes in the latest

Minoan Period, since a skull and two small vessels, one of them according to its

description a stirrup-vase, were found in the u^jper jiart by the peasants who

removed its masonry.

The floor of the chamber was formed of a white indurated material, in which,

near the north-east corner, subsequent researches bi-ought out an oblong cutting

2'80 metres long by 1'27 metres wide. On clearing out this to a depth of about

a third of a metre, the rough covering slabs of a sepidehi-al stone cist, recalling

the " kaselles " of the Palace Magazines, were brought to light. The cist will

be foimd further described below, but the rough slabs above it were evidently

not its original covering.

The front wall of the chandler showed a blocked archway ' constructed on

the same horizontal system as the side walls of the chamber. This arch led to

a narrow fore-hall 675 metres in length and 1-58 metre broad, built on to the

main chamber at a slightly oblique angle, on either side of which was a niche

• At the base of the wull that blocked tlie i-iitiaiioc, on the iniicr side, was a kind of miniature

niche. A similar feature occurred on the inner side of the blocking of the fore-hall. The ob]cct

of these small niches is uncertain. They maj' have contained food offei-ings.
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resembling in plan that at tlie back of tlu' main chamber. The recesses in this

case, however, wei'e completely preserved, showing a horizontally arched vaulting

l''ig. 121. View of tlie ili-niiins Inoking west, townnU llie uuliaiite ol' the foie-liall.

above with a Hut lintel. (See Plates XCVI. XCVII.) They wore, moreover,

blocked by a rough walling. Two courses above the to]i lines of these niches the
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side walls of the fore-hall itself sloped inwards in the same inanner as the arched

doorway communicating with the principal chamber. As many as fourteen courses

were preserved in position in this part.

This arched fore-hall had been blocked by a thick walling at its eastern end,

beyond which was a spacious passage-way or dromos 24 metres in length, cut out

of the soft rock. (Fig. 121.) This passage, the sides of which were nearly

perpendicular, was throughout the greater part of its length 2 metres wide, but

narrowed near its entrance in a gradual curve. Immediately outside the blocked

arch of the fore-hall the floor level of the dromos was about 5 metres below the

level of the surface of the rock. Throughout its course, however, there was a

gradual rise, considerably accentuated near its entrance, which corresponded in

level with the rock surface at this point.

From the considerable size of the monument as compared with the tombs

discovered in the neighbouring cemetery, its commanding position and the import-

ance of some of the objects found within it, it may fairly be regarded as a Royal

Tomb.

For the details of this imposing monument I must refer to the careful plans

and elevations prepared by Mr. Theodore Fyfe (Plates XCIIl.-XCVII.), who has

also supplied a note on the construction, and on the manner in which the vaidting

of the principal chamber was probabl}' completed. (See fig. 14.5.)

From the analogy of the best examples of rock-cut chamber-tombs, such

as those of Zafer Papoura, the rule will l)e found to hold good that the height

of the chamber approximates to one of its inner lengths." In the same way

the inner diameter and height of the great tholox chambers of mainland Greece

will be also found roughly to correspond. In the case of the present chamber,

however, the \evy gradual inner slope of the lowest section of the two sides, if

continued, would indicate an altogether disproportionate height. There is there-

fore good warrant for supposing that this inward slope must have increased as the

walls ascended. In his restored section Mr. Fyfe has assumed an extension of tlie

existing curve in geometrical progression which brings the apex of the vault to a

height of about 8 metres, approximately answering to the length of its sides.

The pit in which the principal chamber lay Avas 10"25 metres from east

" To take some instances almost at random, Grave No. 72 lias a north to south length of

1'20 metre and height 1-30 metre ; No. 81, east to west, 1-40 metre, height 1-30 metre ; No. 93,

east to west, TG.") metre, height I'-JO metre; No. 13, north to south, l' metres, height 2 metres;

No. .56, north to south, VliO metre, height 1'50 metre.
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to west !)} T'oO metres from north to soutli, with more or less upright sides,

descending to a mean depth of 6 metres, or about 20 feet. Of this depth the

superficial earth represented only about half a metre, the remaining 5'50 metres

being cut out of the solid rock. Assuming that the level of the rock surface

has not appreciably altei-ed, it thus appears that about o metres of the ridge of

masonry forming the summit of the sepulchral chamber would have stood out

above this level. If, as is probable, this in turn was covered with earth, the site

of the tomb must have been marked by a considerable mound, itself perliaps

crowned by some conspicuous stela or monument.

The previous disturbance within the area of the tomb and the great mass of

dehris made it im})ossible to obtain any exact idea of the original arrangement or

stratification of the objects found there. It may, however, be noted that the few

Geometrical sherds brought to light, which i)ossibly indicate a certain continuity

in sepulchral tradition, occurred rather in the upper levels, and that the only

relics actually found on the floor of the principal chamber belonged to a good

Palace Period. Scattered about in intermediate positions were numerous

fragments of vases, many of them quite rough and Tinpainted, belonging to

the latest Minoan Period. With these were scattered human bones and some

forty skulls, in a more or less crushed condition. It was observable, however,

that the skulls were more e)i evidence than the bones, and thej may have been set

apart from them. In this case the tomb as used during the latest Minoan Age,

would have lieen an ossuary.

Not onlv the fore-hall but the two arched recesses on either side of it were

found lai'gely filled with di'hris similar to that of the main chamber. Some

narrow Ijlocks in position near the top of the niches showed that they had been

originally Availed up, but the walling had been broken in and the interior choked

with this jumbled material. Fallen blocks and rul)ble, with here and there bones

and skulls lying in no connexion with one anotlier, iiml pottery, mostly in a

fragmentary state, filled two-thirds of the I'ecesses. Above this was an infiltrated

clay deposit, formed by water, about half a metre thick in places, and then a

short vacant interval. In the north recess were found two skulls, a thigh bone,

and fragments of very late Minoan pottery, exhibiting decadent octopus designs,

:ind including j^arts of a plain pedestalled cup of the champagne-glass type

(cf. fig. 118,6(5// above). In that on the south side of fon'-h;i!l wcie (liree skulls,

the nppei'most of these more nearly in connexion with a group of bones than had

Ijcen the case elsewhere. Beside it, morcovei", was a ])erfect stirrup-vase, with

a painted octopus design of a very late character. The exceptional preservation
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Fig. 12i. I'aintuil stiiTU|i-vase of lain

ubanii'tiT from llii- •~(iiitii iiiilie of the

fore-hall. IlfiKlit : ir,-.", c'ciitiinctn's.

of these remains wa.'^ no doubt due to the fact tliat they resteil nn the tdp uf the

diibris and were only covered by the de])osit of infiltrated clay.

'LMie stirrup-vase in (luestion (fi<;'. 1'22) presents a late decorative development

of the octopns, of special chronological significance.

The style and details of this design in fact altogether

corresi)ond t« that of a vase of the same form fonud

in the Cynibal-])layer's Tomb (B) at Muliana in East

Crete belonging to the very close of the Minoan

Bronze Age, and exhibiting details wliich recur on

vessels, one with cremated remains, from an inter-

ment in the fellow tomb at the same locality belonging

to the earliest Iron Age. The stirrup-vase from this

niche must be referred therefore to the very close of

the period above described as Late-Minoan III. Some

of the other vessels of which fragments were found in

the opposite recess and in the inner chamber belong

to a somewhat earlier class, more nearly approaching the types found in the Zafer

Papoura Cemeterj'. Taken as a whole, however, the pottery Avith which the

confused mass of later interments found in the Royal Tomb was associated nnist

all be referred to the same general period, and to a time when the Palace itself

was in a ruinous and only partially occupied condition.

The first important finds belonging to earlier interments were made above the

east end of the fore-hall. Here, at a depth of about 3 metres from the surface,

came to light the greater part of a magnificent black ])orphyi'y bowl (fig. 123, S. 1

in Plate XCVIII. and fig. 124), the remaining fragments of which were subsequently

discovered at a somewhat lower level." Near this came out a broken alabaster bowl

(fig. 12-5, S. 11) with the greater part of another (fig. 125, S. 13), and some beads

of lapis lazuli, together with a frog and an ajje of the same material perforated for

suspension (figs. 131a, 132). Scattered about in the neighbourhood of these, more-

over, were a number of clay sealings, impressed by the same fine-signet representing

a bull (fig. 138). About 4 metres down near the doorway of the principal chamber

was found a hooked pin of twisted gold (tig. 12'.'), probably a haii" i)in. Although

some of these relics had worked down to a somcAvhat lower level, the general lie of

these finds was found to correspond with an nld surface, formed of a watery

deposit, and sloping down from the top of the I'uined cross-wall at the opening

(Inly one siumII fragmeul is \v;iiiting.
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of the dromos to the somewhat lower ridge of that blocking the doorway of the

principal chamber. It is evident therefore that at the time when these objects

were extracted by plunderers from the inner chamber the fore-hall was already

largely choked by deposit, and the upper part of the cross-walls had already

been broken away by earlier violators of the tomb. Probably both earlier and

later robbers were in search of precious metals, and the stone objects had not

been sufficiently prized for removal, though the porphyry bowl was barbarously

broken up.

The great mass of finds, belonging apparently to two earlier interments,

occurred on or near the floor of the principal chamber over an area extending

from its centre towards the south wall. The lower part of a vase of Late Palace

Fig. 124. Porpbj-iy bowl from the ISoyal Toinb.

style (fig. 1 ti), the other fragments of which were collected near, was liere found

resting on the floor, perhaps in its original position, and near it important parts

of three other fine vases in the same style (figs. 141a, Plate C. ; 142'/, Plate CI.

;

and 1 I3), of which othci- pieces had been found scattered among the drbris at

upper levels. Within the area indicated were also found the two stone lamps shown

in figs. 126 and 127, and Plate XCVIII., fig. 123, S. 15, 16, the cylindrical lime-

stone vessel (fig. 123, S. 14), and ]M'actically the whole group of alabaster vases

illustrated in fig. 125, Plate XCIX., with the exception of the two bowls. Some
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of these were more or less intact and actually in position, others tumbled over,

while others again were only to be reconstructed from scattered fragments.

Near the centre of this area lay an exceptionally large bronze mirror plate

(fig. 123), with traces of its ivory handle. By it was a crystal bead of exceptional

size (fig. 134). Two whorls or button-like beads of the same material (figs. 135,

136) were found in the vicinity, and nearer the entrance a long oval bead of

yellow translucent steatite. Close to the above group was a small crystal pommel

(fig. 133) apparently belonging to a dagger with a ci'oss perforation for a metal

pin. Somewhat nearer the edge of the sepulchral pit were found the remains of

two silver goblets. Of one of these only a j^art of the side and the attachment of

the handle were preserved (fig. 130), but sufficient remains of the other existed in

a crushed condition to make possil:)le a complete restoration of its shape (fig. 140).

Near the blocked entrance of the great chamber were the crushed remains of

a tripod hearth of hard plaster i"esembling on a somewhat larger scale the tripod

hearth found in the large Chamber-Tomb No. 14, of the Zafer Papoura Cemetery.

(See above, fig. 33.) By it were found some of the charcoal embers originally

placed on it, actually transported thither, it may be, in this case from the hearth

of a Palace hall. We have here an interesting example of the same sepulchral

rite by which warmth was supplied to the dead, of which humbler illustrations

are seen in the clay chafing pans found in other Minoan graves. Judging from

the fragmentary remains of the portable hearths bi'ought to light, its height was

about 23 centimetres, which, if we follow the proportions of the better preserved

hearth of Zafer Papoura, would give a diameter of about three-quarters of a

metre.

On carefully exploring the cement floor of the chamber a series of elongated

cuttings appeared along its western area, and the possibility naturally suggested

itself that these were the openings of grave-pits. On clearing these out, however,

they all proved to be shallow, and it became evident that they were the work of

plunderers in methodical search for sepulchral cists, or otlier deposits of precious

objects. It Avas only on approaching the north-east corner of the tomb that a

more finely cut opening in the plaster appeared which did actually lead to the

•cist grave briefly referred to above.

Except that the lower part of the grave was composed of masonry instead of

being simply cut out of the soft rock, the general principle observed was that of

the shaft-graves of Zafer Papoura. Here as there the preliminary pit, in this

•case only 70 centimetres deep, led to a narrower cell, with ledges round on

which to rest its covering slab. (See sections. Plates XCV.-XCVII.) The grave
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Villi fidiu east to west, like tlie major axis of the chamber. 'I'he covering slabs

wlicii brouglit to liglit proved to be a row of rough irregular blocks not by

any means comparable to the slabs of the better class of shaft-graves at Zafer

Papoura. This in itself was a discouraging feature, and it was considerably

heightened by the fact that at the east end, near the entrance to the chamber,

a block was wanting, and a piece of the end masonry of the cist had fallen in.

On the removal of these rough slabs the cist itself was l;)rought to light, solidly

constructed of limestone blocks, the inside surface of which showed traces of

a stucco facing. The cell within was 2*3o metres long by 72 centimetres in

width, and proved to be 1-T2 metres deep, the bottom being formed by the

soft virgin rock. The upper part was filled with a clayey stratified deposit, the

infiltration of which into the grave was due to wintei- rains. This deposit con-

tained no remains, but at the east end of the grave, where a covering slab was

missing, fragments of painted pottery belonging to the group of finds on the floor

of the chamber had found their way. Beneath the clay deposit there came to

light two fallen blocks, a clear sign of former disturliance, and the whole grave

proved to be filled with mere dehri.-^. Xear the bottom, however, some small

vestige of its former contents was discovered, in the shape of fifteen lapis lazuli

Ijeads like those found above the fore-hall, and another ape pendant of the same

material. Part of a human leg l)one was also brought out.

The fact that the niches of the fore-hall and principal chamber had been

re-used foi- interment in vei'v late Minoan times makes it probable that the cist

itself may also have been used for a secondary interment during this period. This

would account for the rough covering slabs, answering to sepulchral usage, but

evidently not belonging to the orginal grave, that had been placed over it. No

doubt the Royal Tomb itself had already been long since idundered.

Next came the still later plunderers, who left tlu'ii' traces in the discarded

I'clics found in the uppei' layer of tlie fore-liall. These intruders evidently

removed the covering slab at the east end of the cist and a l)lock of the actual

masonry, and would have begun their operations by throwing out the secondary

iiitei'nient. r!rul)bing down below this they seem to have found a few objects

belonging to the original burial whicli earlier ]ilunil('i'ei's had left, including the

bowls of porphyry and alabaster. From the Avay in wlilcli the poi-]iIiyiT bowl was

smashed up, it does not seem that those who extracted tliese objects, at the

cost of much labour and ])robal)le risk, were gratified with the results of their

undertaking.

Tliat the silver goblets of which the remains were found near tlie edge of
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the grave, and some of the otlior smaller objects that were brought to light on or

near the floor of the chamber, had been originally contained in the sepulchral cist

is probable enough. On the other hand it is clear that the larger vessels found

outside, such as the great painted jars in tlie Ijate Palace style, could never

have been placed in (he cist itself. We have here therefore indications of an

arrangement analogous to that found in Tomb No. :36 of the cemetery, in which

the bronze vessels and other objects were placed above the covering slabs, while

the gold-mounted sword and jewelry lay below, beside, or on the body. The

large chamber-tomb No. 14 also presents obvious points of comparison. Not only

did it contain a similar portable hearth, but there seems to have been in this case

a double disposition of the peaihuin of the dead recalling that of the Royal Tomb.

There are reasons for supposing that the personal ornaments and other precious

objects which had all been abstracted were originally contained either in the

small sepulchral cist visible in the floor or in a portable funereal chest. The

household utensils, however, which thovigh in this case of bronze, had been left

untouched, stood beside the hearth on the floor of the chamber.

Of the wealth in jewelry and other objects of precious metals once contained

by the Royal Tomb we have little more than an indication in the gold hairpin,

silver vases, and lapis lazuli beads and pendants. It is evident that on more than

one occasion it was thoroughly ransacked for such objects, and even the bronze

vessels, which may be supposed to have outnumbered those of painted clay, had

disappeared fi'om the floor of the funereal chamber. It is on the whole surprising

that it should have been possible to obtain a record of so much, though the final

results were only obtained by the careful piecing together of fragments dis-

tributed throughout the whole of the vast mass of debris extracted from the tomb,

and the further sifting of the surface earth of a large part of the neighbouring

field for fragments thrown out in the course of the previous rpiarrying. The

porphyry bowl in particular, though unquestionably of ]Minoan workmanship,

is worthy both in fabric and material to be set beside the most exquisite vases

in hard stone found in the tombs of early Egyptian kings. The fine series of

alabaster vases includes many imported Egyptian vessels, and the painted vases

afford new and splendid illustrations of the Palace style of Knossos.
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§ 2. Earlier Class of Objects found in the Eoyal Tomb.

1. Bowl of deep green and black porphyry with white crystals. Diameter -IS centimetres,

height 13 centimetres. Fig. 124. The underside is seen on fig. 123, S.l (Plate XCVIII.J.

On either side of the most prominent part of the exterior border are two small vertical

perforations, perhaps originally intended for purposes of suspension, which had been care-

fullj- filled up, apparently with similar porphyry. Only one small fragment of this bowl

(from the rim) is wanting.

The shape of this vase does not seem to answer to any Egyptian type. At the same time

it might easilj' be a derivative form descended from certain types of bowls of diorite and other

materials belonging to the Early Empire, examples of which occurred at El Kab. The

recurved rim and carinated contour is also characteristic of this Egyptian group. Moreover,

a similar dark green porphyry was also in use in Egypt as a material for vases during

the early dynastic period. Rough blocks of green porphyry answering to the material of

the present bowl were found in the Palace at Knossos ; many of these worked into a later

wall in the Domestic Quarter. The porphyry itself seems to be the Japis Lacedn'lnonius,

and to have been imported into Miuoan Crete for various purposes from the quarries of

Mount Taygetus. In Late-Minoan times it was a common material of gems. (See Fig. 124.)

2. One-handled Egyptian vase of coarse alabaster. Height 25'3 centimetres, diameter

14 centimetres. (Fig. 125, S.2, Plate XCIX.) The exterior of the handle shows perpen-

dicular and horizontal grooves, and is prolonged in a grooved collar round the neck of

the vase. A part of the rim was wanting, and has been restored in plaster. This vase,

unquestionably an imported vessel, belongs to a very common Egyptian class. The present

specimen greatly resembles one from an early Eighteenth Dynasty tomb group at Abydos,"

now in the Ashmolean Museum. Another, of more expanded contour, but with the same

characteristic handle and collar, was found in a tomb of the Lower Town at Mycenae''

which contained a fine painted anipli(n"i of the Knossian Palace style and two stone

lamps,'^ also of Cretan fabric and material and exactly reseml)ling those from the present

tomb to b(! described below. This common Egyptian type recalls, in its globular body

" A. C. Mace, El Amrah and Ahijdos, plate 1., Tomb I), II. Am interesting vase in the form of a

hedgehog was fouiid in the same grave.

*• See T?()san(|Uot, J. H. S. xxiv. (1P04), p. 32."), where vai-ious similar vases are cited. Nothing

exactly answering to this very chai'actcristic Egj-ptiau type occurs among those illustrated in Vou

Biasing's Catalogue of the Qizeh Stone Vase.".

° Op. cit. plate xiv, n, h. These were of grey steatite.
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ami iipriaht neck surromuled with a collar, cot-tain " bucchero " vases, apparently of

Syrian fuliric, very frequent in Eighteenth Dynasty tomb groups."

3. Egyptian vase of banded alabaster with a bulging contour. Height IH-.") centimetres,

diameter 16 centimetres. (Fig. 125, S.3, Plate XCIX.). Baggy alabaster vases, such as

this and the three succeeding examples (Nos. 4, 5, and (i) are common in Twelfth

Dynasty deposits. They begin indeed still earlier, since a very similar alabaster vessel

was found by Professor Petrie in a Sixth Dynasty tomb at Dendera.'' It is interesting

to observe that this baggy type of Egyptian alahastron became the prototype of a series

of painted clay vessels that characterise the very beginning of the Late Minoan ceramic

style. Several of these were found by Miss Boyd at Gournia on floors of the First Late

Minoan Period, and the wavy bands of the alabaster are in many cases reproduced in the

painted decoration. From the frequency of these clay imitations at this time we must

infer that the alabaster prototypes were largely imported into Crete about the time which

corresponds with the date of the great remodelling of the Palace at Knossos. During the

next period (Late Minoan II.) which immediately preceded the destruction of the Palace

this ceramic type is no longer found.

4. Egyptian vase of banded alabaster of small dimensions (height lO'.j centimetres,

diameter 9-5 centimetres), but otherwise closely resembling in its baggy contour No. 3

above. (Fig. 125, S.4, Plate XCIX.)

5. Egyptian vase of banded alabaster ; one side imperfect. Height 7'8 centimetres,

diameter 8-2 centimetres. (Fig. 125, S.5, Plate XCIX.). This small vessel resembles the

above except that the transition from the base to the sides is somewhat more abrupt. A
very similar vase was found in a tomb at Abydos belonging to the early part of the

Eighteenth Dynasty."

^- Egyptian ^ ase of banded alabaster of a more squat form than the preceding, but

otherwise rese ibling them. Height 5-4 centimetres, diameter 80 centimetres. Parts of

the rim and one side are wanting, and have been completed in plaster. (Fig. 125, S.6,

Plate XCIX.)

' See for instance J. Garstang, El ArahaJi, plates xvii. xviii. The type is alsn liniuent in Cy[)ro-

Mycenrean tombs (Myres, /. E. S. xvii. p. 1.50, Cyprus Museum Catalogue, \y. :!7, and Muiiay,
Excavations in Cyprus, figs. 62, 66, 68, 70). The term "base-ring ware" apjjbcd to this class is

unsatisfactory, as tliese vessels rarely show anything at their base that can be called a ring. A
more distinctive feature is the r.'iised ring or collar rouiiil the neck in cdiinectioii with tlic liaiidle.

It seems to represent the original noose of a thong handle round a neck of hard material.

'' Dendera, plate xxi. 1 b ; Von Bissing, Cat. Gen. ; SteiiKjefiisse, plate xxi. No. 1861!:'.

"= Tomb A !.">. The group of objects from tliis tomb is in the Ashmolean Museum.

1 2
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A close parallel to tliis vase is agaiu afforded by an iil(ihniitr<iti from an early Eighteenth

Dynasty tomb at Abydos."

7. Small bowl of finclj' translucent alabaster. Restored from remaining jjortion of one

side, including handle. (Fig. 12.5, S.7, Plate XCIX.) Original diameter, 7-5 centimetres.

It had two semi-cylindrical ledge handles without perforation. An allied form of stone

vase, with a flat rim on top, is of great antiquitj- in Egypt, going back to the pre-Dynastic

period. In these vases, moreover, as in the present example, the ledge handles, though

generally perforated for suspension, are not infrequently left solid. The flat rimmed form

is common throughout the Early Empire, and supplies the prototype of a long series of

Minoan stone vases.'' Sometimes the flat rim was made in a separate piece, "^ and it is

possible therefore that this was the case with the present vase. As, however, Egyptian

ledge-handled vases ^-ith separate rims do not seem to be known after the period of the

Earlj' Empire,'' it is possible that the present vase is of Cretan fabric, representing a survival

of a much earlier Egyptian tradition.'" Stone bowls of plain bird's-nest form, with rounded

shoulders and showing neither rim nor ledges, are common among Cretan remains, going

down to the late Minoan Period.

8. Egyptian vase of banded alabaster, with short foot, globular body, and cj'lindrical

neck. Height 9'7 centimetres, diameter 8 centimetres. Parts of the rim are wanting.

(Fig. 125, S.8, Plate XCIX.) This is a very typical Egyptian form,*^ specially common in

the time of the Eighteenth Dynasty. An imported vase of this type was found in a

Mycentean tomb at Enkomi.'''

9. Egyptian vase of alabaster, with wavy grain. The rim was wanting and has been

restored. Original height 1P4 centimetres. (Fig. 12.5, S.9, Plate XCIX.) The type in

Profes.sor Petrie's opinion belongs to the Eighteenth Dynasty.

10. Egyptian vase of banded alabaster, mouth wanting. Original height 9-8 centimetres.

(Fig. 125, S.IO, Plate XCIX.) This is also an Eighteenth Dynasty typo.

" T<iml) K. 2^>^. The giouj) of objects belonging to this i.s also in tlii' Aslniioli'un Musi'uni.

^ See my account of the Hagios Oniiphrios Deposit in Cretan Pictographs, etc. (Quaritch, 1895),

118, figs. Ill, 112, where a Fourth Dynasty vase of this type is c<im])iired with one froiu near Clous

(Elunda), Crete.

' Ledge-handled stone vasi-s, with a separate rim. already occur in tlie ])re-Dynastic period, as

at Nagada.

" A Fourth Dynasty example of this from Kl Kab is in the Ashmolean Museum.

• It is by no means certain that the present bowl bad any detached rim.

' Compai-c F. von Bissing, Steingefdsse (Cat. Ge'iutral (h:s Aiif. Egyptiennef ati Musee de Caire),

18355 and 18856.

« Murray, Excavations in Cyprus, p. 25, fig. 41 (No. 1815).
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11. Bowl nf handed ;il;il)aster. Diameter 20'4 centimetres, height 8"4 centimetres*

(Fig. 12.), S.ll, Plate XC'IX.) It has a flat base, with a round opening about 4 centi-

metres in diameter, and there is a round perforation half-way down the side. There seems

to be no parallel to this type.

12. Two-haudled spouted vase of veined and banded alabaster. Height 1S3U centi-

metres, diameter 20 centimetres. (Fig. 125, S.12, Plate XCIX.) This vase answers in

shape to a very representative Minoan class. As in the case of the clay vessels of this type,

the spout does not fully open into the body of the vase, but is applied, as it were, to the

wall of the vessel, a round hole through this supplying the means of communication.

Clay vases of this type are known in Crete by the close of the Early Minoan Age
(cf. Miss E. H. Hall, Early Painted Pottery from Gournio, Crete, 5, 6) and are rife

tliroughout the Middle-Minoau Period. They are still not infrequeut in the immediately

succeeding Age (Late-Minoan I.). In the later remains of the Knossian Palace, however,

characterised by the fine Palace Style of painted ware, they are no longer found.

Neither did a single example occur in the cemetery of Zafer Papoura. Middle Minoan

specimens are known in stone, and a spout and part of the rim of a vase of this type of

banded alabaster were found in a deposit belonging to the veiy beginning of this period,

below the later Palace floor in the region of the Pillar Rooms.

The curious spout of these vases with, as in this case, its relatively small round hole

communicating with the interior, suggests an interesting comparison with a class of Egyptian

vases of copper and alabaster belonging to the early Dynasties. The Egyptian form is

handleless, but otherwise the parallelism is so close, that in the presence of other similar

borrowings, it is fairly safe to conclude that the type is of early Egyptian derivation, the

handles being added in conformity with Cretan taste. Of the alternative Egyptian types

the copper form seems to be the original, the on-set of the spout being more easily reconcile-

able with metal than with stone technique. Fourth Dynasty examples of this type in

copper and alabaster from EI Kab and Mahasna are in the Ashmolean Collection.

In the case of one of these (of alabaster) and of another (of copper) in the Uizeh

Museum from Mahasna," the spout is divided into two by a partition along the centre, each

division having a separate hole. Among the Middle Minoan clay vases from Gournia of

the same form as the alabaster vessel from the Royal Tomb are some showing a double

spout, a strong corroboration of the view expressed above that they should be regarded as

derivatives of the proto-dyuastic Egyptian type.

13. Bowl of banded alabaster with small flattening at base. Diameter 19 centimetres,

height 10-4 centimetres. (Fig. 125, ^.Vi, Plate XCIX.)

14. Spouted cylindrical vessel of veined limestone, with two horizontal handles having

vertical openings. Height 19 centimetres, diameter 21 centimetres, 'iliis vase is some-

" Xon Bissing, Metalgefdssc etc. 3436.
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what coarsely executed and the interior irregularly hollowed out, so that the walls in ])laces

are very thin. (Fig. 12-3, S.14, Plate XCVIII.)

15. Lamp of purple gypsum with raised coils resembling shells on its two sides.

(Fig. 126 and tig. 12o, S.15, Plate XGYIII.) Height 9'2 centimetres, diameter of upper part

Fig. 126. Lamp ot innple gjiibiim.

20 centimetres. 'I'his lamp is of a type and material very characteristic of the late Palace

remains. A lamp with similar decoration in gre}- Cretan steatite was found in a chamher-

tomb at Myceuae, together with remains of two fine amphorae of the Palace Style."

Fig. 127. Liimp uf purpk' g_v|>!<iiiii.

It). Lamp of jjurijlc gypsum, similar to the above, but somewhat smaller. Height

9"3 centimetres, diameter of the upper part IG'5 centimetres. (Fig. 127, and fig. 123, S.16,

Plate XCVIII.)

17-20. Steatite lids with button handles. (See base of fig. 12:1, IMate XCVllL) Lids

" Sec BiisanijULt, J. H. S. xxiv. 1904, p. .322 seqq. and plato .\iva.
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of this class, as was pointed out in my account of the Haj^^'ios Onuphrios Deposit," are

practically identical with Twelfth Dynasty Egyptian examples. They are found associated

with Cretan remains of the Middle Minoan Period.

21. Fragment of a small diorite bowl. Original diameter 1 1 centimetres and height

5 centimetres. The contour of this vessel, as far as it is preserved, and the characteristic

moulding of the rim, resemble those of vases of serpentine alabaster and other iii;itcrials

from Fourth Dynasty tombs at El Kab,''

now in the Ashmolean Museum. In the

restored drawing (fig. 128), which is due

to the kindness of Mr. C. F. Bell, the vase

is shown with a flat bottom like that of the

Egyptian example. Both the form and

material of this bowl make it probable that

we have here a part of an Egyptian vessel

of eai"ly Dynastic fabric. Other examples

of Old Empire Egyptian fabrics or their

exact reproductions by Cretan artificers have been found on the Palace site of Knossos,

and had apparently been preserved in the earlier building. Among them is a flat bowl

of diorite, another of liparite, and a higher and thicker bowl of syenite."^

23. Small fragments of serpentine vases.

24. Hooked pin of spirally twisted gold. Length 11'5 centimetres. (Fig. 129.) It is

somewhat pointed at the end and may have served as a hairpin. Bronze pins of similar

type have been found on other Cretan sites. '^

Fig. 128. Dioiite bowl : restored fi-om a friigmeiit.

Fit;. l:;i'- Honkeil pin of twisteil gold.

25. Necklace of beads of lapis lazuli. The shapes are suflSciently shown in fig. 130.

The arrangement, however, there given is conjectural. The section of the square tyjjc of

the elongated beads approaches that of certain paste beads found in a chamber-tomb at

Phaestos.' The lapis lazuli examples of the present necklace are, however, more elegant

« In Cretan Pictographs, etc. Quariteh, 1895, p. 117 seqq.

^ Quibell, III Kab, plate x. pp. 17, 30.

' A. J. E., Report: Knossos. B. S. A. viii. p. 121 seqq. and ix. p. 98.

* Eg. Augo, Grournia, Zakro, and Palaikastro. See H. R. Hastings {American Journal of

Archeology, ix. 279), who also regai-ds them as hair-pins.

" Savignoni, Necropoli di Phaestos, 141, fig. 100 c.
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in contour and ulivioiislv tlie work of an earlier period. Tlie pendant beads with a quatre-

foil section are also highly artistic. None of the more elaborate forms of bead here repre-

sented is known in Egyptj and there can be no doubt that the necklace is of Cretan fabric,

and probably belongs to the earlier part of the Late-Minoan Age.

Fifr. 130. Necklace of beads of lapis lazuli. (a.)

2G. Pendant of lapis lazuli in the form of a monkey, with a vertical and two side

perforations. Height 1-9 centimetres (fig. 131, «). The animal is in a squatting position

raising his hands t" his cars, and the tail is seen running up his back. The object

Kijr. i:!l. I.apis lazuli peiiilniits in form of long-tailed raoukeys. (^.)
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naturally suggests Egyptian parallels, the (•crropithpcvs or long-tailed monkey being h

favourite ornament of Egyptian necklaces (cf. Wilkinson, Ancient IHgyjitianfi, 1878 edition,

iii. 269). Erom its association witli the beads described above and the identity of the

material there can be little doubt that this ornament, together with the figures of another

monkey and a fi'Og described below, must be regarded rather as Cretan imitations of

]:]gyptian pendants of the same kind than as imported objects of Egyptian fabric.

27. Pendant of lapis lazuli, also representing a long -tailed monkey. Height I '9 centi-

metres (fig. 131, b). The monkey in this case is seated on a square base with his forearms

resting on the knees while the tail cui'ls round by his right foot.

Fig. 132. I.iipis lazuli ijeiuhint in furm
of a frog, (f .)

Fig. 133. Crystal
I
.oiiinicl of a (lugger, (i.) Fig. 134. Large ervstal beail. (|.T-)

28. Bead or pendant in form of a frog perforated through the sides. A part of the

hind quarters is broken off on one side. Length TS centimetres (fig. 132.) The frog is

also common as an Egyptian ornament. It seems to have been an emblem of Ptali (cf.

Wilkinson, o». cit. iii. 15 and 340).

29. Crystal pommel, probably of a dagger, with side ]3erforation for the bronze ])in of

the handle. (Fig. 133.)

30. Large crystal bead. (Fig. 1 34.)

u
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31, 31. Crystal whorls. (Figs. 135, 136.)

33. Large oval bead of pale lemon-coloured transluceut steatite. One tMul liroken.

Original length 4'2 centimetres.

Figs. 135. 136. Crystal whorls, (i.)

34. Uncertain alabaster object. (Fig. 137.) Length 4-8 centimetres. Both faces are

hollowed out in the shape of a pointed oval gradually narrowing to a small slot of the

same form.

NoTi7oniaZ se-ction

b

Fig. 137. Uucertain object of alabaster.

c

3-3. Clay sealing, of which about 12 examples (some fragmentary) were found. The

back i.s pinched in so that it shows a triangular section. The major axis of these sealings

Fig. 13S. Clay sealing, showing bull on architectural \a<i\ (luilarged two iliameters.)

dues not, as in some cases, show any sign of a string having run through it. The face is

impressed with a leutoid intaglio (diameter c. To centimetre) representing a bull in the
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act of rising from a couchant position, with his head turned backwards. I'hc animal

ii])peai-s above what is evidently intended to be an architectural base. It shows two

liorizontal lines above and below a frieze decorated with nine connected spiral coils, of

which seven appear in the present impression. The engraving of the whole design is in

the finest style of the Later Palace. The connected coils recall those of the two stone

lamps. (Fig. 138.)

36. Large bronze mirror, 22 centimetres in diameter, with fragmentary remains of its

ivory handle attaching to it. This mirror is much larger than any of those from the

cemetery of Zafer Papcura. (See fig. 123, Plate XCVIII.)

Fig. 139. Silver unp (restoreti ). (|

37. Silver cup with pedestal and a single handle. A part of the handle, which was

fixed by three rivets, was wanting, and the cup, of which fig. 139 gives a restored drawing,

was much crushed. The remains are in a highly oxydised condition, but some traces of

decoration seem to be visible at the base.

38. Parts of the handle and rim of a silver cup of about the same size as the preceding

and apparently of a somewhat similar form. (Fig. 140.) The handle was secured bv

three rivets. Its exterior attachment below terminates in an outline recalling that of the

reduplicated edges of many of the double axes of Minoan cult.

« 2
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39. Tripod lieartli of lianl plaster with white facing.

40. Large painted " amphora" with three handles, showing decorative designs of the

//'

II

Fig. 140. Handle and part of rim of silver en|i.

latest Palace Period (Late-Minoan IL). (Fig. 141a, Plate C.) Height 67-5 centimetres,

diameter 49-5 centimetres. On one side is an octopus of a somewhat symmetrical decorative

character with conventional rockwork. On the other side are seen conventional sprays

Fig. Ul//. I'art of the back of a paiuteJ " tunplima."

and coils with stellate and other flowers. (Fig. 1U6.) Round the neck is a foliate hand.

The vase was put together from scattered fragments, and several parts are missing, but

enough remains to reconstitute most of the design.



Ai'chaeologia. Vol. LIX. PI. ("

LARGE PAINTED "AMPHORA" (tig. HI a) WITH OCTOPUS AND FLORAL DESIGNS

FROM THE ROYAL TOMB AT ISOPATA.

Pablished by the Society of Antiquaries of London, 1905.







Art-haeoloE'ia. Vol. LIX. PI. CI.

LARGE PAINTED "AMPHORA" (lig. It2«) WITH CONVENTIONALIZED PLANT DESIGNS,

FROM THE ROYAL TOMB AT ISOPATA.

I'DblishciI by the Society of Autiquiiriet of Loiulon, I'.IO.").
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41. Largo paiutcd '' amphora " witli tlirce liaiidles of the same shape as the above. Height

63'5 centimetres, diameter 42 centimetres, Tliis magiiifieent vase, like the otlier, was put

together from scattered pieces, but a zone round the centre of the body was ahuost entirely

wanting. Happily, however, enough remained to complete the design with certainty, and

fig. 142, Plate CI., from a drawing by the Danish artist, Mr, Halvor Bagge, gives a complete

restoration of the vase. Immediately below the collar is a doulilo band of foliage, with a

series of reduplicated edgings below directly suggested by chased metal work, such as that

of the bronze bowl frona the Palace lioard shown in fig. 1 1 6 above. The conventionalised

plant ornament that surrounds the body displays a stately and quasi-architectonic stylo

very characteristic of the mature art of the Later Palace.

The flat upper rim of this vessel is decorated with what may be termed the wave-aud-

star pattern very frequent on the Knossian Palace frescoes." (Fig- 142/).)

Fig. H2h. Kim uf paiiitfit "amphora."

A variant of the same design, in which the stars are superimjiosed, as the waves recur

in the painted decoration of the hearth in the Megaron of the Palace at Mycenae. The

same pattern is also found in ivory reliefs of the period as the decoration of the wings of

griffins and sphinxes.

42. Painted " amphora " with throe handles, similar to the above. Height 48 centimetres,

diameter 87 centimetres. (Fig. 143.) The upper part of this is fairly complete, bat parts of

the base are wanting. Eound the neck is a single foliate band. The band of ornament

that runs round the shoulders of the vase varies on the two sides, both halves, however, show

spiraliform designs, probably derived from metal work. The double lines of connected

spirals in particular recall the decoration of a gold oenochoe and cup from the Acropolis

graves of Mycenae. The other pattern seems to be a derivative form of the simiiler

» See Fyfe, "Painted Plaster Decoration at Knossos "
: Journ. E. L B. A. .x. l-'7. where u is

referred to as "tooth ornament."
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spiraliform motive on the gold breast plate from Schliemanii's First Grave. [Mycenae,

301, fig. 4-.58.) Tlie field below this zone is divided into three parts by foliate sprays

Fig. H:i. rainti'il •• ani|>lioia " with si)inil patterns.

descending vertically beneath tlie handles. The three spaces thus divided oli show an

uniform decoration of very crude conventional sprays, which were evidently very hastily
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finished liv tlic painter of the vase. These liave a distinctly decadent aspect, bnt the

foliate sprays and metal-work patterns of the rest of the decoration take us well back

within the limit of the Pabu'i' Period.

Fig. \il. Painted •amphorii " with architectural motives.

4-3. Painted " amphora " with three handles, similar in form to the others. Height 50'3

centimetres, diameter 34 centimetres. (Fig. 144). The greater part of this vessel could be
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put together. Tlie shoulders of the vase are surrounded by scrolls and a foliate band, and
similar foliate bands descending from beneath the liandles to the base divide the whole
body into three parts.

The lower spacec are decorated with plain curving sprays, but the upper part of the

body is occupied with two zones of a remarkably architectonic character divided from one
another horizontally by a checkered band, which recalls the black and white representations

of masonry on the " miniature frescoes " of the Knossian Palace." From this acrain vertical

bands of the same checker work, rising like piers from the imitation masonry below,

ti-averse the upper of the two zones in question, while others descend across the lower

zone. Nor does the architectural parallel end here. The imitation masonry is associated

in both zones with figures in the form of two half-ovals with an upright division in the

centre. These figures obviously represent the elongated half-rosettes, with the rudimentary

triglyphs l)etween them, which characterises the Minoan and Myceneean friezes. No one

indeed can compare the miniature fresco from the Palace of Knossos, showing the fayade

of a shrine in which a frieze of this kind is combined with black and white checker work,

indicative of masonry, without recognising the indebtedness of the present ceramic design

to some such model. In some cases here we see the checker work forming the division

between the two wings of the frieze ornament, a feature which also recurs in the central

bar of the triglyph of the Knossian shrine. lu other cases this middle division is filled

with a decoration consisting of interlocked spirals, and a similar ornament again recur.s in

the same connexion on portions of stone friezes found at Knossos and Mycenae.

One feature remains to be considered of special value in defining the source from which

this ceramic design was derived. This is the appearance of two objects with strongly

recurved edges proceeding from either side of the middle division of these designs and

filling the two arched spaces left by their double borders. There can be little doubt, in

view of other decorative degenerations of the same object, that these are derived from

the two curving ends of the ever-recurring sacred double-axe of the Minoan cult, as seen

ou either side of its shaft. "We are once more carried back to the same sphere of Minoan

religious architecture as that illustrated by the temple fresco. The ceramic remains of the

Palace of Knossos have indeed, as I have elsewhere pointed out, abundantly attested the

existence of a special class of vases exhibiting the sacred double axe as their principal

design. In the present case we have a closely parallel example of a religious decorative

style, in which not only the sacred emblem but details taken from the shrine itself are

represented. On a recently discovered fresco from the South-West Hall of the Palace at

Knossos are seen parts of a shrine with checker work imitation of masonry associated with

* It must be at the same time observed that, both in the case of the architictural fnscocs and

tlie vase, this checker work design is by no means an exact representation of the isodomic courses of

tlie best Minoan masonry. It is rather a conventional equivalent for similar construction suggested,

it seems, by Egyptian painted facades, on which such checker work is frequent. Rather, indeed, it

represents the appearance of a painted plaster facing than of actual structural features.
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columns in wliich aro inserted the blades of double axes," while on the painted sar-

cophagus! found by the Italian mission at Hagia Triada the trunk-like shafts of the axes

rise from bases with similar ehecker work.

It is worth noting that a complete parallel to these ceramic adaptations of features

of Minoan religious ai'chitecture is supplied by a vase from a C'ypro-Mycentcan tomb at

Enkomi. The design on this vase (as was pointed out in u\y Myccmvfm Tree and P'dlur

ChU)^ shows a two-storeyed building in which "female votaries are seen with their hands

raised in the aet of adoration on either side of what appear to be square colnimis."

The above parallel, which enables us to connect the principal designs of the present vase

with details taken from religious architecture, sup})lics at the same time the true origin of

later vei'sions of similar motives that occur in the more decadent Minoan Age, and survive

on the pottery of the Geometrical class. Checker-work panels are seen on vases of the

ensuing Third Late-Minoan Period,'' and the same design occupies the central field of

the painted himux from the Cymbal-player's tomb at Muliann. In describing this latter

example indeed ('K^. 'Ap;^, 1904, p. 40), Dr. Xanthoudides had already expressed the

opinion that the checker-work ornament was copied from Minoan masonry. The same motive

is very characteristic of Cretan Geometrical ware.

The other architectural feature of the present vase with its medial bar and elongated

oval wings, which as we have seen is simply taken over from the reliefs of Minoan friezes,

survives in a similnr way in later ceramic decoration. It is found mi late sherds at

.Mycenae (Furtvv. u. Loeschke, Myk. Vascn, taf. xxiii. 322, 327), and similar degenerations

of the Double Axe are also seen on either side of the middle upright, but without the

surrounding half ovals {loc. cit. No. 325).

§ 3. Architer.tiind Details of the Isopatu Tomt>. Bij D. Thkodore Ftpe.

Regarding details of construction, it is of greatest interest to determine, as far as

possible, the exact form of roof in the inner chamber. The ends of the chamber at east and

west were vertical, from the evidence of the nine existing courses of the east wall 'J'he

sides, at north and south, sloped inwards, judging from the five existing courses of each.

The facework of the south wall shows a concave surface, that of the north wall a straight

surface, but the lines governing the two slopes have the same inclination from the vertical.

The complete vault may easily have been formed by a aeries of straight faces approximating

» A. J. E. Report; Knossos, 1904. B. S. A. \. p. 41 sn],/. and fig. 14.

» P. 13 and p. 14, fig. 6.

"^ Cf. Hogarth, B. S. A. vi. 103, fig. 31, from the Dictaean Cave. Suvigaoni, Necropoli di Phaesfos,

tav. 1. 2. Fiirtwiingler n. Loeschke, Myk. Vaseii, Taf. xsiv. 341.

X
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to ;i ciirvo. By acL'ui'iitcly workiiij,'- out an extension of the existing curve in geometrical

progression, as far as tlio central axial lino of tlie chamber from east to west, what appears

to be nearly if not exactly the complete curve may be arrived at. (See fig. 14.>.) This curve

would have a centre a little below the floor level (which is the starting point of the masonry),

dependent on the fact tluit neither here nor in the Treasury of Atreus at Mycenae is there

a vertically-faced coursi' of jnasonry at the base. The slope begins at once. In the Treasury,

the initial slope is greater, and the centre of the curve in consequence still further below

the floor level.

From the working out of the aforesaid curve, the apex of the vault would be about

8 metres above the floor, so that the chamber would have approximately equal height and

length. Dr. Evans suggests that this is intetitional. or, in other woi-ds, given the main

dimension of area, the height can be ascertained. l''roni the evidence of the Treasury of

Atreus, which is nearly as high as its diameter, it appears probable that .some such rule was

reo-arded in the construction of these chambers.

Tlie existing stonework of the sloped sides of the chaiuber is built in heading courses,

exce])t the lowest course, which is mostly of stretchers. This we shoidd expect. It is notice-

able that the courses are not laid with horizontal beds, but that from below upwards the

beds have a constantly increasing downward slope towards the outside. (See fig. 14."i.) If

this principle were carried o\it to the crown of the vault, the topmost stones would have an

impossibly acute angle We must therefore assume that the downward slope was corrected

at intervals, as indicated in the diagram. The downward slope was obviously introduced to

lessen the chance of the masonry falling inwards.

The evidence of the detached stones with cut-away faces, which were fouiul Ijiug about,

further tends to confirm the restoration shown. The sharpest angle found was o4i degrees,

which corresponds with the angle of the topmost course in the restoration. The structure of

the vault would diminish in thickness towards the top only on account of the increased cut-

away of the upper stones, as the upper beds of the stones found average about a metre in

width throughout. The c<uirses may have diminished slightly in height towards the top,

and the vault may have been closed at the top by a layer of stone slabs, as shown in the

restoration.

This tomb differs from most of the mainland ones in that the dromon is taken down at a

stee]i slope in ground wliirli is nearly level, and is not run horizontally into a hill-face. In

consequence the apex of the vault of the inner chamber must liave risen some 8 feet or

9 feet above the present surface level. Even so, such a horizontally built oblong structure

would be stable, more so than a circular one, provided the sloped stones of the vault were

prevented from falling outwards by a certain amount of earth support. The soft rock-

cutting on all sides is roughly vertical, and the increasing interspaces between it and the

receding walls of the structure were probably filled in with earth and stones rammed down,

after the same manner in which the backing for a retaining wall is formed.

The other parts of the structure now call for brief notice. The fore-hall was ))robab]y

roofed with stone slabs oi- lintels at the existing highest point, or at most a course higher,

x2
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after tlie manuor of tlie >;epnlcln-al iiiclies." Tliis roof tlu'i-efoi'p, like that of the inner

cliainber, was, in effect, a tunnel vault.

The masonry facing of tlie fore-liall is smaller than that of the inner chamber, and the

stones are not in heading courses.

The cross walls blocking the entrances from dnniids and forc-liall and from fore-hall

and inner chamber, were apparently of the more temporary construction suited to their

purpose, but a certain effect is obtained in the first mentioned (which is better preserved)

by means of the courses in ashlar work w liiidi alternate with the rubble filling. (See

Plate XCV. h.)

There is nothing that calls for special notice in the construction of the cist grave except

the s(juaro sinking on the south side. This may have been intended for the attachment of

some lining which has now perished. Some fragments of slabs were found in the debris of

the cist, which probably belonged to the rooting slabs which must have closed the grave.

A word should be added about the stonework generally.

The method of building is in courses throughout, not, as at UrclRimenos, in rubble work

with ashlar dressings. More attention was paid to getting a roughly true surface than to

accurate bedding of joints. Interstices in the joints are packed with small stones and some-

times with pieces of slate, set into mortar shipped on after the stones were laid, exactly as is

done in Crete nowadays. It is diiiicult to know if the walls were plastered or left in stone.

The face of the stonework is not finel)' dressed or rubbed as is the finest Palace work at

Knossos. Here tool marks are everywhere visible, luit, on the other hand, no trace of a

plaster finish is discoverable in the innci- chamber, and only a small i|uantity in the fore-hall

and dromos. My own impression, however, is that the tomb was finished, or intended to be

finished, in some way.

ij \. (Ii'iirral ( 'ni/rhisnni.'^ I'n/d rd

l

ilij Ihr [snpdfa Tnnih.

A general survey of tin- finds fiu;n the Royal Tunili ilcscrihed in Section -

leads to conclusions hardly consistent with the view tlial these reniaiu.s all

belong even a])pro.\imately to tlie same date. The fine painted vases with their

ai'chitectonic designs clearly belong to the closing period of the l,atcr I'alace and

to the pliase of ai't desei'ibcd as Latc-.M iiuian 11. ('ertain Kl;\ pt ian uliihiislrii like

the one-handled vase, No. -, and those desci-ilied under Xos. S, '.t. and I", must be

regarded as early Eighteenth Dynasty fabrics more or less contemporary witli

these fine cer;miic products of the Palnce Style. Tlie stoiu' lamps and plaster

•'
(,'f. also tlic roof of tin- siiiiillcr rjininlici- at ( )rclHiniciios. I'cirnt. T/Aif. rfr. vi. 44(>.
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heai'th, the bronze mirror, the crystal pommel, the clay sealings, and ])i((l);il)ly

some other relics may be referred to the same period, or ronohly sjicakint;- td tin-

fifteenth or sixteenth century before our era.

But when we come to objects such as the more baggy class of alabaster

vessels of the types represented by Nos. :^ and 4, the centre of gravity of uur

comparisons tends at once to move u]) to a higher ehi-onological level. It is ti-iic

that certain offshoots of these types, as for instance Nos. •") and »> of the above

series, are still found in early Eighteenth Dynasty de])osits. But tlie nearest

parallels to such nlabaxfra as Nos. :? and 4 occur in Egyptian tombs of the Twelfth

and even the Sixth Dynasty. They are, as all Egyi)tologists who have seen theni

agree, characteristic Middle Empire forms, in other words, they belong rather to

the Third than to the Second Milleiniiuin before our era, and to a period con-

temporary with the jNIiddle Minoan of Crete.

There is, moreover, a remarkable proof that about the close of the period in

question this particular type of baggy iilahastron was well known in Crete. Miss

Boyd's excavations at (lournia have brought to light, among floor deposits

belonging to the immediately .succeeding age (Late-Minoan I.), a series of painted

vases, not only reproducing the characteristic shape of these Egyptian nlnJinsfrin

but even imitating in the chevron patterns on their walls the waved bands of

the stone. But by the Second Late-Minoan Period, to which the painted vases

from the present tomb belong, these ceramic imitations have disappeared.

It has been further shown above that the hole-spouted vase of alabaster,

No. 12, has very early connexions. The form itself seems to be derived from

that of a class of Egyptian vessels of copper and alabaster characteristic of the

early Dynasties, and it had already taken root in Crete during the Early Minoan

period. It is specially common during the Middle Minoan Age, but by the con-

cluding epoch of the Later Palace it seems to have fallen into complete desuetude,

and no vessels of this shape in the Palace Style have come to liglit. On the other

hand, the only parallel in alabaster is a fragment of a similar vessel from an early

deposit found under the Later Palace floor in the neighboui-hood of the Pillar

Rooms and belonging to the very lieginning of the Middle Minoan Period.

The magnificent porphyry bowl (fig. 124) recalls in its material and to a

certain extent in its form the vessels in similai' haiil stones from royal and other

tond)s of the early Dynasties. The fragment of a diorite bowl (No. 21) repro-

duces the characteristic rim and contour of Fourth Dynasty examples, and if, as

seems most probable, it formed part of an imjiorted article from Egypt, it cannot

with any reasonable probability be brought down imich below that early period.
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Vases of these fine igneous formations are conspicuous by their absence in the

considerable store of stone vessels found in the later Palace of Knossos. On

the other hand they fit on to a much more ancient group represented among the

remains of the earlier Palace. Among theee may be mentioned a syenite pot

which in Professor Petrie's opinion is an Egyptian fabric of one of the early

Dynasties, and parts of two exquisite boAvls of diorite and liparite, not to be

distintruished from the finest fabrics of the kind discovered in the roval tombs

of the first four Dynasties of Egypt. It is possible that in one or the other case

we have to deal with Cretan copies of these early forms, and that such may

have continued in use to a later age than the Egyptian prototypes. But the

evidence from the Palace site at Knossos clearly tends to show that vases of

this class did not continue to be in vogue, at least l)eyonil the limits of the

Middle Minoan Period. Even heirlooms of the kind must have had a tendency to

disappear.

Indications such as the above strongly |)oint to the conclusion tliat the

Isopata tomb itself goes back to an earlier period than that represented l)y the

vases in the later Palace Style. Nor do these indications, supplied by ol)jects

found within it, stand alone. A valuable jiiece of evidence tending in the

same direction is afforded by certain signs cut mi the bhicks of whicli the tomb

was constructed. A comparative study of the signs on the Idocks of the earlier

and later Palaces of Knossos and of the successive phases of each brings out the

fact that the work of each period may be roughly distinguished by the character

of these marks. Particular signs were prevalent during certain periods. The

method of cutting, moreover, at least in its broad aspects, underwent a gradual

modification. The signs of the earliest period are as a rule large and broadly

cut. like those on the block described above from a sj-rave at Zafer Papoura.

(Fig. 9.) Those of the intermediate age show more or less tiMusitional types,

while the latest class are of smaller dimensions and finer incision.'

Several dilferent signs are cut on the Idocks of the Royal Tomb, and the

character of these corresponds with those of the intermediate class. 'L'lus class

* Tlie question as to how far' tliese signs are to be I'egarded as ordinary luasous' marks or to

what extent they may be held to have a religious significances is beyond the scope of the present

paper. It is evident that some of the forms corres])()nd with characters of the conventionalised

pictographio script of contemporary seals and claj- documents. At the same time from the nianner

in which they were used on the blocks of Minoan buildings it seems reasonable to conclude that tliey

stood rather fiu' signs than letters. It is clear that some of them, like tlie donbic-axe, had a relitjiiiu'*

value.
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marks tlio earliest structures (if tlic Later Palace at Knossos, which represent the

closing phase of the Middle Minoaii Period (M. M. III.).

Tn tlio Palace itself it is oxtvonclv tare to see moj-e than two simis towtlicr

on the same block. There is IikIcimI a sino-le instance of a coni])Oiind figure

made up of two signs being associated with another. The Royal Tomlj, how-

ever, has supplied a hitherto uii|iai'alleled exain|il(' of foui' of these signs following

each other on the same stone. This interesting phenomenon occurred on a narrow

block, a metre in length, and 20 centimetres high, wliirli from the position in

which it was found seemed to have originally served as the coping stone of the

niche at the back of the main chamber. (Fig. 14(5.) Of these signs that on the

extreme right exhibiting an eight-rayed star in a circle is new to the series,

though the eight-rayed star itself is connnon enough. The other signs, namely

the double axe, the branch, and the trident, are of special frequency on blocks

belonging t<i the earlier sti'uctures of the Later Palace.

Kig. HO. Coping stone with incised signs, from niche of the Koyal Tomb at Isopata

'I'he double-axe sign, which is the most constantly recurring of all tliose foiiinl

in the Palace, had certainly a significance as the emblem of the principal Minoan

divinities, in the Royal Tomb, too, it is in the ascendant, occurring in a con-

spicuous position on the wall noitJi of the entrance of the main chamber, twice

in the north niche of the fore hall, and elsewhere. The plain cross, also known

on the Palace site, is also found, and two more tridents on a single block.

Thus not only the character of the irjcision but the choice of the signs

correspond with that in vogue on the Palace blocks of the Third Middle Minoan

Period.

Whether then we regard the earlier part of the contents of the tomlj or the

signs on its blocks, we are taken back for the date of its construction to a period

long anterior to the closing days of the Later Palace. It can hardly be supposed

indeed that Minoan Knossos, which to the last seems to have exercised a dominant

influence on the arts of mainland Greece, was unable, during the period whicli is

marked by the great domed chambers of Mycenae, to produce at least their

architectm-al equivalent. The cross section of the main chamber hei'e, with its
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pointed tunnel vault, bears, it is ti*ue, some resemblance to that of tlie circular

vault of the Treasury of Atreus, but structurally the latter represents a great

advance on the former. The workmanship is finer, the ai'ea covered in the case

of the Treasury is over three times as great, and the domed vaulting is in accord-

ance both with static and dvnamic principles.

Struck by these contrasts, and approaching the matter from the purely

architectural standpoint, Mr. Fyfe arrived at a conclusion regarding the com-

parative date of the Isopata Tomb which is quite in agreement with the indications

already- referred to.

" From structiiral evidence," he Avrites, " we are on the whole justified in

res:ardiue' the Knossos Tomb as of earlier date than any built tomb on the main-

land at Mycenae or elsewhere." He notes as an early feature the absence of a

lintel (ner the doorways as contrasted with the later work at Mj^cenae. He

observes, however, that " it should lie noticed in this connexion that the very

timidity which restrained the Minoan builders from throwing a stone lintel across

the full width of an opening (see entrances to sepulchral niches, Plates XCVl.

XCYll. ) made them adopt a door head with an attempt at an open arch, which

ultimately became a more permanent form than the massive lintel with a relieving

arch over it displayed at Mycenae.

It must also be borne in mind, as indicating a difference of date, that in its

plan the Isopata Tomb is not a mere enlargement of that seen in the case of

the chamber-tombs of the Late-Minoan Cemetery, but differs fi'om this in some

essential particulars. The fore-hall, with its side niches, and the niche at the

l)ack of the main chamber, are altogether divergent features. On the other hand,

it is interesting to note that these very points show a curious conformity with the

scheme of some typical Egyptian tombs belonging to the same approximate period

as the earlier class of imported alabastra described above. An example of these

\'vou\ Hawara" is given in fig. 147. "We see here a sloping passage approached by

a well or pit, which to a certain extent recalls the abrupt ascent at the up])er

end of the Isopata drorncti. This leads to an antechamber, the sepulchral chaml)er

itself, on the floor of which the sarcophagus had stood, while behind the chamber

is a s(|uare niche. The wliolc is in this case cut out of tJic mc-k, and the mastaba

or sepiilciiral chapel originally rose on the ground level above tlie chamliei'.

Tlie parnllclisni here presented to the arrangement of the .Minoan tonili

* I'ctrio. Kiihini ftiiroh. mid Hnivitra. jtlate vii. H.
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mifi-lit suggest a suspicion that the early Egyptian influence on the sepulchral

cult of prehistoric Crete went still further, and that the mound al)ove the summit

of the great chamber may have been here too crowned by some kind of lyri'ion

answering to the Egyptian chapel. A hint of some such sepulchral usage seems

iinh'cd to be supplied I)y the painted sarcophagus discovei'cd by tln' lt;ili:m

Mission at Hagia Triada." Upon this vai'ious ritual scenes are <lej)icte(l, inehiding

the worship of the double-axe emblems of the divine ])aii' of Minoan i-eligion, in

presence of a figure which has been recogniseil as that of the deceased pei-son,

who stands at the entrance of what may well have been some such sepulchral

shrine.

Kig'. 147. Plan and section of a Twelfth Dynasty Egyptian tomb
at Hawara (after Tetrie).

In this connexion a special interest attaches to a passage of Diodorus,

describing the traditional tomb of Minos near the Sicilian Minoa. The tomb,

according to this account, was of a double natui'e, the actual sepulchre being

below, while above it was reared a shrine of Aphrodite, for long a centre of

Sicilian worship. The Aphrodite of Minos we now know. She is the Great

Mother of prehistoric Knossos, lady alike of the double-axe, of the lion and of

the dove, in some respects Rhea, in others the Aphrodite Ai'iadne of later cult.

" Ldvor! esegiiifi ilalla Missione ArcJieoIogica Ititlitiwi. vie. (Be)iiliconti ih'lla r. Aciid. dei Lincei,

xii. Luglio 1903).

y
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It is also worth noting that the story of tlie death of Minos in Sicily at the hands

of King Kokalos is identical with that of Agamemnon at the hands of Clytem-

nestra, according to the version preserved by vEschylus. Both were murdered in

their baths. When we remember that the receptacles of the dead in the Minoan

chamber-tombs were often nothing else than clay baths, we have a very probaljle

source for the genesis of both stories.

To resume. The earlier of the sepulchral relics found, the signs on the

blocks, the character of the construction itself, and the remarkable conformity to

the plan with rock tombs of the Twelfth Dynasty, all combine to indicate that the

chamber-tomb of Isopata goes back to a period contemporary at least with the

close of the Middle Empire in Egypt. In other Avords it was most probably built

in the Third Middle Minoan Period.

The close of that period at Knossos was marked by a considerable catasti'ophe

in the Palace, which was largely rebuilt and remodelled during the succeeding

Late-Minoan Age. It looks as if towards the close of this later Palace Period

the original grave cist, the contents of which had been already probably rifled

and scattered about, had been once again made use of for an interment of some

importance. The rough covering-slabs found certainly did not belong to the

grave as first constructed, :nid were probably placed there after this second

sepulture. To tlie interment of this Late-Minoan Age would naturally belong the

fine painted vases in the Palace Style and the other contemporary objects

enumerated.

Then came the still later violators of the grave, and the remains of the second

interment were thrown about the floor of the chamber and elsewhere to mingle

with the already scattered relics from the original deposit. At a still later period

the whole vault was used for promiscuous sepulture, or possibly as a public

ossuary.

The later history of the Royal Toml:) in fact curiously reproduces that of

the Palace itself and of its principal dependencies. Just as the once royal and

seignorial halls were parcelled out and divided up by poorer denizens, so the

spacious vault, originally we may believe constructed as a last resting-place for

kings of Minoan stocky became in days of luin nnd decline a common burial-pit:

}[oc miseriic ])lt'l)i stabat (•ominiiiic scpulclirmn.

Tlie si/e and cons[)icuous position of the isopata tomb led me, when first it

was opened, to make the suggestion that we might have here the legendfH-y
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resting-place of Idomeneus, the lt'a<loi- of tlic Cretan contingent of eighty sliips

against Troy, whose grave was pointed out near Knossos in Hellenic times

together, close beside it, witli that of his colleague and half-brother ^leriones tlie

son of Molos. According to Diodoi'os" it Avas marked with tiiis epitaph :

Ki'wcrioi' 'ISo/i,e^']^os opa Ta.<pov. Xvrap iyio tol

TT\y)(TLOv ISpvfxaL Mrjpi6urj<; 6 Mokov.

Idomeneus was the grandson of Minos, which would probably make him (jut

too late in the series for tlie original occupant of the Isopata tomb. The later

interment may be thought to be hardly important enough for so great a prince,

yet there is always a possibility that in times of decline and perhaps of pressing

danger the later scion may have found a resting-place in an ancestral vault.

Indeed it is hard to imagine that the grave cist of this imposing tomb was used

again for one who was not of some account. In spite of exhaustive researches no

trace of any like built tomb could be found in the neighbourhood. A few metres

to the south, however, there came to light a chamber-tomb cut in the rock, of

somewhat irregular form, but containing fragmentary remains of painted vases in

the Palace Style contemporary with those of the neighbouring vault. Could this

otherwise quite isolated sepulchral chamber V)e the traditional tomb where IMeriones

was laid, hard by the resting-place of his half-brother ?

Such questions may never be answered, but the possible survival here of

local traditions cannot be gainsaid, especially when it is remembered that the

later use of the vault went on apparently into the Geometrical Period. At an}-

rate the site would have been specially appropriate for the toml) of the Cretan

prince who led the largest naval contingent of any of those who took part in

Agamemnon's expedition. As a matter of fact the height on which it stands

directly overlooks the extensive maritime town of Knossos, the existence of

which a little east of the present town of Candia has been ascertained by the

researches of the last season. It seems, too, that the tomb lay close to the

ancient roadline, bringing the Palace and inland town into communication with

the port.

In the days when the summit of the great chamber, itself rising some three

metres above the rock surface, was capped by a momid, and that perhaps in turn

surmounted by a stel<i or hruon, it must have been a most conspicuous landmark.
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The panorama from the plateau of the tomb is certainly tlie most extensive

of any in the neiglibourhood of the ancient Knossos, thongh the Palace itself in

its somewhat low-lying basin is shut off b^- a nearer hill. The eye ranges from

the snow-clad ridge of Ida to that of Dicta, with the pyramid of the Cretan

Stromboli rising to the west and that of Mount Juktas, the site of the traditional

tomb of Zeus, immediately to the south. The view takes in alike the Venetian

walls of Candia and the site of tlie Minoan port, while to the north it extends far

across the ^Egean waters from the near lying island of Din, the stranding-place

of Ariadne, to where on clear days Melos and the volcanic cliffs of Santorin are

faintl\' disf'ornibl(>.
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